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Abstract
It is important to understand public perceptions of energy systems, particularly those
located in rural areas where energy technology is likely to be situated. The general
public can sometimes influence the deployment of energy systems through their
opposition to, or support for, such development. This paper examines perceptions
of energy systems and climate change in relation to public perspectives of “place”
(i.e., relationships with the area and landscape). Sixty-nine residents from two
communities were interviewed to examine their attitudes toward climate change
and energy development. The results demonstrate that sense of place is an important
factor in participants’ preferences for energy systems. Participants were supportive of
energy development if it was seen to be consistent with their perception of the area
and landscape. Further, participants consistently referred to place when discussing
the influence of climate change. The results of this study highlight the importance
of understanding local residents’ views on “place” when assessing their perception of
climate change and their support for, or opposition to, transitioning to renewable
energy systems.
Keywords: risk perception, place, climate change, energy systems, wind, hydro,
oil, rural

Introduction
Risks associated with climate change and concerns about environmental
sustainability have engendered the need to transition to low carbon energy systems.
Public opinion is recognized as an important factor in the successful development
or deployment of new energy systems (Devine-Wright, 2005). It is particularly
important to understand the risk perceptions of rural populations, as energy systems
are often located in rural areas and residents can influence deployment through their
support for, or opposition to, a technology (Ashworth et al., 2010).
1
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Understanding risk perceptions is critical for effective risk communication among
scientists, policy-makers, the public, and other stakeholders (Miller, 2001; Sjoberg,
1998). Ascertaining risk perceptions about traditional or alternative energy systems
can provide stakeholders and policy-makers with insight into how the public
is likely to react toward a development (Covello & Sandman, 2001), which, in
turn, can facilitate the effective delivery of risk messages by communicators to
the public (Leiserowitz, 2006). A thorough examination of risk perceptions is
important because attitudes and behaviors can be influenced by multiple social and
psychological factors that go beyond the scientific and technical risk assessment
of a hazard (Pidgeon et al., 2003; Slovic, 1987).
A number of studies have examined the variables that influence perceptions of
energy development (Walker et al., 2010; Wüstenhagen et al., 2007). However, less
research has focused on local residents’ attachment to “place” (i.e., relationships with
the land and the desire to change or protect the landscape) and how this attachment
may affect perceptions of energy systems (e.g., natural gas extraction, wind turbine
siting, nuclear power plants, and solar photovoltaic development) and attitudes
to climate change—knowledge that could provide stakeholders with information
leading to better, more effective, discussions about climate change and energy
development with local populations.
For this project, case studies were completed in two rural Canadian communities
to assess perceptions of energy development and understandings of climate change.
Extensive fossil fuel extraction currently occurs in the two communities, which
are located in the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta. The case studies provide
insight into participants’ views regarding a shift in energy systems development—
from high carbon, fossil fuel–based energy systems to low carbon, renewable energy
alternatives. Further, we examine how place-based elements influence attitudes
toward climate change.
This paper begins with a description of energy systems development in Canada,
followed by a review of factors that may influence attitudes toward energy
development and climate change. We then provide information about the case
study methodology and profiles of the two communities. Finally, we present our
results and provide recommendations for future research.

Background
Climate and energy context in Canada
Many countries, including Canada, have acknowledged the need to diversify
energy systems and increase the use of renewable resources to produce energy.
The reasons for this diversification are numerous, including pressure for energy
4
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security, job creation, rural development, and the threat of decreasing fossil fuel
reserves (International Energy Agency, 2011). Further, concern over pollution levels
and increasing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions have created the need to promote
alternative, renewable energy technologies, such as solar photovoltaics and wind
turbines (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC], 2015), and find
new locations for these.
Canada has relatively high levels of GHG emissions, including substantial carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions. The country accounts for 0.5% of the world’s population,
yet is responsible for approximately 2% of the world’s GHG emissions (Environment
Canada, 2012). Ample research has shown that an increase in anthropogenic CO2
levels has contributed to climate change and that these levels need to be reduced
(IPCC, 2015). Electricity generation is one of the contributing factors leading to
high CO2 levels in the atmosphere.
In Canada, electricity is generated from a diversified mix of renewable and
nonrenewable sources. These differ by region and depend on a number of factors,
such as the availability of nearby natural resources (Natural Resources Canada,
2015). In Canada, the bulk of electricity is produced from hydropower in locations
where favorable geography and hydrography exist (e.g., Quebec, British Columbia,
Ontario, Labrador, and Manitoba) (Natural Resources Canada, 2015). Electricity in
the Prairie Provinces (i.e., Alberta and Saskatchewan) is primarily generated by coal
and natural gas–fired power plants. Extensive fossil fuel production in this region is
due, in part, to the region’s large fossil fuel basins.
The need to reduce CO2 emissions in high fossil fuel extraction regions (e.g., the
provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan) has prompted significant research regarding
additional energy systems and raised important questions: Would communities
continue to support only fossil fuel extraction or would they recommend other
energy development in the area? Due to the fact these communities already support
industrial development, would residents be more likely to support additional
technologies? Communities with a history of fossil fuel extraction often depend
on those industries for employment and economic development (Freudenburg
& Gramling, 1992); therefore, it is critical to examine how communities perceive
additional energy systems development.

The role of sense of place in perceptions
of energy technology
There are risks associated with energy systems technologies; however, there are also
ample benefits (Wiener & Graham, 2009). The need to examine rural communities’
perceptions of energy systems technology to better communicate the risks and
benefits of developments is well-established (Devine-Wright, 2011b). Public
opinion on any controversial technology can factor into its successful development
5
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and this is especially true of energy systems (O’Hare et al., 1983). Public support
for (or opposition to) energy systems has been a factor in the development of energy
infrastructure throughout North America (Owens & Driffill, 2008). According
to social scientists, public opposition has been a factor in the decline of new
nuclear power reactors since the 1970s and was also significant in the 1990s-era
moratorium on offshore drilling along many coastal areas in the United States (US)
(Smith, 2002).
It is particularly important to understand local perceptions of energy development.
Such views are critical because “affected” populations have a greater ability to
halt renewable energy development in their area through opposition and protest
(Ashworth et al., 2010). A number of factors affect rural community members’
views of energy technology (Wong-Parodi & Ray, 2009; Wüstenhagen et al., 2007).
Elements shaping perceptions of technological development include the potential
to upset or uphold social systems, health and biophysical systems, and economic
systems (Freudenburg & Gramling, 1992). Social systems generally refer to the
degree of connectivity among people and the quality and quantity of social relations
possessed by a population (Harpham et al., 2002). Changes to social systems can
occur as interest groups mobilize their resources in an attempt to promote or oppose
a development. Residents may be concerned about how a development will affect
their relationships with others in the community (Gross, 2007). Further, changes to
the physical environment can affect perceptions of energy systems. The deployment
of technology, development of transportation systems, storage of hazardous materials,
and/or renovation of facilities can result in changes to the physical environment.
Such alterations can have significant effects on nearby communities and influence
how residents perceive energy developments (Devine-Wright, 2011b). The opening
and closing of economic opportunities can also be outcomes of technological
development and can affect perceptions of energy development (Boyd, 2015).
Examples of potential economic opportunities include increased jobs, business
revenue and tourism; negative economic outcomes include a decrease in real estate
values, tourism or business revenue. An energy development may be opposed if it
could potentially detract from future economic development (Flynn et al., 1992);
however, it could be supported if it was likely to create employment.
There are numerous factors that help to form local perceptions of energy systems.
Community members’ attachment to place may be one of these factors and,
consequently, may influence their views on energy systems and climate change
(Devine-Wright & Howes, 2010; Sherren et al., 2016). The term “sense of place”
has been used in many different ways; however, it can generally be described as
the affective link between individuals and places (Tuan, 1977; for an overview, see
Bott et al., 2003). Sense of place is mediated by biophysical and cultural aspects
(Bott et al., 2003). Studies examining sense of place show that biophysical attributes
can predict place attachment to constructed meanings of place (Stedman, 2003;
6
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Willox et al., 2012). Sense of place also consists of numerous social and cultural
dimensions, including the cultural and historic context within which meanings, social
interactions and values are created (Tuan, 1977). In regard to energy development,
sense of place can act as an obstacle or accelerator (Rollero & De Piccoli, 2010).
Research has found that, when an individual’s pre-existing emotional bonds to
a place are disrupted, energy development may be seen as a threat that can result in
place-protective action, such as oppositional behavior (Devine-Wright & Howes,
2010). For example, research on wind turbine development demonstrates that the
technology must fit with the community’s views of the area; if the development
is perceived as “industrializing” a “natural” place, the incompatibility can lead to
opposition and protest among community members (Devine-Wright & Howes,
2010; Boyd, 2017).
Place attachment has also been shown to positively predict acceptance of energy
projects; change does not always negatively affect or “disrupt” attachment to place—
it has the ability to enhance attachment and predict support or acceptance as well
(Devine-Wright, 2011a). While there has been research that suggests that place
can influence perceptions of energy systems in regions that are viewed as “natural”
(i.e., minimal energy development), less research has examined the perceptions of
people living in regions with extensive energy development. Therefore, it is necessary
to examine the views of those living with extensive energy development to better
understand and predict how residents could view potential changes in their region.

The role of sense of place in perceptions
of climate change
Sense of place reinforces and reflects the social construction of risk in the local
environment; it can be seen as central to the process by which people select and
interpret risks as salient, such as those associated with climate change (Masuda &
Garvin, 2006). Place-related social identity can be associated with attitudes toward,
and concern about, local environmental issues and climate change (Hess et al.,
2008). This association has been highlighted by researchers who have examined
rural farmers’ perspectives on climate change in Ethiopia (Deressa et al., 2009) and
Sahel (Mertz et al., 2009). In these studies, rural populations related crises such as
drought with personal experiences and observations.
The factors that influence beliefs and decisions about climate change are discussed
in a growing body of literature that explores the role of information obtained
through others (e.g., statistical descriptions) versus the role of information
obtained through personal experience (Weber, 2006). The same information can
lead to different choices depending on its source (Hertwig et al., 2004). This
finding is particularly relevant for assessing rural communities’ beliefs and decisions
about climate change, as these populations often rely on personal experience and
7
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observations to assess risk (Mertz et al., 2009). Therefore, it is critical to understand
local public values—including sense of place—and how these may influence
perceptions of energy technology and climate change (Devine-Wright, 2005).

Community profiles
Two communities in two Canadian provinces were examined. The communities
were chosen because each had large fossil fuel developments in addition to other
proposed or possible renewable energy developments. Discussions with residents
about potential and realized energy systems developments were used to evaluate
how local, social contexts influenced perceptions about energy developments.
The communities we examined were Fairview, Alberta, located near a proposed
nuclear power plant and hydroelectric dam, with existing considerable natural
gas development, and Weyburn, Saskatchewan, located on the Bakken oil field.
The following section provides an overview of the energy systems currently located
or proposed in these communities.

Fairview, Alberta: Nuclear, hydro and natural gas
development
Fairview is located approximately 560 kilometers (350 miles) north of Edmonton.
The nearest population centers are Grande Prairie, 114 kilometers (70 miles) to
the south, and Peace River, 80 kilometers (50 miles) to the northeast. Surrounded
by farmland, boreal forest and wetlands, the town of Fairview has a population of
3,297 and the Municipal District2 (MD) has 1,432 residents (Statistics Canada,
2012). The population of Fairview grew by 4.5% between 2001 and 2006;
however, the broader MD experienced a population decrease of 20.5% over the
same period. The primary industries in the area include natural gas extraction and
agriculture. Approximately 21% of residents in the town, and 40% of residents in
the municipality, work in “agriculture and resource-based industries” (compared to
12% of the Albertan population). Other major employers in the area include a small
branch campus of Grande Prairie Regional College and a tree nursery.
The town is situated on a large natural gas reserve (the Dunvegan Natural Gas
Field) and near a river that is suitable for hydroelectric projects. Large natural
gas fields south of Fairview provide employment opportunities for many in the area.
The company, Canadian Natural Resources Ltd, employs approximately 115 people
in the MD and 45 people in town. A hydroelectric project was proposed on the Peace
River, 25 kilometers (15 miles) south of the town. It was estimated that construction
2
A “Municipal District” is a type of rural municipality in the Province of Alberta that is governed by elected
councils.
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of the dam would take three to four years and would generate approximately
500 person-years of employment (Town of Fairview, 2012). The community was
also involved in the North Peace nuclear power debate, which involved a proposal to
build a power plant 45 kilometers (27 miles) northeast of Fairview. The proponent
eventually withdrew the application and canceled the project.3

Weyburn Saskatchewan: Oil development
Weyburn is located 115 kilometers (70 miles) southeast of Regina and 75 kilometers
(45 miles) north of the American border. The economic and business center for
the region, Weyburn provides goods and services to nearby towns. Most of the
area comprises flat farmland and there is little variation in topography. According
to census data, the population of the Weyburn area is 10,622. Agriculture and oil
make up the region’s primary industries. In addition to the area’s significant oil
resources, the region has the country’s largest privately owned inland grain terminal.
Just over one-quarter of residents (26%) in the Rural Municipality (RM) work in
“occupations unique to primary industry” (e.g., the oil industry or farming), twice
the provincial average (13%); however, only 10% of those living within the city of
Weyburn work in such occupations. Approximately 35% of residents in the RM
of Weyburn work in “agriculture and other resource-based industries,” compared to
the provincial average of 16%.
There is a long history of oil extraction in the Weyburn area due to the large oil
reserves underlying southern Saskatchewan. More than 600 wells operate in the
immediate area (City of Weyburn, 2011). There are two major oil field developers
in the area: Cenovus and Apache. Cenovus operates the Weyburn field and
employs about 80 people in the Weyburn area; the Apache oil company employs
approximately 28 people (Apache, 2011). Other smaller oil companies also
employ local residents.

Methods
Perspectives on climate change and energy systems were examined through individual
and group interviews. In-depth, face-to-face individual and group interviews were
completed with 33 people in Weyburn and 36 people in Fairview. Table 1 provides
a summary of the number of individual interviews and number of participants in
each group interview.

3

The proposal for the nuclear power plant was cancelled after this study was completed.
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Table 1. Summary of participants in research project by community
Fairview
One-on-one interviews

Weyburn

Total participants

17

29

46

     2 people

2 (4 people)

2 (4 people)

8

     3 people

2 (6 people)

Group interviews with:
6

     4 people

1 (4 people)

4

     5 people

1 (5 people)

5

Total number of participants

36

33

69

Note. Table 1 demonstrates the number of one-on-one interviews (individual interviews) and group
interviews. The group interview column demonstrates the number of people in each group interview.
For example, in Fairview there were 17 one-on-one interviews, 2 group interviews with 2 people present,
2 group interviews with 3 people present, 1 group interview with 4 people present, and 1 group interview
with 5 people present.

Internet and phone listings were used to find initial interview participants; two
participants were randomly selected from two local community websites and three
residents were randomly selected from phone listings. An advertisement was placed
in each of the local newspapers to recruit participants, and snowball sampling
was also used. Snowball sampling is a method by which participants in the study
recommend additional participants (Biernacki & Waldorf, 1981). Efforts were made
to ensure variety in terms of demographics (age, gender, education), location (rural
or urban), and job type (agriculture, oil industry, government, business, other).
Sufficient variation among respondents was ensured in four ways: 1) by maintaining
a tally of respondents’ demographics and job type throughout the interview process
(e.g., if there were no respondents from the oil industry we would ask participants
to identify other residents who worked in the oil industry); 2) by asking participants
to recommend various residents (i.e., not just their close friends); 3) by recruiting
from different sources to ensure that participants were members of different social
networks (Heckathorn, 2002); and 4) by recruiting through local newspaper
advertisements in both Fairview and Weyburn. The participants’ demographic
characteristics are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of participants’ demographics, location and job type
Fairview

Weyburn

Demographics
Age

10

18–29

4

4

30–39

6

4

40–49

7

7

50–59

9

8
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Fairview

Weyburn

Demographics
60–69

4

6

70 and over

4

3

Unknown*

2

1

Male

16

13

Female

20

20

Gender

Education
No certificate, diploma, or degree

3

6

High school certificate or equivalent

10

7

College or other non-university certificate or diploma

10

10

University certificate or diploma below bachelor level

4

3

University certificate, diploma, or degree

8

6

Unknown

1

1

Rural

17

13

Urban

19

20

Location**

Job Type***
Agriculture

10

9

Fossil fuel industry

5

4

Government

3

3

Business (other than fossil fuel)

9

7

Other

9

10

* “Unknown” indicates that the participant did not disclose the requested information. ** Location refers
to where the participant lives (not where he or she works). *** Participants may have had more than one
job type (e.g., owned a business and was mayor of the town). If they had more than one job, they were
asked to speak about their main job.

A semi-structured approach was used to allow for additional questions exploring
a particular problem or individual experience (Ansay et al., 2004)—namely, climate
change and energy systems development. Similar interview protocols were used for
both individual and group interviews. During the interviews, participants were asked
to clarify or expand upon their responses. Interviews were completed during May–
July 2011 in Fairview and September–November 2011 in Weyburn. A researcher
stayed in the region during these months to observe community functioning and
to better understand local contexts and sense of place. Community members were
interviewed until a saturation point was found. A saturation point is achieved when
emergent patterns in the data stabilize and no novel information is gained from
additional respondents (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The questions focused on two
areas: 1) what energy systems should be developed in the region and 2) perceptions
of climate change.
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All interviews were transcribed and imported into a qualitative data analysis
program (N-Vivo 9). Inductive and deductive approaches were utilized to facilitate
the processes of thematic analysis. A deductive approach utilizes existing research
questions and theories to guide the elaboration of themes (Corbin & Strauss, 2008).
Initial themes were gleaned from studies focusing on place (e.g., Devine-Wright,
2005) and a literature review of perceptions of energy technologies. A complimentary
inductive approach resulted in the emergence of themes related to perceptions
of climate change and energy systems (Corbin & Strauss, 2008).

Results
Attitudes toward energy systems development
A total of 69 residents from the two communities were asked about their attitudes
toward energy systems development. The participants’ preferences for energy
systems differed across the communities. Figure 1 shows the energy systems that
residents would like to see developed.4 Fairview participants primarily discussed
a desire for hydroelectricity development. There were fewer who wanted solar,
wind and nuclear energy; yet, there were some participants who recommended the
development of these energy sources. In Weyburn, wind turbine development was
the most frequently mentioned energy source.
25
20
15

Weyburn, SK

10

Fairview, AB

5
0

Solar

Wind

Nuclear

Hydroelectric

Energy System

Geothermal

Coal

Figure 1. Preferences for local energy systems development
Overall, in both communities, large numbers of participants supported renewable
resource development. It is noteworthy that no participants in either community
were opposed to additional energy development in the area. The reasons why
residents chose different energy systems are discussed in the following section.

4
12

Residents may have stated one or more preferences for energy systems—this has been captured in the graph.
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An examination of place-based factors
in energy preferences
During the interviews, follow-up questions were asked to better understand
participants’ attitudes toward energy systems. Place-based factors were the most
prominent variables. These were influenced by two factors: 1) the presence of
resources in the region and 2) the importance of community and sustainability.

Presence of resources in the region
A common response among participants was that energy systems should be developed
based on the resources present in the area. The majority of Fairview participants
stated that there should be a focus on developing hydroelectric dams, primarily
because of the proximity of the Peace River. One resident stated:
I think we really need to do more hydro. We have that big beautiful river running
through our area. Why don’t we use hydroelectricity here? I heard it might even bring
more jobs … we need more hydro.

Other participants from Fairview commented on what they thought would not
work in the area; for example, “you can’t really do solar up here because I don’t think
there’s enough sun coming in.” Another participant suggested that:
Wind might not work so well here and we aren’t a real windy place here. I think the
real big thing we need to do is to look to the river. We need to make hydroelectricity.

Similar types of responses were discovered in the Weyburn area. Owing to the area’s
location, Weyburn participants favored wind development. For example, a Weyburn
resident commented: “Well, personally, I think that we should use more wind power
because God knows we have enough of it here. It’s extremely windy.” A number of
participants also mentioned that nuclear power could be a good option for the area,
due to the uranium mines in Saskatchewan. A local business owner stated: “I think
there should be more focus put on the exploration of uranium—we have that in
Saskatchewan.” Another resident observed:
I think we need to look at the nuclear option, I went on a uranium tour and I think
you need to look at your environment, I think you need to look at what we have
to offer. Whether we need to expand what we already have or whether it’s worth
bringing something in that is totally different than what we had before.

Importance of community and sustainability
Beyond landscape, there are numerous reasons why “place” is important to people.
Our research suggests that relationships with others living in the area could prove to
be a significant factor in generating support for, or opposition to, energy systems.
For example, an interviewee in Fairview discussed how hydroelectric energy would
be a benefit for the community at large:
13
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I was quite excited about the dam they were going to do on the Peace River. I find it
very discouraging that there has been one roadblock after the other for them, because
I felt that that was going to be a big asset to northern Alberta and solve some other
issues in regards to river flow and bring employment for people to this area.

This interviewee’s support for hydroelectric energy was connected to their desire
for the Fairview community to be self-sufficient and sustainable. Many participants
stated that “community” was a major reason for living in the area and that industry
growth, including energy technology development, would help with community
sustainability. Several participants commented that energy developments, such as
a hydroelectric dam or nuclear power plant, could be situated in the region, provided
the community benefited directly with more jobs and resources. For example,
a Fairview resident stated:
I would be OK with nuclear power, especially if it helped produce electricity here and
in the Peace Country, but not if the energy is just shipped off to run the oil sands.
There needs to be some benefit to the community.

Attitudes toward climate change
Opinions varied among participants on whether the climate was changing and, if
it was changing, why such changes were occurring. Figure 2 illustrates the number
of people who 1) thought that climate change was occurring, 2) thought that
climate change was not occurring, and 3) were unsure whether climate change was
occurring. Participants who stated that climate change was occurring were asked for
their views on the cause. Most Fairview participants identified both anthropogenic
and naturally occurring factors. Similar results were found in Weyburn.
20
15

Weyburn, SK

10

Fairview, AB

5
0

Yes it is Occuring

No it is not Occuring

Unsure

Figure 2. Belief that climate change is occurring

Place-based observation and climate change
A number of people referred to place-based observations when discussing their beliefs
and attitudes toward climate change. Numerous interviewees in both communities
stated that climate change was not occurring, backed up by observations of the
land or weather around them. For example, a local business owner cited personal
observations of the region to support his view that climate change was not occurring:

14
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Absolutely not! My feeling is absolutely not—there is no climate change. Last year
we thought we were going to burn up because we didn’t have rain. This year, every
time you look up, it’s raining … climate change to me shouldn’t be worried about,
because just when you think it’s getting warmer, it’s going to be hot and we’re going
to be growing wheat in the Arctic, that is never going to happen. It was forty below
last year. Where is this warming climate change, where is it?

Even those who stated that climate change was caused by anthropogenic factors
recognized that it could be difficult to believe that climate change was occurring
based on observations alone: “I mean, it’s tough to look out the window and
believe it, if you go elsewhere in the world maybe it would be more obvious.”
Many residents who believed that climate change was occurring also utilized placebased observations. A local farmer who believed that climate change was occurring
discussed the changes he had witnessed over his lifetime:
There are major droughts for this area, the drought that we experienced during the
last four years in this area is not normal and has never been normal. I’ve talked to guys
that have been farming here since 1938 that have never seen four years consecutive
drought as severe as what we had. So that’s a climate change.

Relationships between climate change, environmental
concern and preferences for energy systems
A prominent theme throughout the interviews was discussion of the need for
environmental protection to reduce pollution. This was one of the reasons why
many residents favored the development of less carbon intensive energy systems,
such as nuclear, wind, solar and hydroelectric energy. Many participants in the
Fairview area supported hydroelectric energy not only because of the close proximity
of the Peace River, but also because they believed it would not produce as much
pollution as other sources. Participants in Weyburn expressed similar sentiments;
for example, a local municipal government worker observed that “we really need
to start developing energy sources that don’t pollute so much. Coal is good for the
province, but really, we need to use things like wind and solar.”
Regardless of what they believed about climate change, most participants stated that
it was important to reduce carbon emissions and/or pollution from carbon intensive
energy systems such as coal-fired power plants. A Fairview resident stated:
I don’t really like saying this here, because I am likely to get shot. But really, we need
to cut down on fossil fuels. Not really because of that climate thing, but because
of environmental change.

A disconnect existed among many of the participants’ statements regarding climate
change and reducing CO2 emissions. A number of interviewees were adamant
that climate change did not exist; yet, they agreed that carbon dioxide emissions
15
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should be reduced. A Weyburn resident who stated that there was no climate change
also stated: “We need to reduce our carbon emissions; a lower carbon footprint
can’t hurt.”
Many interviewees exhibited knowledge gaps about climate change (e.g., that
carbon dioxide needed to be reduced due to the “ozone problem”) and confused
the concepts of “weather” and “climate” (e.g., “from minute to minute the climate
can change—that doesn’t mean that there are problems and that we should freak
out”). The number of misconceptions about climate change, and the fact that they
were not necessarily linked to local observations, is an area for further research,
as discussed below.

Discussion and conclusions
This research has provided insights into rural communities’ perceptions of energy
systems and climate change. The results show that there are a number of key variables
that influence perceptions of energy systems and climate change. Two of the most
influential factors are 1) place-based observations and 2) the value of self-sufficient
and sustainable communities. Understanding how these variables affect residents’
opinions enables effective communication of the risks and benefits to affected
communities.
This research has provided information regarding local risk perceptions and why
rural communities may support or oppose energy systems. It is important to
understand that people often value their natural resources, such as rivers. The
results of this study support earlier research showing that new energy development
does not always disrupt perceptions of place (Devine-Wright, 2011b). Rather,
developments have the ability to enhance place attachment when views of place
and energy systems are congruent. When a person feels attached to a place that they
view as “natural,” energy technologies that are also perceived as “natural” and not
“industrial” will likely gain support from a community (Devine-Wright, 2011a).
Therefore, understanding residents’ views of “place” may benefit policy-makers,
proponents and opponents to anticipate responses to projects.
Further, this study’s findings signify that rural residents may be in favor of energy
systems development “in-their-backyard.” Proponents of the not-in-my-backyard
(NIMBY) or locally unwanted land use (LULU) paradigm, suggest that local
populations generally oppose technological risk in their locality (Dear, 1992),
especially when such risks are imposed for the advancement of the broader society
(Lukes, 2005). Yet, the responses of residents in Fairview and Weyburn suggest that
locally affected populations may be in favor of technological development if 1) the
development does not disrupt their perceptions of place and 2) there are benefits to
the residents living in the location (e.g., increased employment opportunities and
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use of the electricity produced in the area). This research supports previous studies
that conclude that procedures must be “fair” in the siting or location process (Besley,
2010). Fairness is often defined in terms of whether an individual perceives the
result of a decision to be equitable (Lind & Tyler, 1988); this research extends the
concept of fairness to incorporate “place.”
The results of this study have implications for those tasked with understanding
perspectives about climate change and/or energy systems for rural communities.
First, it is important to recognize that, while some people may not believe in
a changing climate, they may agree that there is a changing environment. It is also
important for people to understand that, while local observation and knowledge
is important, observing day-to-day weather patterns may not be an indication that
climate change is or is not occurring (Leiserowitz, 2005).
Perceptions of place can moderate climate change beliefs and policy positions.
However, support for, or opposition to, certain energy systems may be contingent
upon whether perceptions of place are threatened. Studies have found that the
diffusion of energy technologies cannot solely be explained by resource availability
and location (see, e.g., Stephens et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2008). These studies
call for increased understanding of the complex sociopolitical context associated
with energy developments. The residents of the two communities studied here likely
supported the technologies that were concomitant with resource availability because
the developments did not threaten their perceptions of place. The developments
they preferred not only aligned with the biophysical aspects of the regions, but
also cultural aspects, which included the potential for these technologies to support
local jobs thereby sustaining the community. The results of this study are consistent
with research that affirms that people are more likely to oppose developments that
are not compatible with their sense of place (van der Horst, 2007). Additional
research could examine how perceptions of resource availability, place attachment
and sociopolitical factors influence perceptions of energy technologies.
Future research could examine communication about energy systems and GHG
emissions. Surprisingly, most residents did not link CO2 emissions to energy
production. Similar findings have been noted in other studies (Löfstedt, 1991). This
could be an illuminating and important area for future research, as communicators
need to have a clear understanding of these perceptions to develop effective
messages that appeal to target audiences. In addition, further research could
involve follow-up studies in the two communities to examine whether perceptions
of energy developments or climate change fluctuate over time. Raymond et al.
(2017) recommend that researchers examine how sense of place changes during
different stages of life. Future studies could explore whether perspectives of energy
developments or climate change vary in these communities, and whether sense
of place plays a role in how these perspectives change (or remain stable).
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The main limitation of this study was its size. Exploratory individual and group
interviews were used to discover perspectives on climate change and energy
systems, facilitating a broad understanding of local residents’ risk perceptions;
however, a larger survey of different communities and different energy systems may
provide a different, enlarged view. Asking further questions about energy systems
could also expand this research, particularly energy systems that the public are
opposed to. This information could further provide insights into risk perceptions
and place-related variables.
This research demonstrates that residents of rural communities may be more likely
to favor energy systems that utilize local natural resources that are readily available
and are consistent with local residents’ perceptions of “place.” When dealing with
an energy system or resource that is not tied with the local area, it is important to
understand the perceived risks and benefits of those systems. These key findings will
enable more effective communication with affected audiences about energy systems
and climate change.
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Abstract
Feeding the world sustainably requires balancing social, economic, and environmental
concerns. The food systems concept guides the study of social and environmental
processes that influence food and nutrition security. Human ecology conceptually
offers insights into the social components of a system and its interaction with
environmental change. This paper demonstrates how human ecology helps identify
the dominant discourses that influence dominant social drivers in food systems.
This is done through documenting the historical legacies of agricultural commodity
production systems in the Philippines since Spanish colonization, and the human
and ecological implications of this history. The analysis shows the presence of a
maladaptive system influenced by market-oriented food security as a dominant
discourse. Alternative discourses focused on sovereignty and participation exist
in the Philippines, however these are often marginalised from dominant policy
and research programs. The paper discusses how weak feedback processes provide
possible intervention points in policy or farmer-led activities to explore alternative
pathways to food and nutrition security. The paper concludes with highlighting
how human ecology offers useful framework for advancing food systems analysis
into social, political, and policy dimensions of food activities. Such analysis can help
develop new research and policies that require managing the competing discourses
of how to achieve sustainable food and nutrition security.
Keywords: food security, food sovereignty, human ecology, Philippines

Introduction
Feeding the world sustainably is a major global challenge that requires balance across
sociopolitical tensions, nutritional and aspirational needs of a growing population,
ecosystem stability, and climate change (Rockström et al., 2016). Despite being
a heavily debated concept, food and nutrition security is commonly understood as
1
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a normative global policy objective that is achieved when all people have access to
sufficient safe and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and preferences for
an active and healthy lifestyle (Food and Agriculture Organization [FAO], 2017).
Yet, despite an apparent abundance of food in world markets, 815 million people
remain hungry, 1 billion lack micronutrients, and 2 billion are overweight (FAO,
2017). Traditional approaches to solving food and nutrition security challenges
have focused on maximizing production of specific commodities, often neglecting
broader human and environmental issues (Ingram, 2011). To address this neglect,
systems-based approaches have emerged as a way of identifying drivers and feedbacks
that influence food activities (Ericksen, 2008; Ingram, 2017; International Panel
of Experts on Sustainable Food Systems [IPES Food], 2015; Marin et al., 2016).
The concept of food systems acts as a normative way of contextualizing food research
and policies (Ericksen, 2008; Ingram, 2011; Ingram et al., 2010).

Figure 1. Food system drivers, activities and outcomes
Source: Based on Ericksen (2008), synthesized by the author.

A food system (Figure 1) is made up of interactions between biophysical and human
systems that influence food activities ranging from production to consumption
(Ericksen, 2008). Food systems operate across spatial and temporal scales, and are
managed to deliver food and nutrition security while attempting to reduce negative
environmental and social impacts (Ericksen, 2008; Ingram, 2011; Ingram et al.,
2010; IPES Food, 2015). The food systems concept is a mental construct that allows
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researchers and practitioners to conduct analysis on specific individual and collective
activities, and their interactions with environmental changes (Ingram, 2017).
The food systems concept is not new; McMichael (1994) and Sobal et al. (1998)
debated initial systems-based approaches to analyzing global food challenges in
the 1990s. The lack of coherent focus on feedback between environmental change
and food insecurity led to a redeveloped food systems concept (Ericksen, 2008;
Ingram, 2011), which enables interdisciplinary study design and conduct. Recent
social sciences studies have examined the social drivers of change in food systems,
and there has been growing interest in food systems governance and institutional
studies (Hospes & Brons, 2016; Candel, 2014; Termeer et al., 2018), how the
political economy affects equity issues associated with trade systems (Clapp, 2015,
2017), and how environmental and political issues interact to influence food system
feedbacks (Galt, 2013).
The ongoing use of food systems as a platform to study human ecological
interactions presents an opportunity to explore how human ecology frameworks can
contribute to food systems scholarship. Human ecology offers a coherent systemsbased approach for capturing the underlying discourses that influence food activities
across scales (Davila & Dyball, 2018; Dyball & Newell, 2015), notably, the ongoing
institutional and political interactions between global market-driven food security
and community-oriented food sovereignty (Leventon & Laudan, 2017; Candel,
2014). Discourses are the underlying ideas that stimulate human activity and
collective action (Dryzek, 1997). Studies into food discourses are extensive, yet there
remains a need to study how competing discourses exist in particular contexts, their
origins, and the implications for transdisciplinary research into future food systems
(Marin et al., 2016). Human ecology is defined here as an analytical framework
(see Table 1) that captures the underlying discourses and associated feedbacks of
these on institutions, human well-being, and ecosystems. Four major variables—
state of discourses, institutions, human well-being, and institutions—align with
major elements of the food systems concept, showing complementarity between
the frameworks (Table 2). The novel addition of human ecology introduces a focus
on food discourses in a specific context and its influence on the system’s behavior
(Davila & Dyball, 2018).
The aim of this paper is to show how human ecology helps to identify the dominant
discourses that influence the social drivers in food systems. This is demonstrated
through documenting the historical legacies of agricultural commodity production
systems in the Philippines since Spanish colonization, as well as the human
ecological consequences of these. The Philippines comprise 7,000 islands occupying
300,000 km2. Approximately 100 million people inhabit the country; half that
number remain in rural areas working largely in agriculture. More than one-quarter
(25.8%) remain below of poverty line (Philippine Statistic Authority, 2014a). The
total agricultural land—approximately 125,000 km2 (FAO, 2011)—contributes
12–20% of gross domestic product (GDP) (Cororaton & Corong, 2009). Over
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half the population depend either directly or indirectly on income generated
through agricultural production (United Nations Development Programme
[UNDP], 2013). An ongoing focus on staple commodities such as rice, sugar, and
maize has narrowed the focus on rural development opportunities and failed to
create diversity of livelihood opportunities (UNDP, 2013).

Figure 2. The human ecology framework
Source: Based on Dyball and Newell (2015).

Table 1. The human ecology framework
Link number Process represented by the link

26

1

The influence that a dominant discourse has on generating formal and informal
decisions among individuals or institutions. This includes planning and goal setting
resulting in the design and implementation of policies to promote the dominant
discourses in society.

2

As formal and informal institutions learn from experiences, they will either reinforce or
change the dominant discourse. Dominant discourses may change or resist change,
as other institutions might reinforce it. If they were changed, they would influence the
formation of new institutions to reflect the new discourse.

3

This link shows the implications of institutional decisions on an individual
or a community’s physical and psychological well-being.

4

As communities and individuals change based on institutional activities, dominant
discourses may shift, eventually creating new institutional interventions. As with
L2, these observations may challenge or reinforce core values, depending on
circumstances.

5

This includes collective activities promoted or enabled by dominant social institutions
that directly affect the environment.

Human Ecology and Food Systems

Link number Process represented by the link
6

As ecosystems change based on formal and informal institutional activities,
new discourses may emerge or dominant discourses may be perpetuated.

7

Ecosystems are affected by policies and human behavior and, as ecosystems
change, they directly affect human health and well-being.

Table 2. Links between human ecology and food systems
Human ecology
framework
variable

Overview

Relevance to food systems
concept

Further
reading

State of
discourses

Refers to the collectively held
ideas that frame the nature of
a problem. Discourses may
not be shared equally, but the
framework draws attention to
those that are dominant and
most responsible for a system’s
behavior. At the same time, the
framework can reveal alternate
discourses that are currently
marginalized or oppressed but
that, if empowered, could set
different goals for the system.

The food systems concept
identifies social activities
as key drivers of change
in the system. The study
of discourses sheds light
into how individuals and
institutions have come to
frame food problems and,
hence, how they interact
with the system.

Hospes &
Brons (2016)
Jarosz (2014)
Rivera-Ferre
(2012)

State of
institutions

Describes the social institutions
that the community has
established to govern their
collective behavior. These are
the formal and informal rules
and institutions that facilitate
a community’s actions. Formal
institutional rules manifest
as policy instruments, such
as taxes, regulations, and
education programs. Informal
institutional rules are those
tacit regulations that influence
what a community judges to be
appropriate “normal” conduct.

Institutions, formal and
informal, are responsible
for managing landscapes
and food production. This
includes smallholder farmers’
organizations, multiple
public agencies, and private
corporations, among others.

Candel (2014)
Chaifetz &
Jagger (2014)
Clapp (2017)

State of
ecosystems

Includes both the
natural environment and
anthropogenically constructed
artefacts, such as agricultural
landscapes, buildings, roads,
and vehicles.

Infrastructure provides an
avenue for different actors to
produce, distribute, consume,
and dispose of food products.
Natural ecosystems provide
crucial services to agriculture,
yet food activities continue to
pressure these ecosystems
through intensive practices.

Ingram et al.
(2010)
McIntyre et al.
(2009)
Vermeulen
et al. (2012)
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Human ecology
framework
variable

Overview

Relevance to food systems
concept

Further
reading

State of human
well-being

This captures the physical
and psychosocial aspects of
what it means to live well. This
includes indicators of good
health, such as adequate
nutrition. The arrows that
link the four variables are
feedback processes or activities
that influence, positively or
negatively, the metavariable.

Food and nutrition security is
a heavily debated concept,
yet there is general agreement
that this ought to be the
goal of a food system. This
aspect of human well-being
can have long-term human
development impacts through
healthier communities.

Sobal et al.
(1998)
Zamora et al.
(2013)
Fanzo (2014)

The dominant Philippines food system is defined here as one that focuses on
production of commodities for international markets, supported by high productivityoriented policies and technological development (Davidson, 2016; Timmer, 2014,
2015; UNDP, 2013). This system was selected because the country’s dominant
land use continues to be oriented toward key cash crops, which often encroach on
traditional and indigenous local food systems (Borras, 2007; Cororaton & Corong,
2009; Timmer, 2015). This paper builds on previous human ecology work conducted
on Philippines food systems (Carpenter, 2003, 2010; Rambo & Sajise, 1984) and
contributes to growing regional efforts to expand from agroeconomic and technical
approaches to food studies (Depositario & Saguiguit, 2014). The paper contributes
to growing interest in expanding from traditional disciplinary-based approaches of
agricultural development toward more integrative systems-based ones that capture
competing stakeholder understandings of food and nutrition security, both in the
Philippines and globally (Depositario & Saguiguit, 2014; Jarosz, 2014; Leventon &
Laudan, 2017; Marin et al., 2016; Southeast Asian Regional Center for Graduate
Study and Research in Agriculture [SEARCA], 2014).
The next four sections populate the human ecology framework with interdisciplinary
literature from the Philippines. The “state of human well-being” variable presents
issues of nutritional well-being for human development and income inequality in
rural agricultural landscapes. The “state of ecosystems” variable shows how dominant
commodity production has led to deforestation and affected the country’s unique
biodiversity; the growing threat that climate change presents to the food system is
also discussed. The “state of institutions” section narrates how different policy and
land use practices were established by Spanish colonizers and built on by the United
States (US) before the country’s independence. The institution and trade systems
that were established paved the way for the dominant practices of distributing and
managing land. The “state of discourses” variable presents the tensions between
productivity-oriented production and farmer-led learning activities, demonstrating
the tensions between the dominant discourse of production and the marginalized
discourses of alternative food systems. After synthesizing this material into the
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human ecology framework, I discuss the positive, negative, and weak feedback
processes in the system, and consider several possible points of intervention. The
paper concludes by identifying the contributions that human ecology makes toward
systemically analyzing social drivers in food systems.

State of human nutrition and economic well-being
The national Philippine food system is not delivering adequate food and nutritional
security outcomes to the Philippines population (Davidson, 2016; Philippine
Statistic Authority, 2014a). The incidence of poverty in agricultural households is
three times that of non-agricultural ones, with farmers often facing “hungry seasons”
when crops are not produced or climate shocks affect production (Reyes et al., 2012).
By contrast, urbanized food systems, which provide reliable access to imported
processed foods, have overdelivered, leading to obesity challenges in urban centers.
Nearly one-quarter (24%) of the national adult population is overweight and 5% is
obese (International Food Policy Research Institute [IFPRI], 2015). Rapid population
growth has concerned policy-makers for decades (Davidson, 2016; Zamora et al.,
2013) and two broad focus areas have driven food and nutrition security policies.
The first focus area has centered on improving farm productivity to create market
surplus of staple commodities in an attempt to secure domestic self-sufficiency
(Coxhead et al., 2001; Stone & Glover, 2016). This focus area has prioritized the
access, stability, and availability dimensions of food security, and has seen relative
annual agricultural growth of 4%. However, despite moderate income increases, the
high cost of agrochemical inputs, climate shocks, and market access inequality has
perpetuated poverty in rural areas. The incidence of poverty remains high in rural
areas, with agrarian reform policies and market-led development failing to provide
trickle-down benefits to farmers (Borras, 2007; Reyes et al., 2012).
The second focus area has been nutritional programs targeted at lower socioeconomic
groups that prioritize food utilization (Zamora et al., 2013). An estimated 17%
of Philippine people do not meet their nutritional requirements and basic needs
(Heckelman & Wittman, 2015). Even when food is available, utilization might
not be possible due to a lack of knowledge of healthy diets or access to clean water.
Indigenous food production systems, including upland swidden systems, continue
to provide basic food for families that have limited income opportunities and face
multiple pressures from market-led development and agricultural policies (Cuevas
et al., 2015; Dressler, 2005). Philippines food security is dependent on food imports
to meet domestic demands for rice, a major cultural dietary staple (Davidson, 2016),
making the country vulnerable to potential market shocks that see reductions in
trade. When compared to global standards set by the World Health Organization’s
baseline indicators, the Philippines has severe levels of stunting (30.3%) and
underweight children (19.9%), and medium severity in wasting (7.9%) among
children aged zero to five years (IFPRI, 2015).
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The food and nutrition security outcomes of the Philippine food system are
not being achieved (Davidson, 2016). The state of human well-being is highly
inequitable, with rural communities marginalized from development processes that
have prevented their ability to achieve nutritious diets. The dominant support for
staple commodities has created a system in which farmers depend on low incomes
from cash crops, and landscapes have been modified to meet this international
market demand. The ecological consequences and implications of this modification
are discussed in the following section.

State of agroecosystems
Economic development policies in the Philippines have supported a series of
industries that have had major impacts on land cover and natural resource use,
such as mining, logging, and industrial agriculture (Bankoff, 2007; Davidson,
2016). In agriculture, land has been used to produce key commodities for domestic
and international markets, posing threats to the country’s unique biodiversity.
The Philippines is home to rich ecosystems, with high rates of species endemism.
Nearly half of the documented 1,100 terrestrial vertebrates are unique (Posa et al.,
2008), and 60% of the 167 different mammal species and 65% of the over 10,000
plant species are endemic (Goldman, 2010). Heaney et al. (2016) found high levels
of mammalian endemism in the main island of Luzon and discovered an additional
28 mammal species, nearly all endemic to the island. Marine ecosystems are equally
diverse, with the Philippines being part of the Coral Triangle of the Pacific. The
Coral Triangle has approximately 600 different species of reef-building corals,
nurtures six of the world’s seven marine turtle species, and more than 2,000 species
of reef fish (Goldman, 2010). This diversity, which makes the Philippines one of the
world’s megabiodiverse countries, presents a major opportunity for developing food
system activities that can support and sustain it.
Human activity has modified and affected Philippine ecosystems. Posa et al. (2008)
identified habitat destruction from agricultural and forestry practices as major
contributors of biodiversity loss in Philippine landscapes. These activities have
stemmed from a range of socioeconomic challenges, including weak governance,
corruption, lobbying, and increased human pressures. A combination of these factors
has inhibited the progress of conservation action in the Philippines, despite a long
history of civic engagement (Goldoftas, 2005). The lack of integration between
conservation policies and other development priorities, such as rural development,
has led to rapid landscape degradation (Maohong, 2012). Conservation activities
need to compete with the continuation of national policies that promote agricultural
expansion and intensification, inevitably perpetuating environmental degradation
in the current production-oriented model (Coxhead et al., 2001). A series of
national government bills have generated a policy discourse of ensuring national
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self-sufficiency in key commodities to secure food for the country, especially in rice
(Davidson, 2016). This ongoing focus on land expansion for production practices
continues to negatively affect the country’s unique ecosystems (Wagner et al., 2015).
Coupled with land use changes, the national food system in the Philippines is
facing major threats from climatic changes. Approximately 20 typhoons affect the
country every year, with increasing intensity expected in the future. The El Niño
effect resulted in prolonged droughts in the 1990s, causing a retraction in national
GDP due to a dramatic drop in agricultural production (Lasco et al., 2009). As the
intensity of droughts and typhoons increase with climate change, the vulnerability of
rural communities is likely to increase. The volume of water available in watersheds
will change, causing flooding in rainy seasons and greater deficits in dry seasons
(Lasco et al., 2009). The impact of climate change on the food system will come
in the form of reduced yields, livelihoods, and resource availability (Lasco et al.,
2009, 2016). Low socioeconomic groups, largely comprised of food producers in
coastal and inland areas, are the most vulnerable to changes in climatic conditions
(Lasco et al., 2016).
Changing climates will likely reduce agricultural yields, increase the occurrence of
heat stress in animals, and the incidence of pests and diseases (Lasco et al., 2016).
Strategies for adapting to climate change in food systems remain largely targeted at
protecting crops, rather than landscapes and people (Timmer, 2015). Consequently,
food systems adaptation strategies have not been designed in a strategic and integrative
way (Timmer, 2015). Given that 40% of the country’s population remains in rural
areas, mostly in agricultural landscapes (Philippine Statistic Authority, 2014b;
UNDP, 2013), there is a critical need to build a knowledge base on how institutions
can integrate climate concerns into food systems policies and research. Climatic
changes indicate that future food systems will require adaptation strategies to reduce
the impact on production and rural communities.
The Philippines’ unique biodiversity and vulnerability to a changing climate create
a state of ecosystems that influences food systems activities and interventions.
Localized food systems throughout the country, notably indigenous systems and
specific case studies in the literature, report a microcosm of biodiversity-friendly
agriculture (Carpenter, 2003, 2010; Heckelman & Wittman, 2015; Rambo &
Sajise, 1984; Wright, 2014). Although the majority of smallholder systems in the
country work in intercropped systems, many policy and institutional incentives
continue to be geared toward commodity production, marginalizing the importance
of biodiversity and climate vulnerability contexts (Stone & Glover, 2016). The next
section examines how historical colonial legacies influenced the current state of
institutions in the Philippines, creating a national food system focused on key
export commodities.
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State of food institutions
The Philippines’ agricultural system has a long tradition of producing for international
markets, making the country a net food importer (Davidson, 2016). The dominant
institutions established during the Philippines’ occupation by Spain (1565–1899)
and the US (1899–1941) determined, to a large extent, how land was used in the
country. Since independence, a series of export-oriented programs and reductions in
agricultural investments have stagnated the country’s total food output (Davidson,
2016). Before Spanish colonization, forest cover was estimated to be 90%; in 2015,
it was just 18%, largely as a result of timber production and agricultural activities
(Wagner et al., 2015). Prioritizing staple market commodities has affected the social
and policy contexts in which the current food system operates in two main ways.
First, the favoring of cash crops in agricultural policies has reduced the focus on
diversifying livelihood opportunities (Davidson, 2016; UNDP, 2013). Second,
the lack of farmer agency (in terms of political and economic power) has meant
that farmers are often the passive recipients of knowledge and extension services
(Olabisi, 2011).
When the Spanish colonized the Philippines in 1565, they quickly realized the
country’s economic potential and began exploiting its vast forest resources (Bankoff,
2007). In the 333 years of Spanish colonial rule, it has been estimated that 25% of
total forested land in the Philippines was cleared. The expansion of Manila and other
urban centers created a demand for timber products for buildings, leading to the
establishment of a coherent, well-structured and specialized timber trade system by
the late 1800s (Bankoff, 2007). There was also increasing demand for domestically
produced food products, resulting in agricultural expansion throughout the
country and further clearing of the forests. Forested land that could be converted to
agriculture was sold to elite Spanish families (Bankoff, 2007), laying the groundwork
for the inequitable land distribution system that still operates in the country today.
There was legal and political support for the economic activities that underscored
deforestation during Spanish colonization and this continued under US occupation.
The US occupied the country in 1899. It took the US just 50 years to clear as
much land as Spain had cleared in 333 years (Bankoff, 2007). The accessibility of
the country’s remaining forest cover, located within 120 km of the sea and with
manageable topography, allowed for the expansion of timber as an export commodity
to the US, Japan, China, and Europe. Land clearing was institutionalized; between
1900 and 1946, a range of public institutions were tasked with expanding the
timber industry (Bankoff, 2007). Japan briefly occupied the Philippines between
1941 and 1945 and attempted to continue this trade in timber; however, external
factors, such as the difficulty of procuring parts and securing good timber prices,
prevented much timber production. When the Philippines became independent in
1946, approximately 50% of the country’s forested land remained.
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Under US occupation, the land ownership structures set up by Spain continued,
as these facilitated the US’s focus on commodity exports (Davidson, 2016; Borras,
2007). With the US as the primary importer, policy incentives and support for
cash crops became the norm. Agricultural policy centered on supporting two major
sectors: traditional and non-traditional. The traditional sector, which focused on
corn, coconut, and sugarcane, continues to comprise 90% of total Philippine
farmland (Borras et al., 2007; Davidson, 2016; Cororaton & Corong, 2009).
The non-traditional sector focused on high-value crops, such as bananas, mangoes,
and pineapples (see Figure 3). Both agricultural sectors relied on smallholder farmers
who worked land to which they had no legal title, and both sectors distributed
the raw commodities to local and international private organizations and urban
entrepreneurs (Borras et al., 2007).

Figure 3. Top 10 export commodities
Source: Based on data from FAO (2011).
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The US Bell Trade Act of 1946, also known as the Philippine Trade Act, placed the
US and elites in control of the majority of private businesses and cash crops grown
in the Philippines for American markets (Maohong, 2012). US-owned sugar and
coconut companies collaborated with elite Philippine landowners who exercised
Western ideals of property rights. Political and institutional support for this type
of landownership perpetuated the idea that informal smallholder and indigenous
landownerships were illegal. The lack of recognition given to informal titles created
opportunities for those who were legally and politically savvy to benefit from land
laws, further pushing disadvantaged smallholders toward the margins. This lack of
land rights, coupled with the ongoing need to produce food for export markets,
created a system in which smallholders were laborers with minimal individual
agency or power to influence policy processes (Borras, 2007).
A major factor that facilitated agricultural expansion in the Philippines after
independence was institutional and political support for new technologies associated
with the ‘Green Revolution’ (Davidson, 2016; Timmer, 2014, 2015). This led to
the intensification of agriculture; a focus on specific commodities, including highyielding varieties; and an increased use of external inputs (Kastner & Nonhebel,
2010; Kastner, 2009). This agricultural intensification prioritized key commodity
production and failed to deliver positive nutritional outcomes for rural communities
(UNDP, 2013). The establishment of the International Rice Research Institute in
Los Baños is indicative of international efforts to provide agricultural technologies
to the Philippines and the broader Southeast Asian region (Stone & Glover, 2016)
that effectively pushed indigenous and smallholder production knowledge systems
to the margins and prevented them from diversifying their production practices
(Coxhead, 2000).
As the population in rural areas increased, agricultural land ownership and reforms
became a core concern for Philippine governments. Maohong (2012, p. 123) stated
that since independence “virtually every president promulgated agrarian reform
programs.” Policies such as the Magna Carta of Small Farmers (Government of the
Philippines, 1992) and Framework for the Right to Adequate Food (Government of
the Philippines, 2014) represent political visions to achieve food security and social
development. Yet, these have not been realized, largely because elites continue to
hold greater power than smallholder farmers and continue to drive a highly industrial
agricultural system (Borras, 2006, 2009; Franco & Borras, 2007). The reality is that
most smallholder producers lack formal land entitlements and risk being dislocated
to make way for other land uses if they complain. The disjointed implementation of
land reform and tolerance of corruption have amplified the negative impacts of land
policies, thus perpetuating underdevelopment in rural areas (Lockie et al., 2012).
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State of food discourses
This complex history of commodity production and environmental change in the
Philippines has led to two visions of improving food security, which, as Lockie
(2005) has observed, are driven by different understandings of what food security
means and how this translates into action. This has resulted in debate between the
two main discourses that are seen as drivers of food and nutrition security outcomes
(Jarosz, 2014; Leventon & Laudan, 2017): food security and food sovereignty. Both
discourses present different ways of framing food systems interventions (Chaifetz
& Jagger, 2014; Jarosz, 2014; Smith et al., 1992). Given the export policy context
of the Philippines, the discourse of food security is concerned with providing
access, availability, stability, and utilization of food to meet dietary needs. Framed
as an economically oriented discourse, market food security ignores issues of social
interactions, equity, gender, and environmental concerns (Jarosz, 2014). By contrast,
the discourse of food sovereignty focuses on the rights of rural communities to frame
and influence their immediate food systems. Both discourses operate in parallel;
food security is generally aligned with large-scale interacting food systems and food
sovereignty is often associated with localized systems (Leventon & Laudan, 2017)
The historical context of the Philippine food system has been oriented toward high
productivity and international markets (Lockie, 2005; Lockie et al., 2012). In terms
of policy, Philippine food security is largely defined as existing when there is domestic
self-sufficiency of key commodities, especially rice (Davidson, 2016; Timmer, 2014,
2015). This self-sufficiency poses geopolitical challenges for the region, which
continues to pursue economic integration and neoliberal trade ideas (Desker et al.,
2013). Moreover, the framing of food security as self-sufficiency in staple commodities
limits the opportunity to reframe solutions that draw from diverse knowledge types
on different production systems, such as those that exist among Philippine rural
communities. For example, the use of participatory approaches (such as farmer field
schools) can enable learning and observation of context-specific challenges that are
often marginalized from macroeconomic narratives (Chandra et al., 2017; Daniel
et al., 2014). Evidence from the Philippines shows the contribution that diverse
knowledge systems can make to agricultural practices, especially at localized levels,
which is where farmers and agricultural extension officers often interact (Carpenter,
2003, 2010; Wright, 2014).
The discourse of food sovereignty presents alternative ways of conceptualizing food
activities and embracing diverse knowledge types. Food sovereignty is understood
as the right of people and nations to control their own food systems, including
markets, production models, food cultures, and environments (Wittman et al.,
2010). The scale of food sovereignty is often local—communities can influence
their production and consumption practices within specific legal and environmental
settings (Cuevas et al., 2015). The discourse of food sovereignty sheds light on
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the economic and power structures that influence rural development (Chaifetz
& Jagger, 2014; Wittman et al., 2010). Food sovereignty activities have a strong
presence in the Philippines; farmer movements have been advocating for justice,
equity, and greater control over land for decades (Borras, 2006). There has also
been considerable research on food sovereignty in the Philippines, including studies
into the role of elite landownership and the disempowerment of farmers (Borras
et al., 2007; Lockie, 2005; Lockie et al., 2012). Research focusing on smallholder
agency and decision-making has highlighted the possibilities offered to diverse
production systems and village institutions that empower farmers (Carpenter, 2003;
Wright, 2014). Food sovereignty language is also present in national government
documents. However, despite employing the language of farmer participation, there
is little evidence of how (or whether) these documents are applied in rural areas.
As Habito and Briones (2005) noted:
It is often remarked that the Philippine government has no shortage of good plans
and programs to address various sectoral concerns, like those of the agricultural
sector. It is, however, in the implementation of such plans and programs where the
failures lie. (p. 12)

Like food security, food sovereignty is understood differently by different actors. This
increases the level of tension and debate between food security and food sovereignty
discourses (Chaifetz & Jagger, 2014; Jarosz, 2014) and provides the opportunity for
human ecology scholarship to analyze social drivers in food systems.

Discussion
The material presented above makes two contributions to analysis of the social drivers
in food systems: first, it shows the complex history of land use in the Philippines
at a macroeconomic level, and the implications of this for current environmental
and social systems; second, it demonstrates how human ecology is a useful tool
for capturing dominant discourses and the possible alternatives. In this discussion,
I apply the material presented above to produce an overview of the current state of
the human ecology of the Philippines’ national food system. The feedback links are
numbered and presented in the text with an “L” followed by the respective number.

Maladaptive feedback processes in the Philippines
Figure 4 synthesizes the literature analysis into the human ecology framework;
each feedback process is explained in Table 3. The analysis shows the tendency for
public institutions to focus on the production of key commodities in the pursuit
of economic growth (Coxhead et al., 2001; Davidson, 2016), presented here as
the variable “extent of commodity intensification policies.” This continues to be
a dominant position in domestic agricultural policy in much of Southeast Asia,
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including the Philippines (Timmer, 2014, 2015; Habito & Briones, 2005). This
dominant focus has created a food system that is unable to achieve the outcome of
food and nutrition security in which there is a stable supply and economic access to
safe and nutrition food for the population (Coxhead, 2000; Davidson, 2016). This
has led to inequitable health outcomes and low incomes in rural areas (Bankoff,
2007; UNDP, 2013; Zamora et al., 2013). L3 in Figure 4 shows how farmer incomes
remain consistently low as policies maximize the production of key commodities,
eroding any income diversification opportunities. Forest cover continues to decline
as land use expands to produce cash commodities, as shown by L5 in Figure 4.
The dominant discourse that prioritizes cash commodities as the main output drives
the system’s behavior (L1).
In Figure 4, all feedback processes feeding into the dominant state of discourses are
positive (L2, L4, L6), amplifying the variable as the system behaves. For example,
L2 presents a positive feedback that has been created by dominant historical land use
activities, policies, and ownership laws in the Philippines (Borras, 2006; Cororaton &
Corong, 2009; Davidson, 2016; Desker et al., 2013). As policies for key commodities
develop to balance international trade with domestic self-sufficiency (Desker et al.,
2013), the dominant discourse of commodity production is perpetuated (L1).
Figure 4 emphasizes the dominant systemic behavior driven by market-oriented
food security policies (L1 and L2 feedback). This dominant discourse confirms
research that contends that a market-oriented focus prevents alternative discourse
and knowledge types from being included in food system activities (Clapp, 2015;
Jarosz, 2014; Rivera-Ferre, 2012; Wittman et al., 2010). Human ecology analysis
shows the challenges for intervening in a system that has failed to deliver human
and environmental well-being. Sustained land degradation has been the product
of the dominant discourse influencing behaviors and institutions, and a national
discourse of food sovereignty focused on self-sufficiency will only perpetuate
the system’s behavior. The feedback processes create a maladaptive system that is
unable to break from dominant patterns. This can have long-term implications for
sustainability; for example, it is common for food decision-making institutions to
be trapped in maladaptive cycles that prohibit new ways of framing problems and
prevent solutions from emerging (Termeer et al., 2018), despite efforts to change
such behaviors.
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Figure 4. Human ecology of the Philippines’ dominant food system
Table 3. Explanation of links from Figure 4
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Link Number

Process represented by the links

1

This link is positive. Historical influence has created a policy orientation to
increased productivity; this demonstrates the strength of the government’s belief
in commodities.

2

This link is positive. Observations of declining agricultural productivity during the
last two decades have led to the strengthening of institutions charged with enacting
intensification policies.

3

This link is negative. As intensification efforts go up, farmers’ incomes go down.
Rural incomes are vulnerable to market and environmental shocks. Poor nutrition
outcomes are representative of the negative state of health and well-being.

4

This link is positive but weak. If farmers’ incomes went up, this would reinforce the
government policy. However, incomes are going down. This should drive policy in
the same direction. Falling farmer incomes ought to cause government to change
its stance, but it does not. This represents the weak sovereignty farmers have over
policy-making processes.

5

This link is negative. As the policy of commodity intensification goes up, the
behavioral response is the activity of land clearing, which results in the amount of
forested land area going down. The state of this variable is currently 18% of land
cover and falling.

6

This link is positive, but weak. If forest cover were to increase under commodity
intensification programs, that ought to drive policy in the same direction (i.e.,
strengthen it). In fact, forest cover is going down, so that ought to weaken the
policy. Forest loss can lead to erosion and biodiversity decline, which has been
documented to hinder long-term agricultural sustainability.
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Link Number

Process represented by the links

7

This link is negative. As farmers have few options to try to escape their commodity
trap other than to expand areas of production to increase total volumes, any effort
to increase forest cover would negatively affect their income. The consequence is
ongoing farmer efforts to clear forest cover as one of few strategies left to them
to increase their income. Eventually, farmers will be negatively impacted by this
strategy as ecosystem services are lost. Farmers may be aware of this, but the
short-term demands of their immediate perilous state of well-being do not give
them the luxury of taking this longer view into account.

An example of this maladaptation and the implications for food system outcomes is
shown by the negative links between commodity production on household incomes
(L3) and forest cover (L5). This is represented by L3; increased policy support for
key commodities make farmers reliant on traders to supply agrochemical inputs
and on commodity prices to secure incomes, which limits their capacity to come
out of poverty (Davidson, 2016; Reyes et al., 2012). Increasing commodity prices
will continue to act as signals for policies to transition from diverse commodity
production systems to intense monocropped agricultural systems, often at the
cost of local ecosystems (Cramb et al., 2009; Dressler et al., 2016). Philippine
ecosystems provide biodiversity and services that continue to decline in abundance
and heterogeneity as commodity production expands (L5) (Posa et al., 2008;
Wagner et al., 2015). Continued reduction in agrobiodiversity presents barriers
for sustaining household food consumption diversity, which can have negative
long-term nutritional and environmental effects (Frei & Becker, 2004; Zamora
et al., 2013). The economic benefits likely to be generated from expanding cash
commodity trades are unlikely to filter down to smallholder farmers as their
landscapes continue to degrade, as shown in L7 (Borras, 2006; Borras, 2007).
The experience of land conversion in the Philippines is similar to other Southeast
Asian rural economies, in which cash commodities have degraded local knowledge
and agrobiodiversity (Carpenter, 2003; Cramb et al., 2009; Dressler et al., 2016;
Stone & Glover, 2016). The dominant system is “trapped” in maladaptive behavior.
However, the “weakness” of some feedback processes suggest possible points of
intervention; these are documented across different small-scale food systems in the
Philippines.
There are possible intervention points in the current maladaptive system presented
in Figure 4, highlighted by the “weak” feedbacks in L4 and L6. Weak feedback
processes can be used as leverage points to influence the behavior of a system toward
more sustainable human and ecological outcomes. Such leverage points exist in L4,
which, as it stands, sees small links between the ability of farmers to influence policy
and the dominant market-oriented discourse. The second, L6, shows the current
system in which policies addressing the link between commodity production and
forest loss have been delayed. Both of these feedback processes are in transition, with
multiple activities from localized food systems, research approaches, and new policy
developments pointing to ways of reframing the dominant market discourse.
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An example of a leverage point comes from documented experiences in specific
landscapes where alternative food production practices have challenged the dominant
discourse. For example, there are extensive context-specific case studies that adapt
practices to improve human and environmental systems through agroforestry,
intercropping, organic practices, and participatory farmer learning activities
(Carpenter, 2003, 2010; Frei & Becker, 2004; Salazar, 2013; Sahakian et al., 2017;
Rambo & Sajise, 1984; Wright, 2014). Lessons from alternative practices demonstrate
the critical role that formal farmer governance systems, such as cooperatives and
organizations, play in creating opportunities for influencing current policy systems
(L4) (Carpenter, 2003, 2010; Wright, 2014). Policy support for alternative practices
is also emerging as a response to environmental degradation (L6). For example,
there is rapid growth in organic practices as well as national policy requirements to
have 5% of land cultivated under organic production (Sahakian et al., 2017; Salazar,
2013). Although organic production faces similar risks of monoculture and input
dependency as industrial systems, there is growing recognition of the need to address
environmental impacts in Philippine agriculture in light of growing population
pressures, environmental change, and regional trade agreements (Depositario &
Saguiguit, 2014; Desker et al., 2013; Sahakian et al., 2017; Salazar, 2013). Equity
issues, such as including marginalized farmer voices in governance processes (L4),
are also growing in recognition through focusing on the sovereign right to food
among the Philippine population (Government of the Philippines, 2014). Human
ecology analysis provides insights into feedbacks in which alternative perspectives
and approaches could shift current maladaptive behaviors. The application of the
framework has provided a systems-based foundation to explore the role of dominant
discourses in specific contexts. This foundation provides a template for expanding
human ecology studies, thereby contributing to the growing use of social science
approaches in food systems.

Human ecology and food systems
This analysis shows that human ecology is a useful tool for advancing studies into
the social drivers influencing food system behavior. Given the complexity of food
systems, it is important to understand how specific case studies are linked with
regional governance and environmental changes (Ingram et al., 2010). The human
ecological analysis conducted here shows how focusing on a country informs
possible policy and research interventions based on the underlying food discourses.
Human ecology and food systems are conceptually compatible, as they share
underlying dynamic system principles that inform mixed methods and facilitate
multistakeholder knowledge brokering activities. This makes human ecology
a useful framework for studying how different food system actors understand food
and nutrition security challenges, and for identifying possible intervention points
to change the system’s behavior.
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Human ecology offers a way of capturing how the issues across four core sustainability
variables are connected through feedbacks. The framework highlights a specific
problem as a symptom of the feedback processes in the system, and provides
opportunities to intervene where weak feedbacks exist. The application to the
Philippines shows how the maladaptive nature of the system has evolved through
time, and provides a snapshot of possible intervention points. The application of the
framework to the Philippines—and, in fact, any other national case study—offers
insights into broader discussions into the complexity of governing food systems
across different scales (Candel, 2014; Leventon & Laudan, 2017). The systems
foundation of human ecology, as presented here, is shared with both the food
systems framework and emerging tools for analyzing the social and political aspects
of food governance (Leventon & Laudan, 2017; Termeer et al., 2018). Scholars’
contributions toward food governance research (Candel, 2014; Hospes & Brons,
2016; Termeer et al., 2018) present opportunities for human ecologists to use
systems-based analysis to identify the influence of dominant discourses in different
food systems.
In food systems research, there is increasing recognition of the value of conducting
activities that are designed with locally relevant stakeholders to capture the different
discourses and proposed solutions in a food system (Marin et al., 2016; RiveraFerre, 2012). Transdisciplinary research agendas based on systems approaches are
growing; these require collaborative efforts and expertise that link up the multiple
stakeholders concerned with particular problems. The overwhelming complexity
of the social drivers of food systems can be managed by using human ecology to
both guide stakeholders to explain how they perceive food insecurity challenges and
build shared understandings of challenges across disciplines and sectors (Davila &
Dyball, 2018). This can guide the identification of competing ways of framing food
challenges and contribute toward documenting novel transdisciplinary research
approaches in food systems (Marin et al., 2016). Given the tensions that exist
between localized food sovereignty discourses and the institutionalized market food
security approaches that dominate food governance across different scales, such an
approach is crucial (Candel, 2014; Leventon & Laudan, 2017).
In future systems-based food policies, human ecological analysis can help practitioners
to critically reflect on how institutional and governance responses have contributed,
or not, to human and environmental well-being in food systems. Feedback guided
analysis across different variables can help to identify situations in which policies
have led to unintended outcomes, and leverage from possible weak feedbacks to
experiment with changes. This will require novel governance arrangements that
allow institutions to learn and intervene. Food will play a major role in delivering
global sustainable development goals (Rockström et al., 2016), indicating the need
to develop novel ways of investing, managing, and governing food to balance human
and environmental well-being.
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Conclusion
This paper has demonstrated how human ecology helps to identify the dominant
discourses that influence the social drivers in a food system. Human ecology in
the Philippines has a strong history of exploring the role of humans in agricultural
landscapes, and has recently re-emerged as a systems-based approach for
contributing to regional visions of transdisciplinary research (Rambo, 1983; Rambo
& Sajise, 1984; SEARCA, 2014). This makes the analysis presented here timely, as it
contributes to the growing use of systems-based approaches to capture the underlying
discourses that influence human behavior and their impact on sustainability. The
complexity of food systems requires tools that share the same foundations and
systems principles, but are able to capture how different social systems interact with
their food environments. Ongoing applications and testing of human ecological
analysis in different contexts will enable comprehensive food systems programs to
emerge across different scales, linking and training future leaders in food systems
management.
In the Philippines, food security—framed as self-sufficiency in terms of key
commodities and achieved by maintaining exports—has presented limitations
for diversifying and expanding smallholder and indigenous production systems.
Smallholder farmers have failed to benefit from the economic gains made in
the agricultural sector, with degraded landscapes, complex land entitlements,
and the high cost of commodity production reducing opportunities for poverty
reduction. Documented alternative production systems exist; these are driven by
farmer organizations and cooperatives that seek to change the way that maladaptive
policies influence localized food systems, offering possible pathways for improving
environmental and human well-being.
The framework used here is limited, as it does not focus on power dynamics and
their influence in food systems behavior. Further exploration of these unequal
distributions of power and understandings of different ways to improve food
security is critical. The framework implemented in this paper offers a step toward
capturing the discourses that influence the state of a system. Future applications of
human ecology need to be more cognizant of how the discourses are understood and
applied by different actors in food systems, and the potential implications of this on
power relations in specific food systems. Human ecology, as presented here, provides
a systems-based analytical tool for identify the competing discourses in a specific
food systems and their influence on the system’s behavior. Ongoing use of the food
systems framework will benefit from detailed studies of human and ecological
change in the context of interacting discourses, ultimately bridging disciplines and
providing policy insights to address food insecurity and work toward sustainable
food systems.
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Abstract
Many communities, especially minority communities, have to deal with
contaminated water supplies. Remediating such risks is usually expensive, so requires
action from state and/or federal governments. In turn, this requires political support
for provision of a collective good, an altruistic action. We use data from a Mechanical
Turk convenience sample to examine the influence of values and beliefs on donations
to remediate water quality, using actual donations to an environmental group
as our dependent variable. We find that views about minorities are the strongest
predictor of donations, with symbolic racism—beliefs that minorities have received
advantageous treatment—substantially reducing donations. In addition, altruistic
values have an indirect effect of increasing the likelihood of donating while selfinterested values reduce donations. It appears that support for collective action on
water quality is closely tied with both altruism and racial views, suggesting links
between research on environmental justice and on environmental decision-making.
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Introduction
In 2010, the United Nations General Assembly declared access to clean water
a basic human right (United Nations, 2010). This reflects widespread recognition
that improved drinking water quality is a major factor in reducing mortality and
enhancing human well-being, but that reliable and affordable access to clean water
remains a challenge in many places (Logan & Walker, 2016; Vorosmarty et al.,
2015). Providing clean drinking water is a policy goal in most nations. In developed
nations, it has come to be taken for granted as a government responsibility, at least
since the rise of the modern environmental movement after 1970 (Andrews, 1999).
Yet water quality problems persist in many parts of the world, and even in the most
affluent nations, serious local problems with water quality occur. For example, in
2014, a state-appointed manager for the city of Flint, Michigan, overturned the
decision of the elected government and switched Flint’s water supply from the
Detroit water system to the Flint River. This led to a crisis: lead contamination in
drinking water and a severe threat to local health (Michigan Legislature Joint Select
Committee on the Flint Water Public Health Emergency, 2016; United States [US]
Environmental Protection Agency Office of the Inspector General, 2016). By 2015,
Michigan State University pediatrician Mona Hanna-Attisha (2018) raised concerns
about the elevated blood lead levels she was observing in Flint children (Bouffard,
2016). Researchers under the direction of Marc Edwards of Virginia Polytechnic
Institute discovered that at least a quarter of Flint households had lead levels in their
water that exceeded the federal standard of 15 parts per billion (ppb), leading Flint
Mayor Karen Weaver to declare a state of emergency (City of Flint, 2015). While
Flint is the most visible and perhaps the most tragic water contamination incident
in recent US history, there have been serious lead contamination problems in the
water of Washington, DC, from 2001–2005 and in Jackson, Mississippi, beginning
in 2015. A chemical spill in the Elk River in West Virginia left residents of nine
counties without safe drinking water for nearly one week in 2014. In 2015, a toxic
chemical used in making plastics contaminated the water supply of Hoosick Falls,
New York, and North Bennington, Vermont, until early 2016.
As these problems have unfolded, it has become clear that remediating unsafe
drinking water is typically beyond the fiscal and technical capabilities of local
governments, even though local governments usually manage water supplies. The
estimates for remediating the problem in Flint reach as high as $1.5 billion to repair
and replace the aging water infrastructure, an amount that is about 1.5 times the
combined yearly median income for every household in Flint (Livengood, 2016).
Since passage of the Safe Drinking Water Act in 1974, the US federal government
has spent more than $18 billion to fund improvements in municipal water supplies.
This figure does not include the regulatory, research, and training actions of the
EPA, and state environmental and health agencies (US Environmental Protection
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Agency, 2016). Clearly, providing safe drinking water requires collective action in
which citizens outside an area facing water quality problems contribute to solving
the problem through political and financial support. This paper investigates the
factors that may influence a willingness, or lack of willingness, to support collective
action to ensure safe drinking water in US communities.
We begin by describing three complementary theories that may explain variation
in support. Our general logic is that because local communities often cannot fund
the costs of dealing with serious water quality problems, the provision of clean
water should be viewed as a commons, or collective, good, as are many other
forms of environmental quality. The theories may help us understand why some
people may support the provision of clean water as a collective good and others
may not. All theories center on a key theme in the environmental decision-making
literature: that support for environmental quality depends to a substantial degree on
altruism—the willingness to contribute to the provision of a public good at a level
that reaches beyond the personal benefit one receives.
The first theory derives from well-established literature on environmental values
that emphasizes comparing the effects of altruism and self-interest as personal
priorities in decision-making, while acknowledging that other values may play
a role (Dietz, 2015; Dietz et al., 2005; Steg, 2016). The second theory grows from
environmental justice literature (Downey, 2015; Holifield et al., 2017; Mascarenhas,
2016). The examples of Flint, Jackson, Washington, DC, and other work suggests
that water quality problems tend to occur disproportionately in poor and minority
communities (Balazs & Ray, 2014). This raises the question of how the minority
status of these communities will influence public support for solving water quality
problems. Thus, we examine the influence views about minorities play in public
support for mediation of water quality problems. Substantial literature in political
science has examined the influence of views about minorities, often called symbolic
racism, in shaping policy support and political attitudes. In a representative sample
of US adults, Chanin (2018) has shown that symbolic racism reduces environmental
concern and self-reported willingness to take action to protect the environment and
Benegal (2018) finds a link between racism and a lack of concern about climate
change. We conjecture that symbolic racism may also play a role in support for
collective action to protect water. Finally, recent research on social distance has
examined how perceived social distance from those experiencing harm may also
be a factor in personal risk perceptions, the source of our third theory. The extent
to which people view water quality issues as close to them or affecting people close
to them may also influence willingness to support broad remediation efforts (So &
Nabi, 2013).
After reviewing these theories, we described how each was operationalized in
a Mechanical Turk survey. We used standard measures of values, of the views
about minorities considered indicative of symbolic racism and of social distance to
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predict support for water quality protection. Given the nature of our sample, these
results are, of course, preliminary. Our conclusion not only explores their tentative
implications for theory and policy, it also suggests directions for further research.

Altruistic values, racism, and social distance
Altruistic values. Efforts to provide safe drinking water in the US involve local,
state, and federal agencies. They use political and financial resources from all three
levels. While citizens might be motivated to support safe drinking water efforts in
their own community primarily out of self-interest, support for action outside one’s
own water supply probably requires some degree of altruistic values—concern with
the well-being of others. In the environmental decision-making literature, concern
with the well-being of other humans, often called humanistic altruism, is sometimes
distinguished from concern with other species and the environment, often called
biospheric altruism (Dietz, 2015; Steg, 2016; Steg & de Groot, 2012). The survey
measured biospheric altruism, humanistic altruism, and three other values often
invoked to explain environmental decisions: self-interest, traditionalism, and
openness to change. Self-interested values of course can be oppositional to altruism.
We also included a recently proposed set of items intended to capture concern and
engagement with non-human animals (Dietz et al., 2017). While animal-related
values, traditionalism, and openness to change are not implicated in our theoretical
argument about support for clean water, these values have sometimes been shown
to influence environmental concern and pro-environmental behavior. Thus, they are
included to guard against spurious conclusions regarding altruism. However, our
key hypothesis regarding values is that respondents with high degrees of humanistic
altruism will be more likely to support efforts to provide clean water to all than will
those with lower degrees of humanistic altruism.
Symbolic racism. Humanistic altruism is a concern with all other humans. However,
it is also plausible that many people feel altruism in a more restricted way, directed
only toward people they consider similar to themselves, where similarity might be
defined by nation, shared religion, or race and ethnicity (Richerson & Boyd, 2001;
Richerson et al., 2002; Richerson et al., 2016). Many water quality crises in the US
occur in minority communities. The substantial literature on environmental justice
suggests this is not surprising; environmental risks are disproportionately visited
on minorities (Downey, 2015). The fact that many serious water quality problems
occur in minority communities may affect willingness to support collective action
to remediate such problems.
We explore this argument by examining whether respondents who hold views that
have been labeled symbolic racism may be less willing to support collective action
because such action mostly favors minority communities. Racism research notes
that some forms of racial tolerance have increased in the US. In particular, there
has been a decline in “Jim Crow” racism—that is, racism grounded in beliefs about
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biological differences. However, there are still many individuals who believe that
minorities receive unfair advantage and that their problems are largely their own
fault–—symbolic racism (Chanin, 2018; Henry & Sears, 2002; Sears & Henry,
2005). Symbolic racism has been shown to be a consistent negative predictor of
public support for many forms of policy and of environmental concern (Berg, 2013;
Buckler et al., 2009; Chanin 2018; O’Brien et al., 2013). We hypothesize that it may
also predict support for efforts to improve water quality. We use a scale commonly
used in political psychology to test this hypothesis (Henry & Sears, 2002; Sears &
Henry, 2005; Tarman & Sears, 2005). Some scholars have argued that the scale we
use captures overall conservative views as well as symbolic racism per se (Zigerell,
2015). All our analyses using this scale will also control for political ideology.
Social distance. We have argued that people may be reluctant to contribute to
a public good such as water quality when they perceive the recipient of the benefit
as someone different from them: a member of a different race or ethnicity. However,
we can generalize this idea and suggest that the degree of altruism depends on
perceived social distance from the problem and from those who might benefit from
its resolution. Social distance can have several dimensions, including temporal
distance, spatial distance, and social distance per se (Stephan et al., 2011; Trope &
Liberman, 2010). If risks are perceived to occur at a distance, there will be a tendency
to discount the severity of the risk (Zwickle & Wilson, 2013). The evidence for this
hypothesis in the existing literature is mixed. Busse and Menzel (2014) found that
the pro-environmental behavior intentions were not predicted by perceived socialspatial distance of the environmental problem. In contrast, Hart and Nisbet (2012)
found that varying social distance in message framings influenced support for climate
mitigation policies, while Pahl and Bauer (2013) found social distance increased
pro-environmental behaviors. We hypothesize that perceived social distance from
water quality problems will decrease support for collective action to improve water
quality. By including standard measures of social distance along with measures of
values and symbolic racism, we are responding to a call for analyses that elaborate on
how social distance functions to influence pro-environmental behaviors (McDonald
et al., 2015).

Conceptual model
We consider the variables used in our analysis as constituting a path model with
several levels of causal proximity to support for water quality protection (Figure 1).
To reduce the chances of spurious attribution of effects to values, symbolic racism,
and social distance, we included several other variables in the model: perceived
quality of the respondents’ drinking water, general awareness of other communities
with contaminated water supplies, perceived seriousness of the problem, political
ideology, and several sociodemographic characteristics of the respondent. While we
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conceptualize the model as a causal path, we emphasize that our cross-sectional
data cannot disentangle causal directions. Given this ambiguity, we will examine
the net effects with all variables in the model (i.e., the effects of each variable
controlling for the influence of all others) and the total effects in a model with
only sociodemographic variables (including political ideology) and values (i.e., the
effects of values and sociodemographic factors when not controlling for symbolic
racism, social distance, perceived water quality, awareness of other communities,
and perceived seriousness).
Note that the questions tapping values, symbolic racism, and perceived quality of the
respondents’ drinking water were asked before presenting the water quality problem
scenario. The questions on social distance, seriousness of the problem, and
sociodemographic variables were asked after the scenario was presented.
Sociodemographic variables

Values

Views about minorities

Perceived quality of household water

Awareness of water problems

Social distance

Seriousness of problem

Donation amount

Figure 1. Theoretical model of causal order of factors influencing
donation amount
Note. Only proximate causal paths shown.
Figure 1.
Note. Onl
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Sociodemographic variables. We treat age, gender, education, presence of a child
in the household, income, and political ideology as exogenous variables. We include
them to guard against potentially spurious conclusions about other variables in the
model, in particular, values, symbolic racism, and social distance.
Values. Following the consensus in the literature, values are considered causally
subsequent to the demographic variables but causally prior to all other variables in
the model (Dietz, 2015).
Symbolic racism. We treat symbolic racism as causally subsequent to values and the
sociodemographic variables but causally prior to social distance. Our logic is that
these views are a more general concept than social distance from members of the
community suffering the water crisis, but less general than values. We acknowledge
that this causal ordering, while plausible, could be questioned and that with crosssectional data, we cannot disentangle causal ordering empirically.
Perceived quality of respondents’ water. Respondents who believe the quality of
their own drinking water is poor might be more sympathetic to a community facing
severe contamination. We assessed the perceived quality of the respondents’ water,
which we consider causally subsequent to the sociodemographic variables, values,
and symbolic racism but causally prior to social distance and seriousness of the
problem.
General awareness of water problems. We assessed the respondents’ awareness of
water quality problems in other communities because respondents may be more
willing to donate if they perceive the problem to be widespread. We assume general
awareness is causally prior to perceived social distance, seriousness of the problem,
and donation but causally subsequent to the sociodemographic variables, values,
symbolic racism, and perceived water quality.
Social distance. We consider this variable causally subsequent to the
sociodemographic variables, values, symbolic racism, and respondents’ perception
of their water quality, but causally prior to perceived seriousness of the problem and
donation amount.
Perceived seriousness of the problem. We presented respondents with a scenario
about a water quality problem rather like that in Flint as part of an experimental
design that will be described below. We conjecture that the more serious they
considered the problem, the more willing they would be to donate. We treat perceived
seriousness of the problem as casually subsequent to demographics, values, symbolic
racism, and social distance but causally prior to donation.
Donation amount. At the end of the survey, we informed all respondents that we
were giving them a $0.50 bonus over their basic fee for participating in the survey.
We then gave them an opportunity to donate all or part of the bonus to Clean Water
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Action, a non-profit that works to improve water quality in the US using a protocol
developed by Clements et al. (2015). We will describe the procedure in greater detail
in the Methods section. The donation is an actual donation to a collective good and
is considered causally subsequent to all other variables in our model.

Methods
Data collection and working sample
We administered our survey using SurveyMonkey to participants we recruited via
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), a crowdsourcing website where “requesters”
solicit “workers” to perform “human intelligence tasks” (HITs) for pay. AMT is
a practical way to recruit participants from a reasonably wide cross-section of the
general public, either for conducting online experiments (e.g., Clements et al.,
2015) or designing and testing new measurement instruments (e.g., Allen et al.,
2015). It has been widely used across the social sciences (Goodman et al., 2013;
Levay et al., 2016; Paolacci & Chandler, 2014; Rouse, 2015; Shank, 2015; Stewart
et al., 2015; Weinberg et al., 2014). To solicit a broad cross-section of research
participants and minimize self-selection by AMT workers with particularly strong
views on water quality issues, we advertised a HIT titled “Your Attitudes about
Important Social Issues in the US.” We limited participation to adults residing in
the US. The first page of the survey provided information to potential respondents
about the voluntary nature of the survey and about confidentiality in accordance
with the policies of the Institutional Review Board of our university. Our survey
was completed by 643 US residents on April 9, 2016. Respondents earned $1.00 for
completing the survey, which took slightly less than seven minutes on average, for an
hourly wage rate of $8.67.
Experimental manipulation. Respondents were assigned at random to one of
five versions of the survey. The versions were identical except for the description
of a community experiencing a drinking water quality problem. The ethnicity of
community was varied across the versions of the scenario, which were otherwise
identical. The variations are reported in the Annex.2 Since the experimental
manipulation had no significant effects, we do not discuss it in detail.
Working sample. We have only modest numbers of non-Whites (58 respondents
identified as Hispanic, 31 as African-American, and 23 as other racial/ethnic
categories). We restrict the sample to Whites, African-Americans and Hispanics,
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since we do not have enough respondents to examine other groups. We used steps
described in the Annex to remove low-quality responses. The result is a working
sample of 375.

Variable measurement
We have developed scales using the means of all valid responses on items in a scale
as the scale score. The reliability of scales was checked with Cronbach’s α. All scales
except “traditionalism” and the scale of awareness of water quality problems in four
communities were above the traditional cutpoint for Cronbach’s α of 0.70 (Nunally,
1978). Scale items and reliabilities are reported in Annex Table A1. The order in
which items within a scale were presented to respondents was randomized across
respondents.
Sociodemographic variables. We included several variables to capture position in
the social structure. Gender is a binary variable, with women coded 0 and men 1. Age
was measured with eight categories (18–19, 20–29, 30–39, 40–49, 50–59, 50–69,
70–79, and 80 years and over). An ordinal age variable was created by recoding the
categorical responses to the midpoint of their range. Note that in a cross-sectional
data set, age is identical with birth cohort. We created a dummy variable if the
respondent reported a child under 18 years living in their home. Education is an
ordinal variable coded as follows: 1 – 12th grade or less, 2 – high school diploma
or General Education Diploma equivalent, 3 – bachelor’s degree, 4 – master’s
degree, 5 – professional degree (e.g., law or medicine), and 6 – doctorate degree.
Household income was recorded in five categories: $0–24,999, $25,000–49,999,
$50,000–74,999, $75,000–99,999, and $100,000 and up. A continuous income
variable was created by assigning the midpoint of the range in thousands, with the
highest category assigned 125. Political ideology was measured with a 1–7 scale,
ranging from very liberal to very conservative. Since political ideology and political
party identification have a Pearson’s correlation of 0.85, we will only use ideology
in our analyses.
In the analyses that follow, we treat age and education as if they were continuous
variables. This possibly masks non-linear effects of age or education, but alternative
approaches introduce complexities we do not believe are warranted for these control
variables. For example, using dummy variables for each ordinal category would
increase by about one-third the number of parameters being estimated.
Values. Standard value items were used to assess the six values (Dietz, 2015; Dietz et
al., 2017). Respondents were asked to indicate “how important each of the following
is as a guiding principle in your life” using a 1–5 scale of “Not at all important,”
“Minimally important,” “Somewhat important,” “Moderately important,” and
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“Extremely important.” For humanistic altruism α = 0.83; for biospheric altruism
α = 0.91; for self-interest α = 0.75; for openness to change α = 0.72; for traditionalism
α = 0. 58; and for animal-related values α = 0.87.
Symbolic racism. We used four items developed by Henry and Sears to tap
symbolic racism (2002; Sears & Henry, 2005). The response choices were “Strongly
disagree,” “Disagree somewhat,” “Neither agree nor disagree,” “Agree somewhat,”
and “Strongly agree,” scored 1–5. In our sample, the Cronbach’s α for the scale was
0.92.
Perceived water quality. We used four items to capture the respondents’ perceptions
of the quality of their own drinking water. Respondents were asked to rate the
taste, odor, and visual appearance “of your home water supply (before any in-home
filtering)?” Response categories were “Very poor,” “Poor,” “Adequate,” “Good,” and
“Very good.” They were also asked “How safe do you think your drinking water is
(before any filtering)? Please answer on a scale of 1–5 where 1 means not at all safe
and 5 means perfectly safe.” These four items form a scale with Cronbach’s α = 0.85.
General awareness of community water problems. We asked respondents to
assess their familiarity with drinking water problems with the following items:
“Across the US a number of towns have had drinking water quality problems. How
familiar are you with the story of the following water quality problems?” where the
specific situations were “Lead contamination in Washington, DC,” “Contamination
from coal cleaning chemicals in Charleston, West Virginia,” “Lead contamination
in Jackson, Mississippi,” “Contamination from plastics processing chemicals in
Hoosick Falls, New York,” and “Lead contamination in Flint, Michigan.” Response
categories were “I have not heard of it,” “I have heard of it but am not very
familiar with it,” “I am somewhat familiar with it,” and “I am very familiar with
it.” We found that familiarity with Flint (M = 3.31) was much higher than with
the other communities (Ms ranged from 1.30–1.69) and that including Flint in
the scale reduced reliability slightly. So, we created the scale with the other four
communities and used awareness of Flint as a separate variable, ranging from 1 –
“I have not heard of it,” to 4 – “I am very familiar with it.” For the awareness of the
four communities, Cronbach’s α = 0.73. The scale and the Flint awareness variable
have a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.22.
Social distance. We used three items to capture social distance, one each asking
about temporal proximity, spatial proximity, and social proximity to water
contamination. Following standard protocols in the social distance literature,
each item asserted that water contamination was “close” to the respondent. The
response choices were a seven-point scale with 1 anchored at “Not at all accurate”
and 7 anchored at “Very accurate.” The three-item scale has Cronbach’s α = 0.70.
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Seriousness of the problem. We used seven items to assess perceived seriousness
of the problem described in the scenario. Respondents were asked “How serious do
you think each aspect of the water quality problem just described is, using a scale
that ranges from 1 – Not at all serious to 7 – Extremely serious?” The aspects were:
Health risks to children, Health risks to adults, Costs to local government, Harm to
the local economy, Harm to property values, Harm to the morale of the residents,
and Health risks to pets and companion animals. These items form a scale with
Cronbach’s α = 0.79.
Willingness-to-pay measure. As is typical in willingness-to-pay studies, our data
has slightly more than half (52.8%) our respondents at zero with a median of zero
and a mean of 13. The Annex contains a histogram of the donation amount.

Estimation methods
As is often the case with willingness-to-pay data, most of the variation in our data set
comes from the distinction between not donating and donating some amount. Thus,
we analyze our data using two models: a logit model to predict whether someone
made any donation and an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression model of the
amount donated for those who donated something. We find the same substantive
results when we use a hurdle model that estimates whether someone donated and
how much they donated simultaneously (Burke, 2009; Cragg, 1971; Smith &
Brame, 2003). Since logit and OLS regression are more familiar than hurdle models
to most readers, we report logit and OLS results in our tables. The highest variance
inflation factors (VIF) among the independent variables in any model was below
2.7, suggesting no serious collinearity problems.
The first two columns of Table 1 are equivalent to the direct effects for each variable
that would be obtained if we used a structural equation model (SEM) estimation
procedure rather than logit and OLS regression. The third and fourth columns are
equivalent to the total effects of the variables in that column, including both their
direct and indirect effects through the variables not included in those two columns.
Note that under standard assumptions for inference, logit, OLS regression, hurdle,
and typical SEM estimates are all maximum likelihood (Bollen, 1989; Wooldridge,
2002). The advantage of SEM estimation lies in either including an explicit
measurement model for latent variables or estimating indirect and mediation effects.
Since those are not central concerns to our analysis, we have opted for the simpler
approach.

Results of the experiment
The experiment to determine if varying the racial composition of the community
affected by water quality problems influenced donations did not yield significant
results. For the five dummy variables capturing the six experimental conditions,
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the effect on whether the respondent donated had = 2.04, p = 0.728; the effect
on the amount donated has F4,179 = 1.33, p = 0.260. We also found no evidence for
experimental effects when the independent variables we included in Table 1 were
controlled. Thus, we do not discuss the experiment further.
Table 1. Models of donation and beliefs about minorities

Seriousness of problem

Amount of
donation
for those
donating >0

Whether
a donation
was made
(odds ratios)

Amount of
donation
for those
donating >0

1.21

2.03

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

1.13

1.07

Awareness of other
communities

1.35

–2.40

1.44

–1.08

Awareness of Flint

1.02

3.73*

Social distance (high scores
are close)
Respondent’s water quality
Symbolic racism
Biospheric altruism
Humanistic altruism
Self-interest
Traditionalism
Animal concern values
Political ideology (high
scores conservative)
Female
Age
Child in house
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Whether
a donation
was made
(odds ratios)

0.11

2.33

0.97

–0.11

–0.35

–0.10

0.94

0.76

–0.42

0.41

0.71*

–1.97

–2.33

–1.17

0.94

–
–

–

0.10

0.96

0.84

–0.33

0.05

–0.25

0.41

1.23

–0.31

1.57*

0.87

1.03

–0.12

2.54

0.36

0.87

–2.54

0.85

–3.44*

–0.89

–1.44

–1.11

–2.02

1.30

–0.08

1.20

–0.53

1.22

–0.04

0.89

–0.24

1.09

1.51

1.05

1.30

0.53

0.78

0.34

0.66

0.94

0.81

0.86

0.44

–0.65

0.73

–1.72

0.44

1.37

5.51

1.50

5.74*

1.27

1.96

1.70

2.08

0.99

–0.02

0.99

0.03

–0.98

–0.17

–1.02

0.26

1.06

–4.62

0.98

–5.56

0.22

–1.59

–0.07

–1.90
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Education
Income in thousands
African-American
Hispanic
Constant

Whether
a donation
was made
(odds ratios)

Amount of
donation
for those
donating >0

Whether
a donation
was made
(odds ratios)

Amount of
donation
for those
donating >0

1.03

1.11

1.02

1.53

0.22

0.68

0.16

0.97

1.00

0.00

1.00

–0.01

–0.13

0.05

0.16

0.97

0.74

–5.18

0.92

–3.01

–0.62

–1.03

–0.18

–0.61

1.44

0.02

1.48

0.96

1.17

0.01

1.27

0.28

0.17

3.08

0.19

17.88

–1.22

0.17

1.65

1.50

N

360

177

361

178

R2

0.098

0.171

0.079

0.121

For logit model of whether a donation was made, coefficients are incidence rate ratios with z listed
below coefficient. For OLS regressions, coefficients are unstandardized, t listed below coefficient
* p < 0.05

Results
The first and second columns of Table 1 present the results of modeling donation
as a function of all independent variables. The only variable influencing whether a
respondent was willing to donate is the symbolic racism scale. For each one-point
increase on this scale (which ranges from 1–5), willingness to donate is about 70%
less likely. No other variable has effects that approach statistical significance at
conventional levels. In the model for the amount donated by those who donated
something, only awareness of the problems of Flint has a significant effect at the
strict p = 0.05 level, with each one-point increase on this four-point scale increasing
the donation by $0.037. The coefficient for gender has p = 0.051, with women
willing to donate $0.055 cents more than men, controlling for all other variables in
the model.
The third and fourth columns examine the total effects of values and the
sociodemographic variables by predicting donations without controls for symbolic
racism, perceptions of own water quality, general awareness of the problem,
awareness of Flint, perceived social distance, or perceived seriousness of the problem.
We include values because they are perhaps the best established social–psychological
predictor of pro-environmental behavior. We estimate this model not only because
the total effects of these variables are of interest, but also because it allows us to
determine if the results are consistent with our theoretical arguments, even if only
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of modest strength. Humanistic altruism has a significant effect on propensity to
donate and is the only variable to reach conventional significance levels in that
model. Among donators, the amount donated is decreased by self-interest and is
higher for women, while the effects of having a child in reducing donations is at the
threshold of the conventional 0.05 significance level (p = 0.059). These results are
consistent with what we might expect from theoretical considerations.
To examine the robustness of our results for symbolic racism, we have used the
sensitivity analyses suggested by Frank and colleagues (2013) and implemented in
Stata as the “konfound” command (Frank & Xu, 2017). For the logit model of
donation, nearly 18% of the cases in our data set would have to be replaced with
null hypothesis cases before our inference would be invalidated. Put differently,
an omitted variable would have to have a partial correlation of about 0.16 with
donation and –0.16 with racial beliefs to displace the effects we estimate. Thus, it
appears that while our results are by no means unassailable, they are to some degree
robust. We also note that symbolic racism demonstrates its effects even with controls
for a variety of other variables that often have an influence on pro-environmental
behaviors. Conversely, it seems unlikely that symbolic racism is suppressing the
effects of other variables via collinearity. The highest VIF in any model is 2.62 for
altruism in a model including all the independent variables; in that model, the
VIF for symbolic racism is 2.57 and the bivariate correlation between the two is
–0.57. Therefore, it seems plausible that the indirect effects of humanistic altruism
come largely through symbolic racism. Finally, our sense that this is a robust
finding is bolstered by the consistency of our results with those of Chanin (2018)
and Benegal (2018), who used different measures of environmental concern and
pro‑environmental behavior in nationally representative samples.

Discussion and conclusions
We have suggested that willingness to support policies to address serious water
contamination problems constitutes a collective good problem, and thus might be
understood in terms of theories of altruism, including altruistic values, symbolic
racism, and social distance. In examining actual donations to a water-focused
nongovernmental organization, we found that symbolic racism—views that
minorities have received unfair advantage—significantly reduced the chances of
a donation being made. This result is consistent with previous examinations of the
effect of symbolic racism on policy support. However, to the best of our knowledge,
this is the first assessment of the effects of symbolic racism on actual behaviors to
support environmental policy and, after Chanin (2018) and Benegal (2018), only
the second analysis to consider the effects of racism on environmentalism among
the general public.
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Of course, our findings must be viewed as tentative. We have used a convenience
sample of moderate size, so we view our results as suggestive, and in need of
replication with larger, more representative, and more diverse samples. That said,
we do believe our results warrant two tentative conclusions. First, research on the
social psychology of environmental concern and environmental racism and justice
have been rather distinct traditions with essentially no overlap. Here, we show that
environmental justice and the key theoretical issue in the environmental decisionmaking literature, altruism, can be fruitfully incorporated into the same theoretical
frame. Second, we offer evidence that environmental racism may influence not
only specific cases of inequity well documented in the literature, but broad policy
support as well. If our results generalize, they suggest that one reason it continues
to be hard to redress key environmental problems in general and environmental
justice issues in particular is that support for such redress is influenced by negative
attitudes toward minorities. In at least some members of the public, there seems to
be a presumed association between environmental problems and minority status.
The theoretical literature on altruism has emphasized the importance of defining the
group toward which one behaves altruistically. However, in the extensive literature on
altruistic values, altruism has been conceptualized as extending to all humans; indeed,
it is sometimes labeled “universalism” (Schwartz 2015). Our results are consistent
with the larger literature in that broad altruism is a strong influence on donations.
They also demonstrate that the effect of broad altruism can be countered by negative
views toward specific groups, in this case minorities. Clearly, further empirical
and theoretical work needs to better integrate our understanding of altruism with
research on environmental racism and other forms of bias. Environmental justice
literature has documented the influence of bias on policies as they are developed and
implemented. Our results suggest they may also influence policy support. Given
that we only examined one environmental problem—contaminated water—it will
be useful to see how broadly these results generalize across other problems that may
be less associated with minority communities. It would also be useful to investigate
in more detail who members of the public believe will benefit from or bear the costs
of environmental policies.
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Abstract
Understanding individuals’ and groups’ sense of place can provide insights
into how people interact with and treat both natural and built environments,
but empirical‑place scholarship has paid relatively little attention to several
key dynamics, including the existence and implications of broad-scale sense
of place, and the biophysical (and bioregional) dimensions of sense of place.
Accordingly, this empirical, phenomenological study investigates the scale at
which sense of place develops and operates among a subset of residents engaged
in watershed conservation activities in northeastern Wisconsin’s mixed-amenity
coastal communities. In total, 22 semi-structured interviews were conducted
with individuals who were vocationally or avocationally involved in water-quality
improvement and/or broad‑scale conservation activities in northeast Wisconsin.
Results indicate that biophysical landscape characteristics, particularly water, enable
the sorts of meaningful social and sensory experiences that ultimately develop into
a sense of place at varying geographic scales.
Keywords: sense of place, scale, landscape characteristics, bioregionalism
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Introduction
The last 15 years have seen an exponential growth in the scholarship on people–
place relationships, with disciplinary contributions coming from environmental
psychology, human ecology, human geography, leisure studies, anthropology,
urban studies, and rural, community, and environmental sociology—just to name
a few (Lewicka, 2011). Though the motivations for conducting and applying place
scholarship are as diverse as the field’s disciplinary roots, understanding people’s
sense of place—that is, the “affective bond[s] or link[s] between people and specific
places” (Hidalgo & Hernandez, 2001, p. 274)—can provide insights into how
people interact with and treat both natural and built environments (Gosling &
Williams, 2010). The findings of sense-of-place research can, for example, inform
understandings of pro-environmental behavior (Scannell & Gifford, 2010a; Vaske
& Kobrin, 2001), place-protective action (Lukacs & Ardoin, 2014), management of
regional amenities (Carrus et al., 2005), participatory landscape planning (Manzo
& Perkins, 2006), and environmental education initiatives (Kudryavtsev et al.,
2012). In short, place matters (Gifford, 2014).
Despite these invaluable contributions, empirical place scholarship has paid
relatively little attention to several key dynamics, including the existence and
implications of broad-scale sense of place, and how social sense of place is affected
and influenced by biophysical landscapes (Lewicka, 2011). Ardoin (2014), for
example, notes that despite the broad-scale nature of ecological issues such as water
quality impairment, and habitat loss, a surprising dearth of scholarship addresses
how a similarly broad-scale sense of place might affect environmental management
and behavior at congruent scales. Similarly, despite the work of Stedman (2003)
and others, the extent and means by which the biophysical environment influences
people’s overall sense of place are poorly understood. To begin to address these gaps,
this empirical, phenomenological study examines how sense of place develops and
operates among a subset of residents engaged in watershed conservation activities
in three northeastern Wisconsin (United States [US]) bioregions (i.e., broad-scale
landscape units containing distinct assemblages of flora, fauna, topography, and
climatic features, and the spectrum of their associated sociocultural perceptions).
By qualitatively exploring how sense of place operates across a variety of scales, and
how the biophysical environment and bioregional patterns influence sense of place,
we advance under-explored elements of sense-of-place theory, and offer guidance
and hypotheses for future quantitative sense of place investigations.
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Background on place dynamics
Definitions of place
Place, according to Cresswell (2004), is a rather paradoxical concept both within
and outside geographic disciplines, largely due to its ubiquity, deceiving simplicity
(everybody knows what a place is, right?), and enigmatic qualities. “Place is
everywhere. This is what makes it different from other terms in geography, like
‘territory,’ which announces itself as a specialized term, or ‘landscape,’ which is not
a word which permeates through our everyday encounters” (Cresswell, 2004, p. 2).
Tuan (1977) defines place in relation to space, asserting that if we imagine “space as
that which allows movement, then place is pause; each pause in movement makes
it possible for location to be transformed into place;” places, accordingly, are the
sorts of things to which we develop affective bonds, and which form a significant
part of our identity (p. 6). Massey (1994) views place as “articulated moments in
networks of social relations and understandings” that are unavoidably contested in
their delineation, and plural in how they are constructed and experienced (p. 154).
While we embrace these constructivist and interactionist definitions, our work also
recognizes the physicality and materiality of place—that is, the biotic and abiotic
elements of whole ecosystems that both affect and are affected by the constructed
human experience of place (cf. Dunlap & Catton, 1979). Accordingly, our approach
to place is best grounded in the perspective of critical realism articulated by some
environmental sociologists (e.g., Bell & Ashwood, 2015; Carolan, 2005). Places, we
argue, are layered social-ecological systems; they cannot be solely reduced to either
their biophysical dimensions or their varied and socially constructed meanings.

Sense of place
Given the disciplinary diversity of scholarship on the topic, sense of place can be
conceptually confusing and has generated what some have called a “messy” literature
(e.g., Beckley, 2003; Hidalgo & Hernandez, 2001). Both sense of place and place
attachment have been used as overarching terms to describe the cognitive, affective,
or attitudinal relationships between people and places (Patterson & Williams, 2005).
While the former term is generally construed as the most conceptually inclusive
due to its consideration of both positive and negative associations with place, the
latter is presently the most commonly used in the literature, and generally preferred
by environmental psychologists (Trentelman, 2009). Place attachment has been
operationalized as an affective bond comprising place dependence—that is, the
instrumental indispensableness of a place (e.g., Kyle et al., 2004; Stokols & Shumaker,
1981)—as well as place identity (i.e., the notion that a place is part of how a person
sees themself or wants to be seen by others) (Proshansky, 1978). Sense of place,
meanwhile, has been variously operationalized as the sum of place dependence, place
identity, and place attachment (e.g., Jorgensen & Stedman, 2001), or as the sum of
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place attachment and place meaning, with place meaning typically comprising place
dependence and place identity (Williams, 2014). We used this final conceptualization
of sense of place to frame our interview questions and initial data coding scheme.

Biophysical dimension
Responding to the tendency for social and psychological dynamics to dominate
place research, Stedman’s (2003) article represents a significant turn in the
literature, particularly for researchers interested in natural resource issues. Through
his quantitative analysis of place meaning and attachment for lake homeowners
in northern Wisconsin, he argues that the physical environment (whether built
or natural) constitutes a potentially significant, if overlooked, dimension of sense
of place. He observes that landscape characteristics such as land use, land cover,
and population density collectively produce meanings (e.g., solitude, beauty,
wilderness) to which people develop affective bonds of attachment. Human
geographers (e.g., Relph, 1976, 1981) and environmental historians working
within the tradition of cultural landscapes (e.g., Least Heat-Moon, 1991; Schama,
1995) have also made theoretical contributions to the ways in which landscapes
and regions influence human culture. Stedman’s call for increased attention to the
physical environment has gained some traction (e.g., Ardoin, 2014; Beckley, 2003;
Scannell and Gifford, 2010a) and has been included in two prominent organizing
frameworks for holistically describing sense of place (Ardoin et al., 2012; Scannell
& Gifford, 2010b). However, the characteristics of physical environments and the
means by which those characteristics influence affective bonds of attachment remain
relatively under-explored, and significant questions regarding human-environment
relationships remain (Lewicka, 2011).

Scale
Like biophysical landscape dynamics, several place scholars have noted that the
spatial scale of the places to which people form bonds remains largely understudied
(Hidalgo & Hernandez, 2001). Lewicka (2010) contends that most studies do
not explicitly examine the relationship between sense of place and scale, and tend
to use either a single scale (e.g., home, neighborhood, city) or a vaguely defined
scale (e.g., “this place”) when measuring sense of place. Among these single-scale
studies, moreover, the most common scale of measurement is the neighborhood
or community, with a much smaller share of studies focusing on the home, and
only a tiny number examining scales of attachment broader than a city (Lewicka,
2010). Among the handful of comparative, multi-scalar studies, conflicting
conclusions have been drawn, producing no definitive results. Finally, few studies
have investigated sense of place at scales broader than the city, and even fewer
have assessed the impact of these broader-scale attachments on pro-environmental
behavior (Lewicka, 2011). In the rare instance when both broad-scale sense of place
and pro-environmental behaviors are measured (e.g., Forsyth et al., 2015), the
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findings are complicated by a general lack of congruence between the scale of an
individual’s sense of place and the pro-environmental behaviors that are measured
(see Ardoin [2014] and Mullendore et al. [2015] for notable exceptions). Given the
broad-scale nature of contemporary ecological challenges and the attractiveness of
similarly scaled conservation strategies, we argue that this lack of study represents
a significant missed opportunity.

Bioregions and bioregionalism
Bioregions have been proposed as broad-scale spatial terrestrial units that can be
useful for understanding socioecological landscape patterns (Rutherford et al.,
2006). Bioregions are conceptually similar to ecoregions, in that both are “areas
of distinct assemblages of plants and animals with dynamic but clear topographic
and climatic boundaries” (Banting, 2012, p. 788). Further, both are hierarchically
located on the scalar spectrum between the vast, broad-scale biome (continental)
unit, and smaller ecological units such as ecosystems, communities, or populations
(Selman, 2006). However, what makes bioregions conceptually distinct from
ecoregions—and of particular interest to this study— is the former’s inclusion of
social and cultural dynamics. Thayer (2003), for example, insists that humans and
all the trappings that come with human culture (e.g., art, cuisine, design, economies)
ought to be considered essential parts of any given bioregion, along with bioregions’
ecological, geological, and climatic characteristics.
Some of the more radical promoters of bioregionalism (e.g., Sale, 1985) have
been deservedly criticized for being too parochial and reactionary (Massey, 1994),
essentializing (Painter, 2008), environmentally deterministic (Berthold-Bond,
2000), and too easily co-opted by right-wing, exclusionary ecological and social
movements (Olsen, 2000). Despite these criticisms, Thayer (2003) and Selman
(2006) argue that bioregions constitute an effective spatial unit for conceptualizing
and addressing environmental challenges like water quality, which tend to follow
landscape and environmental counters much more readily than political designations.
In this article, accordingly, we use bioregions more as conceptual frameworks and
spatial units through which to analyze our data, rather than as a prescriptive norm
or a political ecosophy.

Study area and research questions
Our study area’s three bioregions are situated in the western portion of the Great
Lakes, the largest freshwater system on earth. Northeast Wisconsin is largely
composed of three adjacent but distinct bioregions, with Lake Michigan’s Green
Bay (GB) serving as the area’s central and most dominant geographic feature
(see Figure 1). Traveling 40–50 miles northwest of the bay, one enters the
southernmost reaches of the Northwoods bioregion, a mosaic of Pine Barrens,
glacial moraines and drumlins, and northern hardwood forests. Referred to by many
upper Midwesterners as “up north,” this bioregion is pocked with thousands of
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small lakes, a low population density, and a relatively high proportion of second
homes, often adjacent to lakes (Stedman, 2003). In stark contrast, most of GB’s
eastern shore comprises the Door Peninsula (DP) bioregion, a karst landscape
formed by the erosion of the underlying Niagara escarpment. With its shallow
soils and a regionally unique climate (moderated by its immediate adjacency to
both GB and Lake Michigan), the DP enables forms of agriculture less common
elsewhere in the state, particularly stone fruit production. The DP’s scenic lake views
and orchard access, meanwhile, attract a high number of tourists from southern
Wisconsin’s and northern Illinois’s urban areas. Although they are all subjected to
many of the same macro-scale drivers of change in the western Great Lakes basin,
these three bioregions’ assemblages of flora, fauna, landforms, and land-use patterns
make them somewhat distinct from one another, both in terms of their current
ecological challenges and their sociocultural associations.

Figure 1. Study area: northeast Wisconsin and its bioregions, including
the Northwoods, Door Peninsula, and Fox River Valley
Source: Map adapted from US Environmental Protection Agency (2013).

Finally, most of this study’s participants live in the Fox River Valley (FRV) bioregion.
Situated at the southern end of GB and between the Northwoods and the DP, the
FRV is a series of lacustrine till and clay plains. Estuaries and wetlands on GB’s west
shore—which are largely state-owned and protected, and among the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resource’s “Legacy Places”—create unique habitats, vital
to the wildlife they support, and are some of the most productive wetlands in
the upper Midwest. Despite these rich amenities, the FRV has a troubled aquatic
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legacy, with alarmingly high rates of heavy metals, sediment, agricultural pollutants
(e.g., phosphorus and nitrogen), and aquatic invasive species throughout the
Fox River and southern GB (Vander Zanden & Olden, 2008). Combined with
significant wetland loss, fish declines, and increasing harmful algal blooms and flood
events, the FRV remains a federally listed Area of Concern (Brazner, 1997).
In sum, this article considers northeastern Wisconsin and its constituent bioregions
as a mixed-amenity place. Given this context and the foregoing discussion of our
conceptual orientations and assumptions, the following questions guided our research:
1. What sorts of biophysical characteristics, meanings, and/or experiences affect
sense of place?
2. How does scale affect social and biophysical sense of place, particularly with
regard to people’s reported pro-environmental behaviors?

Methods
Given our goal of exploring in depth the complex relationships among sense of
place, scale, biophysical landscapes, and environmental behavior, we opted for an
empirical, phenomenological approach (Patterson & Williams, 2002). Between
May 2014 and May 2015, we conducted 22 semi-structured, in-depth interviews.
Since we were in part interested in understanding how a bioregional sense of
place may operate for people engaged in broad-scale conservation action, we used
a combination of purposive and snowball sampling (Miles & Huberman, 1994) to
identify individuals who met two criteria:
1. Their principle residence was in the FRV bioregion.
2. They were vocationally or avocationally involved in water quality improvement
and/or broad-scale conservation activities in one or more of our study area’s
three bioregions.
These criteria were chosen because of the broad-scale nature of water quality
challenges and their associated solutions in the Great Lakes basin. Interview
participants were purposefully selected to maximize diversity in terms of age and
length of residence in the FRV bioregion. Interviews were conducted in participants’
place of residence or place of work, and lasted between 40 minutes and two hours
(mean = 70 minutes). Questions were approved by our institutional review board,
and adapted in part from Ardoin’s (2014) comparative sense-of-place and scale-ofplace survey questions, with others specifically designed to elicit associations with
and connections to various bioregional dynamics. Others targeted respondents’
meaningful place and place-based experiences (e.g., recreation activities), as well as
their motivations for participating in water quality improvement and other broadscale landscape conservation activities. Probing, follow-up questions were asked
throughout to provide clarification and depth of insight.
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All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. We used the
qualitative data analysis package Atlas.ti to sort and code data. Following
Timmermans and Tavory’s (2012) modified grounded theory approach, which
prioritizes abductive rather than purely inductive data analysis and theory
construction, we first utilized an a priori coding scheme to provide initial structure
and analytical categories (see Table 1). This scheme, based on literature described
by Williams (2014), treated sense of place as an overarching construct composed of
the dimensions place meaning and place attachment. Place meaning included the
sub‑dimensions place identity and place dependence. Next, per our research questions,
we analyzed these dimensions through categories of biophysical characteristics and
meanings mix-amenities, and scale. In addition, given our interest in the intersection
between bioregionalism and sense of place, we coded all data relevant to the
categories of bioregional awareness, perceptions, and boundaries. After generating
an initial list of codes, we returned to our codes and data, asking subsequent
analytical questions about how our initial codes related to one another, and to our
initial research questions. Our findings were based on the codes and subcodes that
resulted from this latter analysis.

Results
Participant demographics
Interview participants included seven females and 15 males, who ranged in age
from 18–84 (mean = 45) and in length of residence in the FRV from 2–55 years
(mean = 23). Though two of our respondents presently live in the southern DP,
they have both previously lived and currently work in the FRV. All participants are
involved either vocationally or avocationally in water quality improvement activities
and other conservation initiatives throughout northeastern Wisconsin. Categorical
examples of participants’ vocations included water-related research positions affiliated
with the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay; coordinators of watershed monitoring,
education, and outreach programs; and environmental science high school teachers.
Examples of participants’ avocational activities included serving on regional waterand conservation-related nongovernment organization boards; volunteering time
to support watershed cleanup projects; lobbying elected officials on water-related
bills; and voluntary leadership in watershed education and outreach. All participants
expressed a deep connection to northeast Wisconsin and its constituent bioregions,
with particular affection reserved for the perceived uniqueness of the area’s immense
freshwater water resources. In the following sections we analyze our respondents’ sense
of place through the lenses of biophysical place dynamics, mixed-amenity places, and
the scales (particularly bioregional) at which sense of place operates and links to broadscale environmental behavior.
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(see Table 2 for full results)
Please rank the following items from
those to which you feel most attached to
those to which you feel least attached:
your house/family, your neighborhood/
friends, your town professional or
religious network, your (bio)region/people
of northeast Wisconsin. Why?

Scale

quiet natural areas (49)
bodies of water (26)
streams/rivers
lakes/bays
forests (15)
built environment (10)
restaurants
cultural attractions

bodies of water (28)
flora/fauna (21)
undeveloped/wild (19)
topography/geology (14)
climate/seasonality (9)

What sorts of settings do you feel most
attached to?

What aspects, if any, of the FRV
landscape do you feel most drawn to?

Place attachment Biophysical

Initial codes and
subcodes (frequency)

Mixedamenity

Corresponding interview questions

Analytical
category

Sense-of-place
dimension

FRV proximity to (75)
preferred landscapes
urban amenities
recreation areas

place-based experiences (85)
recreation
social-familial
milestone
sensory experiences (34)
aesthetics/beauty
sound
feel/temperature
smell

What were people’s
heritage/history (27)
most salient reasons for
familial
their rankings?
milestone experiences
memories
proximity/accessibility (26)
degree of familiarity (20)
very familiar
somewhat familiar
unfamiliar
recreation potential (19)

How do people
reconcile these
attachments with the
FRV’s acknowledged
ecological challenges?

How and why are
people drawn to
these FRV landscape
characteristics?

Subsequent analytical Subsequent codes and
question
subcodes (frequency)

Table 1. Conceptual relationships and interview-derived code frequencies associated with sense of place
at various stages of the research process
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What quality of settings do feel most
mixed (15)
pristine (6)
yourself in?*
What quality of settings could you not do degraded (1)
without?**

Where do you go to … (find solitude;
recreate; work; feel most at home; feel
most yourself)?

Mixedamenity

Scale/
Location

spatial location (65)
FRV (25)
DP (21)
Northwoods (19)
bioregion (14)
home (5)
city/town (2)
neighborhood (1)

natural (51)
built (13)
terrestrial (24)
aquatic (26)

What sorts of landscapes say the most
about who you are?*
What sorts of things would you miss
the most if you were to leave northeast
Wisconsin?**

Biophysical

Initial codes and
subcodes (frequency)

Place meaning
place identity*
place
dependence**

Corresponding interview questions

Analytical
category

Sense-of-place
dimension

At what spatial scale
do people’s most
meaningful places
located?

broad/distributed (24)
narrow/concentrated (20)
biophysical (22)
social (22)

accessibility of (49)
Is the totality of
northeast Wisconsin
family/friends
natural areas
perceived to be unique,
or is it replaceable
urban amenities
recreation areas
elsewhere? Why?

Are the landscapes of
perceived uniqueness (74)
northeast Wisconsin
ecology
perceived to be unique,
geology
or are they replaceable
climate/seasonality
elsewhere? Why?
water resources
migration intentions (22)
stay (21)
leave (1)

Subsequent analytical Subsequent codes and
question
subcodes (frequency)
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Biophysical place dynamics
Though a majority of participants’ social ties were the most salient component
of their sense of place, their connection to northeastern Wisconsin’s biophysical
landscapes emerged as a strong, synergistic component—one that influenced the
sorts of socially constructed meanings and social experiences that shaped their
respective place attachments, dependences, and identities. This phenomenon most
frequently grounded in a deep affinity for the particular kinds of topography,
climate, and landscape features (particularly water bodies) that typify the region.

Figure 2. Conceptual model depicting how sense of place (top)
is connected to interview participants’ preferred landscape
characteristics (bottom-center column) through significant place-based
experiences (bottom-left column) and sensory/affective place-based
qualities (right-bottom column)

Note. Code co-occurrence refers to the percentage of all occurrences of a landscape characteristic
code (e.g., flora/fauna assemblages) that are linked to the same sample of interview text as one of the
codes in either the left or right columns (e.g., recreation experiences).

Respondents overwhelmingly identified a common set of biophysical landscape
characteristics that they preferred, and which in their view, made northeastern
Wisconsin qualitatively distinct from the rest of the state and upper Midwest.
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After their friends and family, participants most frequently said that, were they to
move away, these biophysical characteristics would be the hardest to find in a new
place. Below we discuss these landscape characteristics—including water, climate,
and topography/terrain—and how they strengthen sense of place through sensory
and experiential pathways (see Figure 2).
In a landscape dominated by the largest freshwater system on earth, it is perhaps
unsurprising that residents of that landscape would express a strong affinity for
water. According to respondents, water connects all other landscape elements, a sort
of common denominator that provides coherence for northeastern Wisconsin’s
bioregions. For some, the attraction to water has an almost incommensurable aspect
to it, as articulated by a 34-year-old female, who talked about the irreplaceability
of the Great Lakes, and the uniqueness of GB and Lake Michigan in particular:
Researcher: What I’m getting at is, what about this region can’t be replaced?
Participant: The water.
Researcher: Which water?
Participant: The big water. Being able to drive five minutes and look out over the
water and you can’t see the horizon.
Researcher: Would you feel that way living in coastal California?
Participant: Right. I think the ocean’s different. I’ve seen the ocean, and it’s different.
It’s a different color. It has a different smell.
Researcher: If you would take your family to Saginaw Bay or somewhere like Lake
Erie.
Participant: Lake Erie is gross.
Researcher: So even within the Great Lakes it depends where you go?
Participant: Yes, it does. I have family in upstate New York and we visited Lake Erie
and Lake Ontario. You can’t walk on the beach; it’s dirty, smelly. The people are
different. It’s some of those things that you can’t quite put your finger on … it’s just
different.

For this participant, large bodies of water are clearly important. Yet not just any large
body of water will suffice; there are demonstrable, qualitative differences between
living and recreating on an ocean—or even the shallower, more algae-prone eastern
Great Lakes—compared to GB and Lake Michigan. This water-mediated place
dependence—that is, the sense that this lake(s) and not just any large water body
will do—emerged again and again throughout the interviews, and underscores the
importance of the biophysical dimension of sense of place. In addition to water,
many respondents identified northeastern Wisconsin’s climate as another biophysical
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feature to which they have become attached, echoing the findings of Knez (2005).
Participants talked about the senses of anticipation and relief that accompany the
variety and predictability of seasonal change. Though some certainly expressed
displeasure at the cold winters, many others talked at length about various winter
activities—ice skating, cross skiing, ice fishing, snowmobiling—that are possible,
and which make that season not only bearable, but even enjoyable.
Like water and climate, participants expressed a strong attraction for the area’s varied
terrain and the distinct assemblages of flora and fauna that it supports. Respondents
were particularly attuned to northeastern Wisconsin’s glacial past, and fond of
the landscape patterns carved by glacial retreat. This affection for the landscape is
captured well by a 71-year-old longtime resident, who remarked:
When they talk about things that people are attracted to seeing beauty-wise, we
don’t have mountains or oceans here, but you’ve got interesting terrain. It’s not flat.
You have beautiful ups and downs, and I think that creates more interest. We’ve got
interesting topography, beautiful moving water. There are places where you can stand
beside the stream and listen to the sound of the water. Clear water running over
smooth rock has a lot of aesthetic appeal. Then, there are huge trees.

Responding to the implicit notion that oceans and mountains are presumed to
have more innate beauty or sublimity, this individual makes a case that the upper
Midwest’s postglacial landscapes offer a similarly deep appeal. Wholly unprompted
and almost defensively, many respondents made comments that favorably compared
the scenic quality of this so-called “flyover country” to the US’s more typically
celebrated mountains and sea coasts.
In addition to landscape preferences, the quote above illuminates an important means
by which respondents expressed their attachment to specific landscapes—namely,
through sensory experiences. While previous research on biophysical attachments to
place have emphasized an abstracted, meaning-mediated connection (e.g., Stedman,
2003), landscapes’ sensory qualities (e.g., the sound and sight of moving water, as
in the quote above) emerged as an important, if not equally significant, factor that
participants used to explain their biophysical sense of place. Like the woman quoted
earlier who distinguished between GB/Lake Michigan and other bodies of water
on account of their smell, another respondent described the sounds, tastes, and
warmth associated with another northeastern Wisconsin place. Speaking of Cave
Point, a shoreline segment of 20-foot dolomite cliffs overlooking Lake Michigan in
the DP, this individual recalled:
My wife and I, at least once a winter, go to Cave Point in January or February.
There’s sea ducks there, species you usually only see in the Arctic Ocean, golden
eyes and red-breasted mergansers and old squaw and skoaters and things like that.
We’re bird watchers, so we go up there and bird-watch and go to the warming shelter
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at Whitefish Dunes and start a big fire and have a couple of bottles of wine and
a picnic lunch and read poetry to each other as we listen to the waves smash up on
the shore. It’s just great, something we’ll talk about for a month afterwards.

For this individual, the bond with Cave Point is doubtlessly influenced by the
perceived ecological uniqueness of the area (e.g., the rare presence of sea ducks)
and the place-enabled, personally meaningful experience of bird-watching with
his wife. And yet what also makes this place special and particularly memorable is
the feeling of warmth from the fire, and the sound of poetry and waves crashing
on the shore, the taste of the wine and picnic lunch. These synergistic senses are
uniquely associated with that place, and in part are what provoke the telling and
retelling of that experience “for months afterwards.”

Scale of place
We asked participants to talk about their relative sense of place in their house, their
neighborhood, their town or city, and northeast Wisconsin’s regional landscapes.
Almost half said they felt most strongly connected to the region’s landscapes,
followed by their sense of connectedness to their house, neighborhood, and town/
city, respectively. All but three ranked their regional connectedness first or second.
While it at first seemed puzzling why participants could possess similarly strong
senses of place at both narrow and broad scales, it turns out that these valences
of attachment, which Ardoin (2014) refers to as people’s scale of place, are hardly
uniform and operate somewhat distinctively. Narrower social scales of place
(e.g., house, neighborhood, town) almost always comported with the valence of
participants’ strongest social networks (see Figure 3). For example, participants
who lived with and felt most connected to their immediate family (as opposed to
broader-scale networks like friends, coworkers, religious affiliates, or other members
of their ethnic/racial identity) most commonly associated this familial bond with
their house (see Table 2). One 61-year-old retiree, for example, explained it this way:
[My wife] and I are big yard people. We live outside during the summer. We eat every
meal out there, we garden together, we plant flowers together—that’s a big thing.
We have our coffee and walk in our yard all summer long. I think my home is now,
as a retired person, where I spend the bulk of my time and time with my wife. I don’t
know if everybody would feel that way, but for me, my wife is my best friend, the
most important thing to me in life. Where I spend time with her is where is going to
be most important to me.

The house enables the most regular contact and activity with this man’s wife; it is
where he spends the most time, and where (as he said later in the interview) he sees
his two daughters when they come to visit. Respondents often blended these house/
home and familial/household bonds, and described their combination as something
that leads to familiarity, comfortability, and a deep sense of place.
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Table 2. Scale of place
Social

Biophysical

Broad
Scale

Sense of place strongest when:
• respondents described deep bonds
with a spatially diffuse
• social network
Number (n) of respondents who feel
most socially connected to:
• professional organizations (n=2)
• dispersed extended or immediate
family (n=3)
Most salient reasons for attachment:
• regional travel for work
• regional family history/roots

Sense of place strongest when:
• respondents described strong familiarity with
and affinity
• for regional landscapes
Number (n) of respondents who feel most
biophysically connected to:
• landscapes of northeastern Wisconsin (n=9)
• Great Lakes system (n=5)
• bay of GB (n=5)
Most salient reasons for attachment:
• proximity to recreational opportunities
• climate/seasonality
• topography/land cover
• bodies of water

Narrow
Scale

Sense of place strongest when:
• respondents described deep bonds
with a spatially
• concentrated social network
Number (n) of respondents who feel
most socially connected to:
• immediate family living at home
(n=15)
• close friends who live in town (n=2)
Most salient reasons for attachment:
• never lived elsewhere
• lacks meaningful professional
connections
• immediate family is core of identity

Sense of place strongest when:
• respondents described strong and affinity
for more
• intimate, nearby places
Number (n) of respondents who feel most
biophysically connected to:
• house (n=3)
Most salient reasons for attachment:
• love of yard
• preference for indoor activities
• lack of mobility

Note. Participants reported feeling strong biophysical and social attachments, which varied across
scales depending on the relationship between (a) the relative importance of their various components of
their social networks and biophysical attachments, and (b) the scale corresponding to those respective
social and biophysical components.

Bioregional patterns
As the intensity of their social sense of place dissipated across broader social scales,
however, these very same participants increasingly referred to biophysical and
landscape characteristics to explain their strong regional attachments, identities,
and dependences. Respondents consistently talked about deep bonds with a variety
of specific places throughout the FRV, DP, and Northwoods—a compilation of
meaningful spots that one participant described as his “distributed sense of place.”
As described in the foregoing sections, those attachments are, by and large, the often
incommensurable sum of participants’ (1) affinity for those bioregions’ climate,
topography, and terrestrial aquatic landscapes; and (2) the proximate assortment of
recreational activities, sensory experiences, associated place meanings (e.g., solitude),
and memories made possible by those bioregions’ biophysical characteristics.
The same retiree quoted above, for example, mentioned what he would miss most
if he were to move away from northeast Wisconsin:
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Well, one of the things I would miss is outdoor recreation. There are other places in
the country that might be slightly better, but there’s a lot of places that would be a lot
worse. If I were to go back to my hometown [in central Iowa], you don’t have forests.
You have the Iowa River, which is pretty. There’s no whitewater on it, and you don’t
have beautiful lakes. I think that is one of the advantages of this part of the country.
You can take part in big cities and their cultural activities that they offer, but then
also it’s not that long a drive and you can be out in the countryside in the rural areas
and areas that have extensive undeveloped habitat, so it’s all pretty easily accessible.

For this individual, proximity to recreational areas and landscape preferences
(i.e., forests and lakes) are a significant regional magnet. Combined with readily
available cultural and urban amenities, he identifies a preferential regional
distinctiveness and advantageousness that was continually expressed by both shortand long-term residents in our sample. While the term “bioregion” was never
explicitly used, the language participants used to describe this perceived regional
uniqueness—and how this uniqueness influenced their sense of place—demonstrates
a keen awareness of bioregional characteristics, both within and beyond northeastern
Wisconsin. A 48-year-old geologist, for example, commented:
I like the seasons and the ecology of the area, the kinds of plants and animals. That
would be certainly different in many other places that I would move. There’s also
something about the general culture of the place. I was really surprised after living
outside of Wisconsin how different things are. There’s something unique about this
area and it’s not solely the fact that they’re moderated by the Great Lakes because
you don’t get them in other Great Lakes. There’s something different about this
area. It’s got a whole complex array of geological things. It’s got a whole bunch
of boundaries with the prairie deciduous ecotone, I think they call it. You get the
boundary between the conifer forest in the north and deciduous forest down here [in
the FRV], and you get a whole bunch of other weird stuff with sand. It’s a neat area.

Ecotonal variety (i.e., climatic and flora/fauna variability) among the FRV, DP, and
Northwoods bioregions is quite apparent and attractive to him. Due to his vocation,
it is perhaps unsurprising that he is able to readily identify and talk about these
biotic and abiotic differences. But like so many others, he also adds that the “general
culture of the place” not only feels different than other places he has lived (which
included Kansas, Michigan, and Maryland), but is itself appealing. Like every
other respondent, he expressed certainty that northeastern Wisconsin is composed
of three qualitatively distinguishable bioregions, and should not be considered
a singular, homogeneous entity. While he, like others, confidently articulated the
existence and nature of certain kinds of bioregional boundaries, he struggled to put
into words other, more nuanced and perceptual qualities. Geographic boundaries
based on readily detectable landscape and land-use patterns emerged as the clearest
and most easily definable, and were most closely associated in participants’ minds
with varying population densities and a sociocultural “feel.” The Northwoods,
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for example, were most frequently associated with relaxation, hunting, fishing, or
just “getting away from it all.” With a very low year-round population and clusters
of vacation-oriented lake homes, the Northwoods are:
a whole different type of land. You get north of say Highway 64 and you no longer
have agriculture; it’s forest and lakes. When I think of up north, that’s what I think
of, forests and lakes. You don’t have corn fields, bean fields, etc. You have a few
scattered dairy farms here and there.

While individuals differed on the precise geographic location of this and other
boundaries, the existence of perceived differences was largely agreed upon. Further,
bioregional patterns and distinctions—whether ecological or sociocultural, or
incommensurably felt or concretely observable—were expressed as admittedly fuzzy
boundaries, and did not preclude participants from identifying larger, commonly
felt threats (e.g., climate change) and opportunities within northeastern Wisconsin
or, more generally, the Great Lakes basin (see Table 3). However, when talking about
what frames and sustains the vocational and avocational work they do on behalf of
environmental protection and water quality issues, they preferred geographically
smaller units. One 51-year-old woman, for example, said:
I still feel very connected to the [FRV] region. Very much so. I really have found,
as I’ve gotten older, I have a sense of place. Especially after coming to University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay and learning about environmental science. It’s really made me
see how the world works in general, but how important it is to have that sense of
place to, I guess, solve the problems of the world. You can’t solve any big problems,
but you can at least solve something in your local area in some way.

Figure 3. Conceptual model demonstrating the observed patterns
between scale and intensity of biophysical versus social dimensions
of place attachment
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Table 3. Perceived bioregional boundaries and characteristics
Perceived bioregional Bioregional
boundary distinctions characteristics:
(code frequency)
Fox River Valley

Northwoods

Door Peninsula

landscape—e.g.,
land cover, land use,
landforms (51)

farmland
“big” agriculture (dairies)
industry/shipping
water (rivers and bay of GB)

hardwood forest
logging/forest
products
water (small lakes)

“small” agriculture
(orchards)
water (Lake Michigan)
geology (Niagara
escarpment)

population density (21)

high/urban
intensifying/growing

low/dispersed

low/dispersed
rural

human culture (15)

urban amenities (food,
retail)
recreation (boating, hiking,
fishing)
home/community

isolated, small-town
family-/vacationoriented
recreation (hunting,
fishing)

touristy
recreation (camping,
agritourism)

incommensurable
“feel” (12)

changing/growing

quiet/solitude
vacation
“get away from it all” aesthetically appealing

relative pristineness (6)

dirty/polluted
cleaning up (ecologically)

more “natural”
clean

pristine (water)
scenic, well-managed
(land)

Note. Column one contains codes that represent the various ways in which respondents perceive
differences between northeastern Wisconsin’s three bioregions, specifically in reference to the questions
How is/are the (DP/Northwoods) different from the FRV? and Where does/do the (DP/Northwoods)
start, relative to the FRV? Columns two through four represent the most salient characteristics that
people associated with each bioregion, aggregated from responses to all interview questions.

For her and others, the bioregion and its nested watersheds offer a recognizable and
graspable frame for conceptualizing water challenges and their associated solutions.
Another longtime resident, who had spent more than 20 years doing water quality
monitoring, restoration, and advocacy on behalf of Baird Creek and its associated
sub-watershed, talked about his vision for change:
In the long term, I think most of us understand the bay [of GB] and the problems
that the bay has, and that’s really what we’re looking for. We want clean water all
the way out, and not just Baird Creek, and that’s what we’re going to do, I can see it
coming. It’s going to be a lot of money, but I think stream by stream eventually you
pick up a lot of that contamination.

For him, care for place is not limited to just Baird Creek or its surrounding uplands,
but is extended to the rest of the surrounding FRV and its qualitatively similar
landscape patterns. Increasingly, he and other respondents view this broader-scale
vision—one that capitalizes on the best and most iconic parts of this mixed-amenity
place—being shared by other actors in the FRV. Many respondents described using
watershed-wide restoration projects like Baird Creek as a hub for both building
positive place bonds in the broader community, and modeling what improved
ecologic conditions (especially water quality) could look like in the FRV’s other
major and minor tributaries.
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Discussion
This article set out to investigate the scale and biophysical dimensions of people’s
sense of place in mixed-amenity bioregions. The biophysical environment was indeed
a core dimension of most people’s sense of place, and seems to operate as an important
influence on the socially constructed meanings and experiences that comprise
participants’ overall sense of place. Like Stedman’s (2003) study of lake homeowners
in the Northwoods, we certainly found evidence for a constructed, meaningmediated linkage between any given biophysical feature and people’s expressed
attachment to it; many participants, for example, were not attached to Baird Creek’s
individual trees or pools of water, but rather expressed attachment to the meaning
of solitude that they associated with Baird Creek. Despite the likelihood that this
meaning-mediated pathway explains some biophysical attachments, our findings
suggest that places’ sensory characteristics and place-enabled experiences may be
equally important factors. Participants in our study most frequently expressed an
affinity for the sound and sight of moving water, often manifested in stream currents
and lake waves. However, other sensory experiences—particular smells, or feelings
of dampness or warmth—emerged as well, supporting Cross’s (2015) finding that
sensory experiences comprise one of seven sense-of-place development processes.
Similarly, we found evidence for places’ biophysical characteristics enabling certain
kinds of personally significant experiences, which over time contribute to a sense
of place. For example, the FRV’s climate and the bay of GB’s size both enable
certain forms of recreation that are simply not possible in other places. Likewise, the
proximate location of and rich biodiversity in the Baird Creek sub-watershed enable
a panoply of educational, recreational, and community-building opportunities.
While some participants readily acknowledged that they could, for example, find
hunting or fishing opportunities in other parts of the country, they nevertheless
were unequivocal in expressing the importance of these place-enabled experiences in
contributing to their overall sense of place in northeast Wisconsin.
When studying how biophysical characteristics influence sense of place development,
it is tempting to draw causal relationships that are either (1) overly essentialized and
too deterministic (e.g., biophysical places are imbued with sensory and experiential
qualities that will be perceived and understood in the same way by all people) or
(2) are too abstracted, relativistic, or socially constructed (e.g., people are only
attached to the meaning of solitude or wilderness, which could be associated with
any number of places, and can only be understood from a single individual’s
perspective). Instead, our findings support Williams’s (2014) proposed spectrum
of pathways between a physical place and sense of place, in which place meanings
and experiences range are variously salient, shared, and constructed. In other words,
any given place has certain salient, physical properties that may be more universally
perceivable, compared to more abstracted place meanings, which may be multiple
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and highly variable, depending on individuals’ or groups’ cultural and social
constructions. To reframe our results in this context, we return to a place-memory
shared by one of our participants, who talked about the regular act of visiting Lake
Michigan’s Cave Point in winter with his wife to catch a glimpse of rare sea ducks.
He talked about the sensory experiences of building a fire, sharing a bottle of wine,
and listening to the lake’s waves. According to the meaning-mediated model, this
place-based memory contributes to the participant’s sense of place only insofar as it
allows him to construct abstracted mental meanings that are associated with Cave
Point (e.g., solitude, familial intimacy) and to which he becomes attached over time.
Alternatively, the synoptic spectrum model allows for both the meaning-mediated
link between place and a person’s sense of place, as well as sensory, ritualistic, and
experientially significant encounters with place. It is crucial to point out, however,
that we do not view these landscape and biophysically oriented dimensions of
sense of place as operationally or conceptually distinct from a sense of place’s social
dimensions; rather, we argue that the former influences the latter in potentially
significant ways that deserve further research. For example, how does the relative
salience of these sense of place linkages/pathways vary among different kinds of
places (e.g., mixed-amenity, high-amenity, recreational, utilitarian)? How exclusive
or synergistic are these pathways vis-à-vis contributing to a person’s sense of place?
Further, how does overall sense of place vary across different landscapes?
Finally, in keeping with calls from Ardoin (2014) and others, we considered how
sense of place varied across spatial scales. Overall, respondents’ social sense of place
was strongest at narrower scales, namely the house and family, and decreased across
spatially broader valances. These are mostly consistent with the findings of Hidalgo
and Hernandez (2001). Contrastingly, participants’ biophysical sense of place was
strongest at the bioregional scale, followed by the bay of GB and incrementally
smaller landscape units. Respondents expressed a strong affinity for the climate,
terrestrial, and aquatic landscapes, of northeastern Wisconsin’s bioregions, as well
as their associated meanings, sensory qualities, and recreational opportunities.
Participants talked about bioregional characteristics, including both ecological and
sociocultural distinctions, with fluency and ease and in some cases implicitly used
bioregions as a framework for conceptualizing and motivating their conservation
activities and visions. These findings regarding broad-scale sense of place and broadscale action are consistent with those of Ardoin (2014), yet inconsistent with Forsyth
et al. (2015), who observed a statistical association between scale, attachment,
and behavior only at the neighborhood/community level, not at broader spatial
valences. This inconsistency may be explained in part by marked differences in
sampling and measurement approaches, and the fact that Forsyth and colleagues
used participants’ county of residence as their largest spatial unit. Based on our
findings, people’s overall sense of place (and associated behaviors) may very well
operate quite differently at political boundaries (e.g., counties) than they do at more
bioregionally or ecoregionally oriented boundaries.
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Conclusions
Our findings fulfilled our objectives of understanding:
1. how scale may operate and affect the biophysical and social dimensions of place
attachment
2. whether and how bioregional patterns are perceived and related to the
biophysical dimension of sense of place.
These results add to the scant literature on scales of sense of place, which has to
date found inconsistent correlations between scale and the intensity of people’s
sense of place. To our knowledge, we are the first to consider sense of place through
the scalar and heuristic lens of the bioregion. We found this spatial frame to be
a useful starting point for triangulating participants’ multiple place attachments,
identities, and dependencies; bioregions’ explicit inclusion of both human and
landscape characteristics, we argue, makes them particularly amenable to studying
the multiple dimensions of sense of place. Further, the bioregional identities,
attachments, and preferences that our participants expressed did not align with the
territorial provincialism criticized by Massey (1994) and others, who have argued
in favor of cosmopolitan, global senses of place. Our respondents’ regional and
bioregional ties to northeastern Wisconsin were strongly associated with a perceived
regional distinctiveness and uniqueness and did not preclude their recognition
of the need for even broader-scale (e.g., state, national, global) cooperation and
exchanges ideas. However, rather than resulting in an exclusive sense of superiority,
these regional and bioregional place bonds acted as magnets that motivated longterm commitments to place among otherwise-mobile people. These regional and
bioregional frames, moreover, served as graspable touchstones for conceptualizing
environmental problems and their related solutions, and for supporting their longterm commitments and visions for ecosystem care and restoration.
Given the limitations of our relatively small and purposive sample, future quantitative
and qualitative research is necessary for more robustly understanding how broadscale, bioregional senses of place vary across both adjacent and non-adjacent
bioregions, and how these affect landscape-related behaviors. Subsequent research
in our study site, for example, could investigate whether or not it is necessary for
farmers farther up in the FRV’s watershed to develop a bioregional sense of place to
feel motivated to install riparian buffers or modify their manure-spreading schedule.
In addition to addressing behavioral causality, future investigations of sense and scale
of place must account for two considerations. First, if hypothesizing a relationship
between scale of place and environmental behaviors, measurement instruments must
explicitly account for differences between biophysical and social dimensions of sense
of place, and how their relative intensity varies across scales (c.f. Scannell & Gifford,
2010a). Second, measurement approaches must more precisely align participants’
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scale of place and the scale of the conservation or pro-environmental behaviors in
question—that is, pro-environmental behaviors should not all be viewed as equal
when it comes to assessing their associations with people’s scale of place.
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Abstract
Increasing use of functional agrobiodiversity, organisms that help farmers, is crucial
to improving resilience of conventional agriculture in industrial countries. Literature
suggests acquiring local ecological knowledge on these species is a formidable
barrier. The present study uses interview data to explore farmers’ acquisition of local
ecological knowledge concerning wild bees, as well as farmers’ use and conservation
of wild bees. Wild bees are important crop pollinators and an alternative or
supplement to declining commercial honeybees. We found that high uncertainty
over wild bees prompts risk aversion, slowing use and conservation. However, to
acquire local ecological knowledge, farmers eschew time-consuming assessment and
instead develop rules of thumb that mesh with and draw on their use of honeybees.
These findings illustrate the complex way in which farmers adapt to the challenge of
acquiring local ecological knowledge of functional agrobiodiversity in a conventional
agricultural system.
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Introduction: The challenge of assessing
agrobiodiversity
Sustainable agriculture requires increasing diversity in farming systems (Kremen et
al., 2012). Functional agrobiodiversity, which is critical to diversification, is defined
as species diversity that farmers use; this is in contrast to biodiversity, which has no
direct value to farmers. Unlike crop genetic diversity, functional agrobiodiversity
refers to the wide variety of non-crop species that boost farm production, from
beneficial insects to soil microbiota (Bianchi et al., 2013). While greater use of these
organisms is critical to alternative food movements, intensifying the use of functional
agrobiodiversity is also integral to broader agricultural sustainability efforts in
industrial countries (Sutcliffe et al., 2015; Tscharntke et al., 2012). Multifunctional
agriculture, which focuses on multiple uses of farmland, emphasizes the importance
of ecosystem services, many of which require greater functional agrobiodiversity
conservation (Tamásy, 2013; Wilson, 2009). Agroecological intensification programs
in Europe (i.e., management areas and systems designed to make conventional
farming more sustainable) use more functional agrobiodiversity than conventional
agriculture (Swift et al., 2004; Jackson et al., 2007). Both multifunctional agriculture
and agroecological intensification are middle ground spaces between conventional
and alternative farming (Marja et al., 2014; Perfecto & Vandermeer, 2010).
Wild bees are a crucial type of functional agrobiodiversity in great need of attention,
as global trends in bee decline threaten insect-pollinated crops (Potts et al., 2010).
Globally, one-third of all crops depend on insect pollination, including many fruits,
vegetables, and nuts (Klein et al., 2007). Typically, pollination has underutilized
diversity. A single species, the honeybee (Apis mellifera), is by far the main
domesticated crop pollinator in the United States (US) and Europe (van Engelsdorp
& Meixner, 2010), and both US and European honeybees have been in decline
for decades (Neumann & Carreck, 2010). US hive numbers have dropped over
60% since 1960 and 40% since 1980. Winter losses have gone from 10–15% to
20–30% after Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) began in 2007 (Seitz et al., 2015).
Honeybees today suffer from increased pesticide exposure, longer transit distances
between pollination stopovers, poorer diet (often due to spending more time in
large monocultures with lower nutritional value, and due to diverse habitat loss),
limited genetic diversity, and more diseases, parasites, and pests (Potts et al., 2010).
One way to diversify pollination is through greater reliance on, and conservation
of, wild bees (Venturini et al., 2017). There are over 4,000 species of bees in the US
alone, many of which are effective crop pollinators (National Resource Council of the
National Academies, 2007). Wild bees are already significant pollinators (Winfree
et al., 2008) and conservation efforts can increase their numbers (Brosi et al.,
2008). Moreover, since wild bees increase and stabilize yields even when farmers use
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honeybees (Brittain et al., 2013), increasing their use is important globally (United
Nations Environment Programme [UNEP], 2010). Yet, despite these benefits,
conventional farmers rarely invest in wild bees in a systematic way.
Acquiring local ecological knowledge on functional agrobiodiversity is potentially
a major barrier to more sustainable agriculture in industrial countries (Hilimire,
2011; Iles & Marsh, 2012). One of the main advantages of conventional farming
inputs is that they replace complex interactions with simpler ones, making it easier
to capture feedback on their effectiveness over shorter time spans. With functional
agrobiodiversity, greater complexity and associated time costs arise because of the
difficulty of observing and assessing these species at multiple spatial and temporal
scales. Conserving functional agrobiodiversity requires on-farm, landscape-scale,
and regional approaches, due to the mobility of the organisms (Gonthier et al.,
2014). Species’ populations may fluctuate a great deal annually, further complicating
assessment. Despite these challenges, Vermeulen et al. (2013) note that “uncertainty
does not preclude robust decisions on adaptation actions” (p. 8361) in agriculture.
We need more studies exploring whether local ecological knowledge acquisition is
impeding the conservation and use of functional agrobiodiversity.
This paper asks whether difficulty acquiring local knowledge is a barrier to farmers’
intensification of wild bee conservation and use in the blueberry industry in
Maine, US. To answer this question, we explore how farmers acquire knowledge
on their local wild bee populations, especially their number and effectiveness. We
also examine how they are presently conserving and using wild bees. The related
question of why farmers choose to conserve wild bees is outside the scope of this
paper; we are not examining farmer motivation. All of the farmers interviewed for
this project are conserving and using wild bees to some extent. Our aim is to assess
the extent to which local knowledge acquisition is a barrier to conserving and using
wild bees.
The answer to this question depends in part on whether farmers practice maximizing
or “satisficing” knowledge acquisition. Rational actor theory predicts that people
will strive to maximize benefits by trying to acquire perfect knowledge of costs
and benefits (Elster, 1986). Further, it suggests that farmers will find maximizing
agrobiodiversity knowledge too time consuming, inhibiting conservation.
In contrast, bounded rationality theory predicts that when people are faced with
complex decisions and incomplete knowledge, they will “satisfice,” or gather just
enough information to make “good enough” decisions (Simon, 1997). Bounded
rationality suggests that people generally avoid risk in uncertain situations by
taking incremental action when they can. The literature on farmer behavior
echoes these two observations from bounded rationality. Prospect theory, which
scholars developed to explain responses to risk and uncertainty, and which is widely
used in quantitative approaches to farmer behavior, also predicts risk-avoiding
incrementalism (Moss, 2010). Many studies show that farmers prefer fast, simple
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environmental assessment that leads to rule of thumb, or “good enough” decisionmaking guides (Franz et al., 2010; Öhlmér et al., 1998). If farmers can successfully
satisfice with wild bees, then knowledge acquisition may not be a significant barrier
to intensifying use and conservation.

Field site
To better understand farmers’ acquisition of local ecological knowledge concerning
wild bees, we studied Maine’s lowbush blueberry industry. Lowbush blueberry is
grown only in Maine and adjacent Canada and has a different production system
from the more widespread highbush blueberry. Pollination diversification is critical
since the industry is highly honeybee dependent. Only 500 honeybee hives entered
Maine in 1960, but honeybee imports rose steadily after this; there are now more
than 77,000 hives in Maine, which has been a major driver of higher yields. Other
increasing inputs (e.g., herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, fertilizer, and irrigation)
have also helped to raise Maine’s production from 6.8 million kg in 1950 to over
36.3 million kg today, with little spatial expansion (Yarborough, 2015). Almost all
of Maine’s honeybees come from beekeepers overwintering their bees in Southern
states. One reason for high hive rentals is that blueberries have an enormous number
of bell-shaped flowers with poricidal anthers that are difficult for honeybees to
pollinate (Bell et al., 2009). Honeybees are only able to transfer a few pollen grains
per flower visit (Drummond, 2016), and blueberry pollination requires multiple
pollen grains to produce full-sized fruit (Bell et al., 2009). Lowbush blueberry
is also a native plant with coevolved native pollinators (Jones et al., 2014). This
species is not cultivated; forest or old farmland is cleared and managed to increase
blueberries naturally growing in these areas (Drummond et al., 2009). Blueberries
are 100% pollinator dependent; without insect pollination they will not produce
fruit (Bell et al., 2009). Farmers’ standard practice is to monitor bloom and place
honeybees in fields when around 10% of flowers have begun blooming (Drummond,
2002). However, different plants in the same field bloom at different times (White
et al., 2012). If honeybees are placed in a field too early, they will find other places
to forage, leading farmers to observe too few honeybees in their fields (Drummond,
2002). Wild bee habitat can be quite good around some fields; however, the
largest fields in eastern Maine are typically surrounded by coniferous forest with
few bees and lower field-to-edge ratios (Bushmann & Drummond, 2015). Maine
Cooperative Extension2 advises farmers to rent seven to 10 honeybee hives per
hectare of blueberries, depending on the surrounding habitat (Drummond, 2002);
they have promoted wild bee use and conservation for the past 20 years, making this
an ideal study site.
2
Cooperative Extension is the organization at US Land Grant Universities dedicated to providing information
and outreach to the agricultural community; it was initiated by the Smith-Lever Act in 1914.
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Methods
To better understand famers’ knowledge acquisition and conservation of wild bees,
we conducted 26 in-depth, in-person, semi-structured interviews with Maine blueberry
farmers. Initial interviewees were chosen because of their current involvement with
scientific projects on wild bees; others were recruited via snowball sampling. The
rationale for choosing these farmers was to target early adopters of innovation in
using wild bees (Rogers, 2003). Sampled interviewees were selected as representative
of the industry and farm size. Interview questions focused on pollination practices,
including wild bee use and knowledge acquisition. We conducted interviews between
October 2012 and April 2015. Only one person declined an interview request. All
interviews took place at farmers’ farms and lasted approximately one to three hours.
Interviews were digitally recorded when possible, with permission, and transcribed, as
were field notes when recording was impossible. We used attribute and pattern coding
to inductively code interviews in MAXQDA. Table 1 contains the interview prompts.
All results derive from qualitative analysis of the interviews, with one exception; we
conducted a survey on pollination practices at grower meetings and on-farm interviews
from 2012 to 2013. We used this data source to assess wild bee conservation and
monitoring practices in the industry. The 80 survey responses represented no less than
15% of the industry managing over 90% of the crop area. We conducted statistical
analyses (ordinary least squares and probit regressions) in SPSS to determine how crop
management practices and farmer sociodemographic characteristics influence wild bee
conservation and monitoring (Table 2).3
Table 1. Interview protocol and selected survey questions
Interview protocol
1. How did you pollinate your fields when you started growing blueberries?
2a. How many honeybee hives do you rent per acre today?
2b. Where do you get them?
2c. Where do you put them?
2d. How would you assess their quality?
2e. What problems have you encountered?
3a. Do you do anything to attract wild bees to your fields, and if so, what?
3b. Do you do anything to enhance wild bee habitat, and if so, what?
3c. Do you use nest boxes?
3d. Do you watch wild bees in and around your fields to assess their effectiveness?
How do you do this?
4. What else have you done that you think affected wild bees, positively or negatively?

3

For full results from this survey, see Hanes et al. (2015).
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5a. What percentage of your fruit set do you think comes from wild bees?
5b. Do you think this has changed, and if so, why?
5c. How do you estimate wild bees’ contribution to fruit set?
5d. How does wild bees’ contribution affect your honeybee rentals?
5e. Could wild bees contribute more if you had no rentals?
5f. If you don’t rent honeybees, how much do you think you could increase your fruit set with
rented bees?
6. What are your main concerns about pollination?
7. Do you think the industry will pollinate differently in 10 or 20 years?
Selected survey questions
1. Total (both fruit and prune) acres of blueberries you manage?
2. Acres you rely exclusively on native bees?
3. Percent of your fruit set you feel comes from native bees?
4. Honeybee hives rented per year?
5. Bumble bee quads rented per year?
6. How important do you think native bees are for pollinating blueberries in Maine?
(Likert scale: very important to very unimportant)
7. Did you do any of the following native bee enhancements this year? Yes or No.
7a. Own honeybees
7b. Use leaf cutting bee nest boxes or bumble bee nesting items
7c. Plant wildflowers or bee meadows specifically for pollinators
7d. Alter pesticides to help pollinators
7e. Leave deadwood standing for pollinators
8. Monitor native bees in any way?
9. Rent fewer bees due to neighbors’ spillover
10. Ease of monitoring native bees (Likert scale: strongly agree to strongly disagree)
11. Surrounding landscape is farmland? Yes or No.
12. Years grown blueberries?
13. Pest management style? (IPM, organic, no spray, traditional)
14. Education level?

Table 2. Probit and linear regression parameter estimates (and p-values)
for native bee monitoring and total number of native bee habitat
enhancements in Maine wild blueberry from 2012–2013 survey
Wild Blueberry Farm/Producer
Characteristic

Monitor Native Bees
(Probit: 1 = Yes; 0 = No)

Number of Enhancements
(0 → 5)

Respondents (% of total)

29 (36%)

68 ≥ 1 (85%)

Years grown
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+ (0.052)* ns

Increasing education

ns

0.110 (0.046)**

Pollinate w/commercial bees

ns

ns
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Wild Blueberry Farm/Producer
Characteristic

Monitor Native Bees
(Probit: 1 = Yes; 0 = No)

Number of Enhancements
(0 → 5)

Own honeybees

ns

ns

Quads/acre

ns

1.940 (0.022)**

Pollinator practices (5)

ns

n/a

Monitor bees

n/a

Monitoring wild bees less easy

0.547 (0.057)*
-(0.021)** ns

Native bees less important

ns

–0.306 (0.049)**

Total crop area

ns

ns

Rent fewer bees – spillover

ns

0.765 (0.032)**

Organic

ns

ns

Farmland landscape

ns

0.505 (0.072)*

Note. n = 80; ns = not significant. For probit note sign (+ or –) and not parameter estimate. Significance
at 0.10* and 0.05** level. Number of enhancements (r2 = 0.342).

Results
Uncertainty regarding honeybees
To understand the conservation and use of wild bees, it is necessary to understand
how farmers perceive honeybees. A theme of pervasive uncertainty regarding the
exact contribution of honeybees to yield was observed throughout the interviews.
Some farmers stated that it was difficult to know how many hives to rent because
it was difficult to calculate precisely the influence of honeybees on yield. Even the
farmer with the most precise method for determining hive rental numbers was
equivocal; he4 stated that he “micro-managed” each field depending on the amount
of wild pollinators present, and that he estimated good weather for half of the bloom
period and calculated how many hives he would need based on this approximation.
However, this farmer also stated that he did not know the maximum hive density he
should be using, although he hoped to determine this.
The reasons for uncertainty fell into several main categories. One was weather. Farmers
could not predict the exact size of their “pollination window.” Cold, rainy days
prohibit pollination because honeybees will not fly. Cold, wet springs are common
in Maine, so farmers often want more honeybees to pollinate shorter windows.
The effect of wild bees was also difficult to judge and this made it challenging for
farmers to calculate their pollination needs. In addition, many farmers did not
know the cutoff point at which an extra hive was redundant. However, most farmers
were certain about the basic relationship: honeybees raise yields. Only one farmer
4
Due to the small number of women who are primary managers in this industry, we refer to all interviewees as
“he” to preserve confidentiality.
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expressed any doubt about this: “I’m assuming that the $200 plus per acre that
I spend for pollination is generating increased production. I don’t know that for
a fact.” While most farmers felt confident about the general relationship between
honeybees and increased yields, they were less certain about exact numbers.
Farmers responded to uncertainty about honeybees in four main ways. First, they
assessed honeybee “hive strength,” or a hive’s number of active workers. Farmers
expressed certainty regarding their ability to at least qualitatively assess hive strength.
They were able to determine whether a hive was “weak” by the number of bees
leaving it in good weather and by walking their fields to observe bee activity. No one
reported any systematic attempts to measure honeybee strength by counting bees
in the field, despite Cooperative Extension publishing information on how to do
this. Weak hives are rare. Farmers reported changing beekeepers if this happened
and they were all pleased with the present quality of their hives. Several mentioned
that hives had been stronger in recent years due to better bee husbandry practices
post-CCD. Farmers frequently expressed admiration for honeybee numbers and
productivity, using phrases such as “really hot” or “ready to work” to describe
hives. Although farmers’ observations of hive strength were not systematic, most
felt they were able to determine whether a beekeeper was supplying decent hives.
A second strategy was small-scale experimentation leading to gradual change. Most
farmers reported gradually changing hive rental numbers. Usually these were small,
incremental changes, except when a major event took place, such as switching to
organic certification. Hive rental numbers also coincided with overall management
strategies; farmers with high inputs and high yields rented more hives per hectare.
A third strategy was to rely on rules of thumb. Several farmers felt that their wild
bees gave them 2.47 honeybee hives equivalent of pollination per hectare and so
would lower rentals by this amount per hectare. Some farmers reported using fewer
hives than Cooperative Extension recommended because they thought their hives
were stronger or because they did not want to spend that much money. Other
farmers mentioned “going by the book”—that is, following Cooperative Extension’s
factsheets closely. Rules of thumb were modified by observations regarding
effectiveness that were built up over time.
A fourth strategy was to rely on information from processors. There are three large
processors in Maine, each of which also manages large areas of blueberry farms.
Farmers frequently utilize information from such sources, partly because large
companies have more capital to spend on innovation. Moreover, farmers often rent
bees through their processor and follow their recommendations on rental numbers.
Farmers also share information with one another. Processors give them a set price
for blueberries, which means that farmers do not see themselves as competitors.
Processors do compete, but they have to unite to compete as an industry with other
frozen fruits. Given this foreknowledge regarding price, farmers often come early
and stay late at Cooperative Extension meetings to informally share information
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and compare strategies. Such meetings do not typically have time set aside for this,
with the exception of the largest summer meeting that has scheduled lunch and
social time. These meetings are important as farmers are geographically dispersed
over a wide area and have few opportunities to meet face-to-face.
All four strategies show farmers satisficing with honeybee knowledge acquisition
and rarely using systematic methods to assess hive strength, despite having ready
access to these. Instead, they use rules of thumb and change gradually. Relying on
trusted knowledge sources is another way to avoid costly knowledge acquisition.
All interviewees’ practices were more consistent with bounded rationality theory than
rational actor theory, which would predict farmers using Cooperative Extension’s
hive strength assessment tools much more frequently.

Uncertainty regarding wild bees
Farmers expressed even more uncertainty regarding the contribution of wild bees to
blueberry yields. Wild bee populations are difficult to assess. Bees are small, diverse,
fast moving, and their populations vary annually. Species are hard to tell apart,
even for experts, although some groups, such as bumble bees, are larger and more
identifiable in the field. A few farmers mentioned specific families of bees, such as
mason bees and leafcutters, and most mentioned identifying bumble bees. A few
small farmers who did not rent honeybees maintained that they achieved close
to 100% of their pollination from wild bees; however, these were all low yielding
farms. Data from the 2012–2013 survey showed that conventional farmers felt that
40% of their pollination or “fruit set” came from wild bees; likewise, the farmers
we interviewed generally felt that wild bees were significant contributors. Our
field data shows that this estimate is probably accurate (Asare et al., 2017), even
though interviewees and survey respondents consistently expressed high uncertainty
regarding their own estimates.
Further complicating any assessment of the contribution of wild bees, spillover
pollination from surrounding farmers’ rented hives is common. Only one of the
conventional farmers we interviewed used no honeybees in a field that was isolated
enough for spillover pollination from rented honeybees to be unlikely. Even though
this field had a surrounding wild bee habitat equal to seven times the area of the field
and the farmer had observed high numbers of bumble bees, it took deer-damage
during the prune year to lead the farmer to decide to experiment with using no
hives, as yields were depressed anyway. For the past two crop cycles, the farmer
has obtained yields that are close to Maine averages (United States Department of
Agriculture, 2012). This situation was the only one described by an interviewee that
provided any indication of the extent of wild bee habitat required to completely
substitute for rented honeybees. The absence of similar cases exacerbates farmer
uncertainty over wild bees’ contribution to yield. Spillover may also make farmers
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hesitant to experiment with reducing honeybee rentals; most do not want to appear
to be free riding on neighboring farmers’ hives. Farmers described such practices as
“cheap,” saying everyone needed to “pay their fair share” by renting enough hives.
Cooperative Extension has developed assessment tools to enable farmers to acquire
local ecological knowledge of wild bees. These involve setting up a meter square
outline and counting bees within it for a set time. Survey data showed only 36%
of farmers monitored wild bees in any way. Monitoring correlated positively with
how long farmers had been growing blueberries, but not with any other farm or
demographic variables (Table 2). Only one interviewee claimed to monitor wild
bees in a fashion similar to the way recommended by Cooperative Extension:
We do what they [Cooperative Extension] suggest with this kind of square meter
box. Put that over the plant and then just look, pretty casually and not scientifically.
Sometimes you get nervous as we don’t have bees and putting out a crop so that’s one
way to kind of go and just see and you see, okay, we’ve had two visits in a minute
alright so it doesn’t feel like there’s a lot of bees but according to the university that’s
adequate you know.

Other interviewees reported monitoring wild bees more informally.
This raises the question of how these farmers are able to accurately estimate wild
bees’ contribution to their yield. In part, they do this by thinking about what they
get from honeybees. By adjusting their hive rentals and seeing the results, they can
guess what wild bees are contributing. Some growers manage multiple fields, likely
making this strategy more effective. The longstanding relationship between farmers
and Cooperative Extension and Univeristy of Maine entomologists is another factor
that may explain farmers’ ability to assess wild bees’ contribution to their yield.
The industry has a long history of generally positive interaction with entomologists
dating back to a University of Maine entomologist’s 1922 study of the blueberry
maggot fly’s life history (Drummond & Collins, 1999). Trusting entomologists’
presentations and publications on wild bees probably helps farmers to develop
accurate assessments.
As with honeybees, when farmers assess the role of wild bees, they are faced with
high uncertainty for a key input. They respond by developing rules of thumb. One
widely mentioned rule of thumb was that wild bees contribute a honeybee hive worth
of pollination per acre (2.47 hives/hectare) where habitat is good. The following
statement exemplifies this view:
With 4 hives to the acre you could get up to like 80% of pollination rate. But to get
that last 20% of pollination rate, you had to get like another 6 hives. So really, at
the 4 hives and about 80% you’re really starting to get diminishing returns. I figure
because my fields are not like down on the barrens, I figure I get about a hive’s worth
of wild pollination and then I put on another 3 hives per acre of honeybees to equal
about 4 hives to the acre and get my 80%.
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This rule of thumb is particularly important because it integrates wild bees and
honeybees.
The 2012–2013 survey revealed that 85% of farmers were conserving wild bees
in at least one of several ways. Easy, low-cost actions were the most common:
leaving deadwood standing for nest sites (65%), altering pesticide use to aid wild
bees (59%), avoiding mowing wildflowers (53%), setting up nest boxes (20%),
and planting wildflowers (14%). However, most farmers interpreted the planting
question to mean anything in their home garden and not large-scale pollinator
pastures (Cooperative Extension has a guide to designing these). The pattern is one
of widespread, but small-scale, conservation.
Statistical analysis showed that farmers who reported doing more of the five
conservation actions listed above shared several characteristics (Table 2). They
tended to have more formal education and to be more likely to use bumble bees.
Farmers who reported taking more conservation actions were more likely to respond
that wild bees were “important” or “very important” to Maine’s blueberry industry
and they were also more likely to monitor their wild bees.
Farmers have tried to diversify pollination in other ways. A few reported
experimenting with commercial bumble bees (Bombus impatiens Cresson); however,
most experimented in a limited fashion and then quickly stopped. Some observed
few bees in their fields, others saw few leaving the hives, and some commented that
bumble bees were less robust and weather tolerant than they had hoped. Although
some farmers mentioned yields, their main complaint was a lack of visible bees.
Bumble bees are far less numerous per hive than honeybees, but they are much more
efficient than honeybees, and so farmers may have underestimated the effectiveness
of bumble bees. Bumble bees actually increase the effectiveness of honeybees by
releasing more pollen (Drummond, 2016). Rather than rely on their own limited
observations, this suggests that farmers should monitor the effect of using bumble
bees over several years, drawing on information obtained from Cooperative
Extension’s website (Greenleaf & Kremen, 2006).
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, Maine farmers experimented with two other
approaches to diversifying pollination resources. The first was owning and managing
their own honeybee colonies; however, it was found that these hives performed
poorly compared to rented hives. Only a few farmers tried this approach, and all
stopped after they lost hives and realized that managing honeybees was a yearround endeavor. In our 2012–2013 survey, only 18% of blueberry producers
owned honeybees. The second strategy was using alfalfa leafcutting bees (Megachile
rotundata), a solitary bee that takes readily to human-made nesting structures and
can be managed in large numbers. Two large companies and a few other small
farmers tried them, but they required too much management at a time when farmers
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were conducting intensive blueberry management. As with wild bee conservation
and bumble bee use, it seems that farmers are reluctant to invest substantial time in
intensive forms of diversification.
Farmers find wild bees hard to assess and they appear to respond by satisficing.
Cooperative Extension provides detailed methods for assessing wild bee populations
but, as with hive strength measurement tools, farmers rarely use them. Instead, they
develop rules of thumb. They adopt and intensify conservation gradually. They rely
on trusted information sources, mainly Cooperative Extension, but only in a general
sense. These actions are all consistent with bounded rationality.

Uncertainty regarding national-scale honeybee trends
A critical knowledge requirement for wild bee investment and conservation is the
ability to accurately assess national honeybee health trends. Farmers’ concerns about
pollination were mostly related to CCD, honeybee health in general, and wild
pollinator decline. Many farmers stated that they had no concerns about pollination;
however, of these, some revealed that weather and price were concerns. Most of the
farmers who stated they had no concerns about national honeybee trends explained
that beekeepers had improved their bee husbandry as a response to CCD. These
farmers sometimes linked better honeybee husbandry and hive strength to higher
prices. Another theme was that CCD was exaggerated or unreal. According to some
farmers, the number of hives in the US in the 1950s was unusually high; when
viewed alongside the fact that the number of honeybee hives managed worldwide
has risen slightly, or stayed stable, due to increases in Asia (UNEP, 2010), this
made current US declines look less severe. As CCD is not entirely understood
by scientists, this also opened room for debate. The absence of consensus among
blueberry farmers demonstrates the difficulty of gathering feedback on national
honeybee health trends and CCD. This is significant, as farmers’ lack of concern
may inhibit the conservation of wild bees.
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To understand farmers’ perceptions of national-scale honeybee health, it is important
to understand how they assess honeybee health. Price proved to be an important
signal for interviewees. Few farmers expressed concern about current hive rental
prices, which may be due to the nature of the crop. The cost of honeybee rentals has
risen in Maine from $30 per hive in 1990 to $100 per hive in 2016 (Drummond,
unpublished data). This rise in price is partly due to increased demand, but it also
reflects the need to replenish higher winter losses. Higher costs are not spread
uniformly; early blooming and non-honey producing crops appear to bear more of
the costs (Rucker et al., 2012). Maine blueberries bloom early (but much later than
almonds) and they produce good honey, which may help to keep hive rental prices
low. Seventy percent of all US honeybees go to California for the almond bloom in
February, just as beekeepers are splitting hives to increase their numbers. Hive rental
prices in the California almond industry increased by as much as 300% between
2001 and 2009 (Rucker et al., 2012).
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The bulk of the cost increase experienced by blueberry farmers may be due to higher
transportation fees from beekeepers traveling further, rather than the increased cost
of treating bees for pests and pathogens (Rucker et al., 2012). Although economists
debate this, almonds and other early blooming crops may also be absorbing much
of the price rise from higher winter losses, hive regeneration costs, and transport,
thus subsidizing later blooming crops. This suggests that blueberry farmers may be
overly optimistic about national honeybee health trends if they rely solely (or even
heavily) on price as a signal for understanding the issue.
From the perspective of some farmers, an ample honeybee supply is another sign
that there is no national-scale problem. Thus far, Maine farmers have been able to
obtain all the honeybees they need; however, this could change quickly. Californian
almond farmers have begun buying up beekeeping businesses. In 2015, Paramount
Farming Company purchased approximately 50,000 hives to manage themselves
from one of the US’s largest beekeepers. The new owners chose to bring many of
these to Maine in 2015 and 2016, but it is unknown whether they will continue
to do so. If they do not, Maine could face a serious shortage of honeybees for the
first time.

Discussion
We find that bounded rationality theory explains how Maine farmers respond to the
uncertainty generated by their pollination system’s complex—they acquire and use
local ecological knowledge on wild bees. Further, we find that the time required to
acquire local environmental knowledge is not always a major barrier to intensifying
the use of wild bees. Instead, farmers satisfice by limiting time spent monitoring
wild bee populations and use simple observations to develop rules of thumb.
They combine these with observations of honeybees’ effectiveness to create a fair
estimate of wild bees’ influence on yield. This knowledge acquisition system enables
farmers to make decisions that they feel are adequate. Our findings likely apply to
other functional agrobiodiversity conservation practices because, in general, they
require acquiring knowledge on more complex systems. We would expect farmers
in other crops to also limit time spent acquiring local environmental knowledge
and to develop rules of thumb. Increasing functional agrobiodiversity usually lowers
reliance on a conventional input, and so the pattern of assessing the two in tandem
to augment limited direct population monitoring should be present for other inputs
as well. However, in this case, farmers also satisfice with honeybees. This may make
it easier to use wild bees, as farmers can develop rules of thumb that mesh the two
inputs. For conventional inputs, in which farmers practice maximizing knowledge
acquisition, it may be harder to develop combined rules of thumb. Local knowledge
acquisition on agrobiodiversity may be more of a barrier in these cases.
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We also found that farmers expressed uncertainty over honeybees. Farmers practice
satisficing in regards to hive strength estimates and express uncertainty over the
maximum rental rates they need. They develop rules of thumb in both cases, and
pursue at least some degree of information sharing to increase their knowledge.
Our most unexpected finding was the level of disagreement, and hence collective
uncertainty, over long-term national honeybee health trends. The complexity of the
subject forces farmers to use satisficing processes here as well. Long-term, nationalscale knowledge acquisition may be as much of a barrier to adopting conservation
as acquiring local ecological knowledge.
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Abstract
The interaction between humans and their environment is epitomized by climate
change issues. Public engagement is essential to communicating anticipated changes
and shifting risks. We investigated one such risk—flooding in the mid-Atlantic region
of the United States. We examined the demographics of flood risk management
meeting participants and found they were significantly older, English‑only speakers,
better educated, more affluent, and more likely to be homeowners than the United
States Census Bureau data indicate for the region’s population. The aggregate gender
and ethnic representation of all communities reflected that of the region’s population,
but individual communities were much less diverse. These findings show that it is
important for risk managers to organize meetings in many local communities in
their jurisdiction to capture all demographically diverse sectors. Outreach efforts
should adapt to target younger community members, non-English speakers, lowerwage earners, and renters.
Keywords: demographics, public engagement, risk management
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Introduction
When communicating environmental risk information, the intent is to reach out
to all sectors of the at-risk population and engage them in risk reduction measures.
Past studies show that certain segments of the population may be underrepresented
at community meetings at which information is disseminated. Factors that may
influence individual participation rates include income, ethnicity, education, gender,
age, and home ownership (Abrahamse & Steg, 2015; Adger et al., 2001; Bullinger
et al., 2002; Claes Fornell International [CFI] Group, 2010; Cutter et al., 2008;
Cutter et al., 2010; Hvistendahl, 2012; Ibarrarian & Ruth, 2009; Leach, 2004;
Miller, 2012; Patt et al., 2009; Tomblin et al., 2015; Worthington et al., 2012).
Some communities choose not to participate in government insurance programs
such as the United States (US) National Flood Insurance Program because they
do not have the municipal funds to comply with the required prerequisites or do
not trust programs sponsored by the federal government (Brown et al., 2016).
Non-participants are most often poor or minority communities (Ibarrarian &
Ruth, 2009). These communities have limited assets to dedicate to risk reduction
measures, limited access to credit markets from which to borrow needed funds,
and less access to government officials who could introduce the communities to
these programs (Ibarrarian & Ruth, 2009). Segregated minority communities are
less likely to participate in government outreach programs (Ibarrarian & Ruth,
2009). This may be due to a lack of trust based on past experience with government
programs (Ibarrarian & Ruth, 2009). In other cases, receiving English‑only
information about the programs in brochures, websites, meeting announcements,
and other communications may be a language barrier to attendance (Cutter et al.,
2010; Ibarrarian & Ruth, 2009). Cultural norms that differ from that assumed in
the design of government programs, such as multiple families living in one housing
unit, may also pose barriers (Ibarrarian & Ruth, 2009).
These barriers to community participation also exist for individual households
living within participating communities (Ibarrarian & Ruth, 2009; Worthington
et al., 2012). Those with low household income lack the resources to purchase
high‑quality, risk‑protected land and the retrofits that make staying on risk‑prone
ground less hazardous (Adger et al., 2001; Cutter et al., 2010; Ibarrarian & Ruth,
2009). This lack of resources may lead to the perception that a meeting on risk
reduction is irrelevant (Abrahamse & Steg, 2015). Other barriers to attendance for
low‑income households may include the cost of childcare, elder care (Cutter et al.,
2003; Ibarrarian & Ruth, 2009), and transportation to the meeting (Cutter et al.,
2010; Ibarrarian & Ruth, 2009). Low‑wage earners also tend to have jobs that are
less flexible (Adger et al., 2001; Ibarrarian & Ruth, 2009), resulting in an inability to
attend meetings scheduled during their work hours. A lack of education can result in
less awareness of the program and associated meetings due to illiteracy (Atreya et al.,
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2015; Cutter et al., 2010; Ibarrarian & Ruth, 2009; Patt et al., 2009). Those with
less education may not feel qualified to participate in community decision‑making
and defer to community members with more education to attend meetings and
contribute to community decisions (Tomblin et al., 2015; Worthington et al., 2012).
Gender has the potential to play the strongest role in meeting participation. Women
are more likely to be poor, be less educated, have less flexibility in their work
schedule, bear the greatest responsibility for childcare and elder care, and lack social
status, resulting in the denial of participation in decision-making (Aberman et al.,
2015; Cutter et al., 2003; Ibarrarian & Ruth, 2009; Patt et al., 2009). These factors
can lead to male-dominated meeting attendance.
Individuals who perceive their social status to be different from other meeting
participants may avoid attending because they predict the experience will be
unpleasant. Household income, ethnicity, gender, and education can contribute to
perceived differences in social status (Cutter et al., 2003; Ibarrarian & Ruth, 2009;
Patt et al., 2009).
Whether an individual owns or rents their home may affect participation
(CFI Group, 2010; Cutter et al., 2003, 2008, 2010). For example, those renting
may perceive the responsibility for reducing risk as belonging to the property owner
and may consider the meetings irrelevant.
Age can also be a factor (Cutter et al., 2010). The elderly are more likely to have
health conditions that prevent attendance (Cutter et al., 2003; Ibarrarian & Ruth,
2009). Lack of personal contact and distrust of strangers decreases their access to
these programs (Ibarrarian & Ruth, 2009).
Climate change issues involve multiple categories of environmental risk. Public
engagement is essential to communicating anticipated changes and shifting risks.
We investigated one such risk—flooding in the mid-Atlantic region of the US. While
environmental risk is considered one of the most important aspects, climate change
has major effects on many aspects of ecosystem functioning and human well‑being.
Our findings may be useful when considering outreach events in communities
affected by other aspects of climate change, such as severe droughts, wildfires, and
heat waves. We examined the demographics of flood risk management meeting
participants to determine whether all sectors of the at‑risk population were reached
through this method of communication. Data were collected during US Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)‑endorsed, community‑level flood risk
management meetings (D. Bollinger, personal communication, February 6, 2013)
within FEMA Region III. This is the mid-Atlantic region of the US encompassing
Washington, DC, and the states of Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and
West Virginia (FEMA, 2014). During 2013, FEMA Region III scheduled flood risk
review meetings in 16 counties and four cities, of which 71 affected communities were
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identified. For the purposes of our data collection, flood risk management meetings
were held in the individual communities following the scheduled FEMA flood risk
review meetings. We presented flood risk information specific to each community.
From the 71 communities, 10 were randomly selected for our study. The number
of communities was limited by available funding. The demographic characteristics
of these communities were compared to data collected by the US Census Bureau
(USCB) (USCB, 2010) to determine if those attending risk management meetings
were a true representation of the population in FEMA Region III.

Methods
The selection of FEMA Region III communities for participation in the research
was conducted in conjunction with FEMA Community Coordination and
Outreach (CCO) meetings scheduled in 2013. CCO meetings introduce the most
recent Digital Flood Insurance Rate Map (DFIRM) updates (D. Bollinger, personal
communication, February 6, 2013; J. Janowicz, personal communication, February
16, 2011) at the city or county municipal level. Property values are influenced by
their location on the DFIRM because flood insurance rates and municipal building
code requirements are tied to these maps. Communities scheduled for DFIRM
updates were chosen because the updates served as an introduction to the topic
of flood risk management. With awareness of the revised DFIRM, stakeholders
in these communities were primed for the prospect of insurance rate changes.
Therefore, they were likely to have the incentive to attend meetings that provided
information about their flood risk.
The FEMA Region III Mitigation Outreach Coordinator introduced the lead
researcher during city and county municipal level CCO meetings. The FEMA
Coordinator endorsed the flood risk management meetings as a method by which
the municipal leaders could disseminate flood risk information to local communities
within their jurisdiction. The municipalities could earn points for participating in
flood risk management meetings through the US National Flood Insurance Program
Community Rating System that could reduce flood insurance rates throughout
the city or county. The researcher presented a brief overview of the benefits of
participation in the flood risk management meetings and the commitment required
of the municipal leaders and community participants. The research project was
described, including details about the survey and interview methods that would
be used to test the effectiveness of the decision support systems utilized during the
meeting. The municipal leaders were then asked to contact community organizers
to arrange within the local community an introductory presentation through which
this information was again presented by the researcher. For the purposes of our study,
the definition of a community was a group of individuals within one geographical
location who self-identified as cohesive in their interest in the sustainability of the
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socioeconomic well-being of those residing in that location. Following the local
community introduction to the project, community organizers were asked to arrange
a time and place for a flood risk management meeting at which data collection
for the research would take place. Work schedules of community members and
availability of a facility at which to hold the meeting were primary considerations
for 70% of the communities in determining when the meeting was held. For 30%
of the communities, the meeting date and time were selected primarily based on
availability of a facility at which to hold the meeting. The first 10 communities in
FEMA Region III to schedule a date and time for a flood risk management meeting
were included in the research.
Community organizers were asked to advertise the event to stakeholders in
their community. Most community organizers used multiple forms of media to
advertise the meeting, including email correspondence, which was used by 80%
of the community organizers. Other means of spreading the word included verbal
announcements at regularly scheduled community meetings, telephone calls, paper
flyers posted in the community, door-to-door delivery of paper flyers, community
website or Facebook postings, and billboard displays. In all communities, advertising
was provided in English only and no translators were provided at the meetings.
This method of local community outreach is standard practice when disseminating
information about environmental issues affecting those communities (Leach,
2006a, 2006b; Leach et al., 2002; Lubell & Leach, 2005). For flood risk issues,
these meetings are held when new FEMA DFIRM updates become available at the
city or county municipal level. In our study, we wanted to learn whether this type of
outreach was effective in attracting all demographic sectors of the population. If so,
the findings support the continuing use of this method of communicating flood
risk. If not, a closer examination of the process and possible changes in outreach
methods are warranted.
To measure the effectiveness of this methodology in attracting all demographic
sectors, participants were asked to complete a written survey at the start of each
flood risk management meeting. The survey included self-reported demographic
information on their gender, age, race, education, language, household income,
and home ownership. Each demographic category had at least two levels from
which the participant was asked to choose. The number of levels and description
of each matched those included in the USCB 2010 census (USCB, 2010).
The data from each participant were pooled within the community where the
flood risk management meeting was held so that the proportions at each level of
each demographic characteristic surveyed could be described for that community.
A total of 98 members within the 10 communities participated in the research. The
size of each community varied from as small as 25 members to as large as 19,398.
All but one had fewer than 1,100 members. The proportion of members within
each community participating in the study ranged from less than 1% to 24% of
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total membership. The demographic information from all 10 communities were
pooled into one group to describe the overall demographic characteristics of the
study group. The analyses weighted this variable when calculating the aggregate
because the communities in the study varied in size. This was compared to the
demographic proportions of the FEMA Region III population that were collected
during the USCB 2010 census at the state level. For the analyses in this study, the
information for each state in FEMA Region III was combined to describe the region’s
population, resulting in a population size of 29,829,606 (USCB, 2010). The totals
were normalized by calculating the region’s proportions of the population at each
level of each demographic characteristic surveyed. The proportions at the community
level and the FEMA Region III population level were then compared. Univariate
and multivariate statistical analyses were used to address whether participants in the
flood risk management meetings were representative of all demographic sectors in
the region’s population.

Univariate analyses
The SurveyMeans procedure of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS Proprietary
Software, version 9.3) was used for these analyses. To examine whether
the demographic differences between the FEMA Region III population and the
study’s communities were significant, the proportions at each level within each
demographic characteristic for the aggregate of the 10 communities were calculated.
A 95% confidence interval (CI) was calculated for each demographic characteristic:
gender, age, race, language spoken, educational attainment, household income,
and home ownership. The CI was the range of values for the proportions for each
demographic level that would be expected to contain a population value, given
a population size of 29,829,606 and a sample size of 98 participants within 10
communities. The population proportions for each level within each demographic
characteristic calculated using the USCB 2010 census were then identified as values
within or outside the respective CI. If the population proportion was within the
CI, we concluded there was no significant difference between the demographic
characteristic of the 10 communities and the general population in FEMA
Region III. If the population proportion was outside the CI, the demographic
characteristic of the 10 communities was considered significantly different from
the general population in FEMA Region III. Where a significant difference was
found, the community proportion was identified as either higher or lower than the
population proportion.
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Multivariate analyses
The univariate analyses described demographic comparisons between the study’s
communities and the FEMA Region III population by independently examining each
level within each demographic characteristic. A multivariate analysis was performed
to simultaneously describe all levels of all seven demographic characteristics
for each of the 10 communities in which a flood risk management meeting was
conducted and for the FEMA Region III population. A unit that represented the
aggregate of all 10 communities was included in this analysis. Ward’s Minimum
Variance Cluster Analysis, as outlined in the SAS TREE procedure (SAS Proprietary
Software, version 9.3), grouped these communities in clusters based on their overall
demographic similarity.
Principal component analysis was performed to address the interrelationships
among the demographic characteristics using the SAS PRINCOMP procedure
(SAS Proprietary Software, version 9.3). A multidimensional preference analysis
based on the most informative principal components showed a visual representation
of the relationships between each of the 10 communities, the FEMA Region
III population, and vectors of each of the levels of the original demographic
characteristics.

Results
Flood risk management meeting participants in the 10 communities were significantly
older (see Figure 1), better educated (see Figure 2), wealthier (see Figure 3), more
likely to own homes (see Figure 4), and spoke English only (see Figure 5) compared
to the FEMA Region III population. The oldest and youngest ages were significantly
higher and lower, respectively, in the 10 communities compared to the population
in FEMA Region III (see Figure 1). Particularly noteworthy is that no meeting
participants were in the 18−20‑year age category, which was the youngest age group
to whom the survey was offered. The youngest participants were in the 21−44‑year
age category. The study communities showed a significantly lower proportion of
yearly household incomes below $35,000 and a significantly higher proportion
of yearly household incomes in the range of $150,000−200,000 (see Figure 3).
However, a significant number of participants (17%) did not report their income
on the survey. The segment of the population for whom English is not their primary
language was not represented in the community flood risk management meetings
(see Figure 5).
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Figure 1. Comparison of age distributions for flood risk management
meeting participants in 10 communities and the US Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) Region III population

Figure 2. Comparison of educational attainment for meeting
participants in 10 communities and the US Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) Region III population
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Figure 3. Comparison of household yearly incomes for meeting
participants in 10 communities (K = $1,000, USD 2013) and the US
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region III population
(K = $1,000, USD 2010)
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Figure 4. Comparison of home ownership proportions for flood risk
management meeting participants in 10 communities and the US
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region III population

Figure 5. Comparison of languages spoken for the meeting participants
in 10 communities and the US Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) Region III population
There was no evidence of significant differences in race (see Figure 6) or gender
(see Figure 7). Although statistically insignificant across all races, the “other” races
category—including American Indian and Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian and
other Pacific Islander, and “some other race”—was not represented within the
communities. This group comprised 2.54% of the FEMA Region III population in
the USCB 2010 census (USCB, 2010).
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Figure 6. Comparison of race distributions for the meeting participants
in 10 communities and the US Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) Region III population

Figure 7. Comparison of gender distributions for the meeting
participants in 10 communities and the US Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) Region III population
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A cluster analysis was performed to compare the study communities to the general
population based on all seven demographic characteristics (see Figure 8 and
Figure 9). A unit (i.e., 10 EUs) that represented the aggregate of all 10 communities
(see Figure 8 and Figure 9) was included in this analysis. Since the y‑axis in Figure 8
indicates the proportion of multivariate information lost when clusters are joined,
we may conclude that the 10 communities studied represented the FEMA Region III
population well, given the small loss (approximately 2.5%) of multivariate variation.
Upon examining the demographic similarities among individual communities, one
cluster (i.e., EU05, EU12, and EU20) of communities (see the cluster on the far
right in Figure 9) shared approximately 55% of their overall demographic character
with the other communities, the aggregate of the 10 communities, and the FEMA
Region III population (see Figure 9). The other communities were a closer match
to one another, the aggregate of the 10 communities, and the FEMA Region III
population.

Figure 8. Demographic similarities of 10 communities that participated
in flood risk management meetings compared to the data from the US
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region III population

The vertical arrow points to the node of the cluster that contains the unit that represents the aggregate of
all 10 communities (i.e., 10 EUs) and the Region III population (i.e., Pop). The horizontal arrow points to
the proportion of information that is lost to form the cluster describing the aggregate and the population
(approximately 0.025 on the y‑axis).
Note. EU(#) = demographic characteristics of participants at a single community flood risk management
meeting; 10 EUs = demographic characteristics of participants in all 10 communities combined;
Pop = demographic characteristics of the FEMA Region III population (USCB, 2010).
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Figure 9. Demographic similarities of 10 communities that participated
in flood risk management meetings compared to the data from the US
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region III population

The arrows indicate the point at which the most distant three-community cluster (i.e., EU05, EU12,
and EU20) diverges from the other communities and the FEMA Region III population (i.e., Pop) in
demographic similarity.
Note. EU(#) = demographic characteristics of participants at a single community flood risk management
meeting; 10 EUs = demographic characteristics of participants in all 10 communities combined;
Pop = demographic characteristics of FEMA Region III population (USCB, 2010).

The results of the principal component analysis are summarized in Figure 10, which
overlays the 10 study communities, FEMA Region III population, and vectors
representing the demographic characteristics. The three communities located in
the most distant cluster (i.e., cluster EU05, EU12, and EU20 in Figures 8 and 9)
differed from the population (i.e., Pop in Figures 8, 9, and 10) by gender, in that
there were more female participants (i.e., F in Figure 10). The three communities
also differed by race, in that there were more African-American (i.e., B in Figure 10)
and biracial (i.e., multi in Figure 10) participants, and by yearly household income,
in that there were more participants with incomes of less than $35,000 (USD 2013)
(i.e., pov in Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Multidimensional preference analysis based on the first two
principal components showing relationships between the communities
participating in flood risk management meetings, the US Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region III population, and
vectors representing the original demographic characteristics

The first and second principal components together explain 68.24% (38.31 and 29.93%, respectively)
of the variation of the multiple demographic characteristics surveyed.
Note. EU(#) = demographic characteristics of participants at a single community flood risk management
meeting; Pop = demographic characteristics of FEMA Region III population (USCB, 2010); Component
1 on x‑axis and Component 2 on y‑axis = combination of interdependent original variables that explains
a percentage (shown in parentheses in axes labels) of the overall demographic character of participants
in all 10 communities combined; Original demographic characteristics = principal component analysis
symbol shown in the multidimensional preference analysis graphic with associated vector (key to
symbols is located in the third column of chart below).

Table 1. Key to symbols in the multidimensional preference analysis
in Figure 10
Demographic
characteristic
Gender
Age

Race
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Level within each demographic
characteristic

Principal component analysis
symbol for each level within each
demographic characteristic

Female

F

Male

M

≥65 years

elder

45−64 years

middle

18−44 years

young

Asian

A

African‑American

B

White

W

Multi‑racial

multi
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Demographic
characteristic

Level within each demographic
characteristic

Principal component analysis
symbol for each level within each
demographic characteristic

Education

Less than a high school diploma

less

High school diploma or
equivalency credential

HS

Associate degree

AA

Bachelor’s degree

BS

Graduate degree

MS/Dr

English‑only speakers

ENG

Language spoken

Household yearly income <35K (K = USD $1, 000)

Home ownership

pov

35−50K

low

50−75K

midLow

75−100K

mid

100−150K

midHi

150−200K

Hi

>200K

veryHi

Own

OWN

Rent

RENT

Discussion
The results indicate that most demographic sectors of the FEMA Region III
population were reached during flood risk management meetings. However, within
the individual communities, there was often much less diversity. For example, some
community meetings were represented primarily by low-income, African-American
females. Others were represented mainly by middle-aged, white males with bachelor’s
degrees. The message from these findings is that it is important for city and county
municipal environmental risk managers to organize community meetings in many
local communities in their jurisdiction to capture all demographically diverse
sectors. Other studies showed that racially segregated minority communities receive
significantly fewer benefits associated with high‑quality environmental planning
(Glaeser & Glaser, 2010; Saporito & Casey, 2015). This study shows that racially
segregated minority communities were interested in environmental issues—
demonstrated by their equal participation in flood risk management meetings—
compared to racially segregated majority communities. In municipalities where
local communities tend to be segregated, seeking to include all demographically
distinct communities in participatory meetings may alleviate this environmental
injustice.
Overall, the communities were representative of the general population. However,
there were some significant differences when each demographic characteristic
was analyzed independently. These results showed the study participants were
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significantly older, English‑only speakers, better educated, from households earning
more than $35,000 (USD 2013) per year, and more likely to own a home than
the USCB data indicate for the FEMA Region III population. In contrast to the
findings from previous studies, females were as likely to attend meetings as males,
minorities were represented equal to their proportion of the general population, and
the elderly were well represented.
To communicate flood risk information to those segments of the population that
were underrepresented, outreach methods need to be developed for young adults
aged 18−44, speakers of languages other than English, those without a college
education, those with incomes below $35,000, and home renters. For some
audiences, it is quite possible that a traditional meeting is not an appropriate venue
for sharing necessary information.
The low representation of participants aged 18−20 could be due to the high mobility
of this age group. Many are in temporary housing while attending college and may
show less interest in attending local flood risk management meetings (Cutter et al.,
2008). Since they do not plan to stay long in their present location, they may not
consider it worth the investment of time and money to learn about flood risk and
invest in reduction options. In college towns where this population is large, it may
be advantageous for educational institutions to take the lead in expanding their
flood preparedness to cover both on-campus dormitories and off-campus housing
where student resident density is high. Low interest in risk reduction measures may
also be due to the “invincible” attitude attributed to this age group, thinking they
can survive a flood without much prior preparation.
The significantly low participation rates for the 18−44-year age group may be
associated with this group being of child-bearing age. Of the 10 communities that
volunteered to receive our flood risk information by self-selecting to participate
in the study, 50% did not have households with children under the age of 12
(USCB, 2010). Of those communities in which the USCB census information
indicated childcare would be needed by some families, the community organizers
did not arrange for childcare to be available during the meeting. Since there was no
significant difference in gender attendance, if childcare is preventing this age group
from participating then both parents are involved equally in the task of caring for
young children. It is particularly important to reach this group since young children
are highly vulnerable to morbidity and mortality during flood events (Suarez et al.,
2009). The 18−44-year age group is also more likely to be in the early stages of their
careers, in which they may have less flexibility in scheduling their work time around
community meetings than is the case for older individuals, who are either at a more
advanced stage in their career or are retired and may have more flexibility.
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The elderly were well represented at the meetings, particularly by those living
independently in homes they own. In the communities participating in flood risk
management meetings, 95% of participants older than 64 years of age owned their
homes. This is good news because this segment of the population is highly vulnerable
to the effects of flooding events (Cutter et al., 2000).
Those with disabilities are disproportionately affected by disasters, with a mortality
rate two to four times higher than people without disabilities (Castro et al., 2017;
Hiranandani, 2016). Our study did not directly measure participants with disabilities
attending our community meetings. Since our study was conducted within a US
university, we followed the guidelines for the disclosure of disabilities as described
in the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) (20 USC § 1232g;
34 CFR Part 99). The law specifies that a physical or mental condition shall not be
labeled as a disability unless the student voluntarily describes the condition as such
and requests assistance. In the spirit of FERPA, we chose to apply these guidelines
to our interaction with meeting participants. We had three participants, each from
a different community, self-identify as visually impaired. For those individuals, we
provided an assistant to read their surveys and modeling instructions. Community
organizers chose the facilities at which our meetings were conducted. Only half
of the communities located their meetings in facilities that met the accessibility
requirements outlined in the Americans with Disability Act (ADA) of 1990. One
unobtrusive way to help improve participation may be to ensure that the meeting
place is easily accessible to mobility‑impaired individuals and make sign language
interpreters available upon request. One dilemma that arises is that the communities
without an ADA-accessible facility may choose not to participate at all. Three of the
five non‑compliant communities were low income, including one historic town.
In these cases, there did not appear to be a compliant building available within the
community. Conversely, sign language interpreters could easily be made available
by ensuring that at least one research assistant has these skills.
The segment of the population for whom their primary language is not English was
without representation among the study participants. This is a growing sector in the
US according to the USCB. The 2013 data from the USCB showed that one in five
(21%) US residents spoke a foreign language at home (USCB, 2013). Spanish was
the non‑English language most frequently spoken at home, followed by Chinese
(USCB, 2013). In the US, how well a person speaks English may indicate how well
he or she communicates with public officials and other service providers. People
who do not have a strong command of English and do not have someone in their
household to help them on a regular basis are defined by USCB as “linguistically
isolated” (USCB, 2010). In 2013, of those who spoke a foreign language at home,
41% were linguistically isolated (USCB, 2013). With this trend toward an increased
number of households speaking English as a second language or speaking no English,
the total absence of these groups in the community flood risk management meetings
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in this study indicates that more effective methods of communicating flood risk to
this sector are needed. For nine of the 10 communities in our study, information
was available on the proportion of members who did not speak English well. Of
these communities, 80% comprised members who either spoke only English or,
if multilingual, spoke English very well. In the two communities reported to have
members who did not speak English well, the proportion of the membership in
that category was 4% and 13.7%. Due to the English‑only advertising and lack
of translators during the meetings, these individuals were at a disadvantage for
inclusion in the study.
Meeting participants without a college education and those with yearly household
incomes below $35,000 (USD 2013) were underrepresented in the community
meetings. These segments of the population are particularly vulnerable during
floods (Cutter et al., 2000; Cutter et al., 2008). Their participation may increase if
the meetings were held in a familiar venue that offers a greater level of comfort, such
as community buildings at which they often congregate for other activities.
Another segment of the population underrepresented in the community meetings
was those that rent their homes. Renters may think of flood insurance as a tool
useful only to those who own their property. Flood insurance is available through
the US National Flood Insurance Program to cover the contents of a home and
the cost of alternative housing (FEMA, 2011). Temporary alternative housing,
such as hotel accommodation, may be more expensive than rent paid for regular
housing. Therefore, both types of flood insurance could be useful to renters. In a
US nationwide survey conducted by FEMA in 2012, almost 31% of households
believed that flood damage was covered by their homeowner’s or renter’s policy
(FEMA, 2013). Since most of these policies do not cover damage resulting from
floods, many think they are insured when they are not (FEMA, 2013). In this study,
the demographics in the community meetings showed that homeowners were
receiving that information but few renters were attending. Therefore, renters were
not receiving the information they need to make fact-based decisions on reducing
their flood risk.
Turnout at the flood risk management meetings was low, ranging from less than 1%
to 24% of total membership. This is within the range of attendance documented in
other studies for meetings requesting citizen engagement on environmental issues
(Chhetri & Grossman, 2012; Leach, 2002, 2004; Lubell & Leach, 2005; Rask &
Worthington, 2012; Sclove, 2010; Worthington et al., 2012; Tomblin et al., 2015).
However, it would be worthwhile to investigate other forms of communication that
may attract larger proportions of community members, particularly in light of new
communication media available through the Internet (Sclove, 2010).
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In summary, this study found that most demographic sectors of the FEMA Region
III population were reached during flood risk management meetings. However, there
was often much less diversity within the individual communities. While overall,
the communities were representative of the general population, there were some
significant differences when each demographic characteristic was independently
analyzed. These results showed the study’s participants were significantly older,
English‑only speakers, better educated, from households earning more than
$35,000 (USD 2013) per year, and more likely to own a home than the USCB
data indicate for the FEMA Region III population. In contrast to the findings of
previous studies, females were as likely to attend meetings as males, minorities were
represented equal to their proportion of the general population, and the elderly
were well represented. Better outreach methods need to be developed for young
adults aged 18−44, speakers of languages other than English, those without a college
education, those with incomes below $35,000, and home renters.
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Abstract
This paper argues that understanding environmentally responsible behavior as
a constellation of practices, specifically practices that involve bodily engagement,
provides the most promising avenue for future research seeking to explain and
encourage patterns of behavior that are environmentally responsible and promote
environmental sustainability. Drawing on scholarship on theories of practice, and
sociological research on alternative technology adoption and alternative communities,
this essay brings attention to the corporeal nature of practice. To understand
environmentally responsible behavior, scholarship must acknowledge that humans
are reflexively engaged with the material world, and engaging in alternative practices
means engaging in alternative bodily habits, routines, and rituals. Empirical research
that focuses on the corporeal elements of environmental practice may offer fruitful
insight for enhanced scholarship in environmental social science and the promotion
of environmental engagement.
Keywords: alternative technology adoption, corporeal sociology, environmentally
responsible behavior, practice theory, social practice

Introduction
A wide range of scholarship aims to understand the relationship between human
societies and environmental resources (Catton & Dunlap, 1978; Dunlap & Catton,
1979). One line of work in environmental social sciences focuses on understanding
human behavior and seeks to explain why some humans act in ways that are
considered environmentally responsible by engaging in what is often referred to as
sustainable consumption. Classic research on environmentally responsible behavior
borrowed from social psychological frameworks, such as the norm activation
model (Schwartz, 1973, 1977). Another classic framework is the theory of planned
1
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behavior (Ajzen, 1985, 1991; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977, 1980). These classical
foundations, particularly the theory of planned behavior, still guide the selection
of variables included in models used to explain environmentally responsible choices
like recycling, energy conservation, and renewable energy technology adoption
(see Heberlein, 2012).
More recent scholarship uses the language of sustainable consumption to explore
why some humans choose environmentally responsible choices. There are multiple
perspectives used to grapple with issues related to sustainable consumption
(Shwom & Lorenzen, 2012). This field continues to be conceptually open ended,
with no clear consensus on what drives humans to engage in practices that are
considered beneficial for, or at least less damaging to, the natural world.
One trend in this wide body of scholarship is what has elsewhere been called
a “variables paradigm” (Abbott, 1997). Thinking in terms of variables that can
be tested through a statistical model, scholars have searched for clues that some
measure of environmental concern, environmental attitudes, and environmental
values may explain individual intention to engage in environmentally responsible
practices. Yet, this research continues to produce weak predictions at best (Bamberg
& Möser, 2007; Heberlein, 2012; Steg & Vlek, 2009).
Nevertheless, this research paradigm arguably continues to dominate explorations
into sustainable consumption practices (see, for example, Clayton et al., 2015;
Clements et al,. 2015). Some survey-based research does attempt to capture actual
environmental behaviors (understood more accurately as reported behaviors), and
to examine their relationship to other behaviors, like political behaviors (Willis &
Schor, 2012). This research, importantly, moves beyond a citizen-consumer
dichotomy (Meyer, 2015).
The understanding of environmental behaviors outlined below offers a conceptual
foundation and framework for increasing the meaning and relevance of work in
environmental social sciences. This foundation is useful in research that explores
how humans engage in behaviors that change their impact on their natural world
by reshaping behavioral practice to be less resource intensive, more resource
efficient, and overall, more environmentally responsible and sustainable. The
conceptualization of environmentally consequential human behaviors and how
humans may adopt less environmental damaging patterns of behavior is important
for driving research agendas and research design; the conceptual tools scholars use
to understand environmentally impactful human behaviors shape the way we see
human action and the lenses through which we view the possibilities of behavior.
Arguably, the concepts used to guide scholarship in environmental social sciences
also influence how environmental policy is discussed, formulated, and evaluated.
This paper proposes that scholarship in theories of practice are a significant and
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important alternative conceptualization for understanding how human behavior that
affects the environment can be conceptually understood and empirical examined.
Further, theories of social practice can be increasingly refined by drawing explicit
attention to the corporeal elements of human engagement with the environment;
this attentiveness to the bodily elements of environmental practice can also inform
improved policy.
Theories of practice are based on a strong foundation of sociological theory (Bourdieu,
1977; Giddens, 1984), have a clear theoretical articulation (Reckwitz, 2002; Schatzki,
1996), and are increasingly being used to explain sustainable consumption patterns
(see Cohen et al., 2013; Warde, 2015; Welch & Warde, 2015). This paper argues,
specifically, that theories of practice can help scholars understand human behavior
precisely because they focus analytical attention on the practical, bodily, corporeal
engagement involved in the daily human activities that have such consequential
environmental impacts. An explicit focus on corporeality built on the foundation
of theories of practice, I argue, can shed new light on understanding patterns of
human practice and can help us, as scholars, more accurately understand and help to
explain both the barriers to and motivations for environmentally responsible human
practices. Conceptualizing environmentally significant human behavior as corporeal
patterns of practice can also help improve environmental policy.

Practice theory and corporeality
Theories of practice are based on the conceptual foundations offered by the work
of Pierre Bourdieu, Anthony Giddens, and Michel Foucault, specifically as these
thinkers describe human action as largely habitualized, routinized, and unthinking
practices (see Reckwitz, 2002; Schatzki, 1996). Social life involves the unfolding
of everyday, moment-by-moment rituals (Collins, 2004), and theories of practice
emphasize focusing on practice as the unit of analysis in sociological research.
A social practice can be defined as “a routinized type of behaviour which consists
of several elements, interconnected to one another: forms of bodily activities,
forms of mental activities, ‘things’ and their use, a background knowledge in the form
of understanding, know-how, states of emotion and motivational knowledge”
(Reckwitz, 2002, pp. 249–50).
Thus, practices involve bodily, emotionally, and cognitively intertwined processes
of engagement. Practices can be understood as the combination of a behavior and
a norm; in our daily doings, human beings are enacting the kinds of behavior they
consider normal, acceptable, and ideal in everyday life. Importantly, practices are
social, in that groups of people who may differ in other ways also may engage in
similar sets of everyday practice. Practices are also habitual; they are often and
largely unthinking patterns of engagement, routines that do not necessarily enter
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the level of conscious thought for individuals. Finally, practices necessarily involve
engagement with the material world (Schatzki, 2010); social practices define how
humans engage with the material systems around them, including the natural world
and the multitude of technologies and infrastructures that affect the environment.
Theories of social practice can help explain the stability of human practices that
affect the natural world; humans continue to use energy in particular ways for
particular tasks (Shove & Walker, 2014), despite the increasing acknowledgment
and understanding of the environmental impacts of using energy primarily generated
from fossil fuels. An emphasis on social practice can also help explain how and why
constellations of behavior can change. One line of work in this vein emphasizes
how systems of provision shape and constrain human behaviors (Spaargaren, 2003);
human constructions, from bus schedules to energy policies, work to shape human
behavior, often in unforeseen and unexplored ways. Another line of inquiry focuses
on how behavioral norms emerge, develop, and then become invisible (Shove, 2004).
Patterns and routines regarding, for example, bathing human bodies and laundering
clothes have changed over time, but patterns of social practices are nonetheless
largely consistent within social groups and involve normalized conventions that
shape both individual behaviors and expectations of the behaviors of others.
Theories of social practice highlight the importance of understanding the materiality
of environmentally responsible behaviors. Changes in practice that lessen the
environmental damages caused by human activity involve changes in how individuals
and groups of individuals interact with material things and the material systems that
support everyday life (Schatzki 2010). Theories of social practice also implicitly
suggest the importance of focusing on bodily engagement, the ways in which human
corporeality is implicated in the environmental impacts of everyday life. Focusing
on the bodily element of behavioral change is consistent with the intellectual lineage
of theories of practice, such as Bourdieu and the notion of habitus (1977, 1984).
Debbie Kasper (2009) uses the concept of eco-habitus to draw attention to the
bodily element of engagement with the material and social world. Sarah Pink (2012,
2015) argues for utilizing ethnographic methods that tap into the role of sensory
experiences in the social world. However, scholarship drawing on theories of social
practice is rarely explicit in acknowledging that changes in environmental behavior
are fundamentally corporeal changes, requiring humans to do something different
with their bodies. Some understandings of social practices theories seem to ignore
the corporeal element of environmentally significant patterns of human behavior.
Defining social practices in terms of “material, meaning, and competence” (Shove &
Pantzar, 2005) implicitly references bodily knowledge, as experiential and corporeal
knowledge is necessary for competence.
However, this perspective largely removes the very physical, bodily, and emotional
elements of practices and does little to explicitly bring corporeality to the center of the
analysis. I argue that the physical, material, and corporeal elements of bodily practice
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are essential, and in many case temporally prior, to either stabilization or change
in meanings. In other words, what humans do with their bodies can change how
they think about the meanings of their actions, and this prioritization of corporeal
experience is key for understanding environmental behaviors. Thus, social practice
perspectives are arguably strongest in their conceptual and explanatory power when
they explicitly highlight the bodily elements of social engagement. Further, a theory
of social practices that pays explicit attention to corporeality provides an innovative
tool for understanding and seeking to change environmentally significant human
behaviors.
Adopting a social practice perspective involves the possibility of recognizing the
corporeal nature of environmental practices as a fruitful domain of study. In short,
living with different environmental practices and environmentally responsible
technologies means doing different things with your body, and new bodily
competencies can become the foundation for new patterns of understanding
and meaning; focusing on corporeal patterns of engagement may offer new
insight for advancing scholarship aiming to understand, and potentially change,
environmentally impactful human behaviors.
Corporeal sociology can be defined as “an approach towards the structuring of
human relationships and identities centred around the socially shaped embodied
subject” (Crossley, 2001; Shilling, 2004, p. 473). Corporeality also has a long
intellectual tradition in sociological research (Shilling, 2001, 2007). Bourdieu
(1977, 1980) was not the first to focus on the bodily patterning of social life. Marcel
Mauss (1973 [1934]) wrote about the techniques of the body, learned patterns of
behavior and tool use that could only be explained sociologically. He also wrote
about how patterns of physical organization corresponded to rhythms of bodily
behaviors in social groups that could change across space and time (1979). Later
scholarship highlights the corporeal element of socially organized behaviors, both
in the solidarity created by rituals of bodily interaction (Collins, 2004) and in
the social conflict created by differentiation through physicality (Shilling, 2004).
Following the tradition of pragmatism, a focus on corporeality in social theory can
also highlight the potential for creative action, when individuals engage in new and
different bodily behaviors as a form of social behavior and identity, representing new
possibilities for situated action (Joas, 1996).
Bringing together theories of practice and corporeal sociology focuses attention
on the ways human behaviors involve patterned bodily interaction with material
systems; this interaction is important because it inevitably affects the natural world
through varying patterns and kinds of resource use and environmental degradations.
Theories of practice suggest that social behaviors represent not only material
impacts, but also codified norms and expectations of behavior, so that when we as
scholars study a behavior, we are studying physical action and a socially accepted
expectation of behavior. Theories of practice can be further strengthened with
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a focus on corporeality, highlighting that changes in behavior really are changes in
bodily engagement, which can themselves initiate changes in social meanings. This
conceptualization offers fruitful insight for understanding behaviors that minimize
the negative impacts of human activities on the natural world.

Examples of the corporeality of alternative
environmental practice
Some examples from research on alternative technology adoption and alternative
environmental practice illustrate the value of examining environmental practice with
an emphasis on corporeality. These examples demonstrate that a focus on bodily
practice, specifically changes in bodily practice that occur through technological
and behavioral changes, highlights important empirical realities that may be missed
through scholarly orientations emphasizing the values, beliefs, demographics, or
politics associated with environmental behaviors. Drawn from research with solar
energy technology adopters (Schelly, 2014b, 2014c) and individuals living in
alternative and intentional communities (Schelly, 2014a, 2017), these examples
are not meant to be comprehensive but rather merely illustrative. The aim is to
demonstrate the possibilities for improved understanding of environmentally
responsible behaviors and sustainable consumption choices via a focus on how
transformed social practices also entail transformations in bodily, corporeal
experience.
These data were collected via qualitative interviews and ethnographic participant
observation among a wide array of alternative technology adopters and members
of communities that demonstrate alternative possibilities for sustainable residential
living. Data from solar technology adopters were drawn from interviews with 96
residential homeowners who have adopted solar electric technology in two United
States (US) states (Schelly, 2014b, 2014c). Data from alternative and intentional
communities were drawn from four case studies (Schelly, 2017) of communities in
the US wherein people are living with alternative systems for electricity, water, waste,
and transportation, among other things, representing experiments in alternative
living that have existed for decades. The author spent time in each community
engaged in ethnographic fieldwork and participant observation, interviewing
residents both formally and informally and living within the communities as an
identified researcher.
In addition to asking about motivations and experiences, participants were explicitly
asked about behavioral patterns, or practices, and specifically about changes in
practice since adopting the new technology or lifestyle choices. Both development
and analysis of questions focused on discussions of practice, in terms of materials
and meanings, and physical, bodily engagement. Their responses demonstrate that
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asking people to describe their practices and changes in practice can provide rich
insight into the corporeal elements of environmentally impactful technology use in
residential life. Further, it demonstrates the dominance of issues related to physical
engagement in environmental behaviors and changed bodily behaviors as central to
the changes experienced when living with alternative technologies and/or in more
sustainable lifestyles.
The first example comes from studying homeowners who have installed residential
solar energy systems. When a residential household chooses to install a solar electric
system, also known as photovoltaic (PV), to produce electricity, they have the
choice of connecting to the wider electric utility grid or using a battery storage
system to keep their electricity generation “off the grid.” Battery storage systems
are expensive, require maintenance and replacement, and the materials involve
significant environmental impacts and exposure hazards. Further, many utilities
offer to purchase any electricity produced in excess of household consumption
through what is called a net metering agreement. The vast majority of homeowners
who are already connected to the electricity utility grid choose to install “grid tied”
solar systems when adopting PV technology.
Given that the customer-installer is still connected to the larger utility network,
there is no real imperative to conserve electricity usage after installing a PV system,
because the customer is never going to run out of power, as is possible with an off-grid
system. However, homeowners who have installed PV at home commonly discuss
ways that their behavior changed after adopting solar electric technology; these
behavior changes highlight the corporeal nature of social practice. Homeowners
almost universally talked about being more aware of their electricity consumption
after installing their PV systems, and thus, changing energy behaviors like turning
lights off, putting appliances on power strips to avoid phantom loads, and replacing
old appliances with new, high-efficiency models. Many homeowners talked about
walking outside to see their electric meter on their home spin backwards on
sunny days (indicating that electricity production is exceeding consumption), and
about how getting outside multiple times a day to watch an electricity meter was
a very new and totally unexpected behavior. One homeowner even talked about
changing the landscape alongside his home because he had destroyed the grass by
walking to see his meter so often. These changes in lived experience in residential
life were accompanied by changed emotional experiences, such as excitement or
disappointment about weather in relation to how it affected electricity production
and a described sense of anxious joy in checking one’s production and consumption
via meter checks or online tracking systems.
Some homeowners, when installing a residential PV system, have the option
and choose to invest in electronic monitoring software that allows them to view
and track their home’s energy production and consumption through an online
platform. Homeowners who had this capability reported ways their behavior
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changed even further in response to this ability to see their home’s energy system
at work. Some homeowners talked about having the website open all day at work
and becoming so tuned in to the energy readings that they could tell how cloudy
or sunny it was at home, or whether someone was using the microwave or clothes
washer. For these homeowners, seeing how electricity usage peaked when certain
appliances were in use drove further behavior changes in either replacing appliances
or modifying usage of them. These homeowners experienced changes in the
materials, meanings, and competencies involved in everyday life, elements drawn
out by past work based on theories of social practices. However, these homeowners
also described experiencing changes to their bodily and emotional routines as they
came to associate the experience of opening a web browser with affective responses
to signs regarding the weather or usage at home. In these examples, the key point
is that these solar technology adopters changed their bodily routines and behaviors,
their corporeal patterns shifted, after installing their residential PV systems. These
changes to bodily experience corresponded to changes in their emotional lives.
These changes were not materially required by the adoption of the system. However,
they do suggest that alternative technology adoption involves important changes
in bodily practice.
Further examples come from ethnographic research experiences in three specific
intentional communities across the US and one alternative residential community.
These communities range in population from 50 adults and their children to
approximately 200 members, and vary widely in how they organize their economies,
living situations, and the use of other material systems like transportation, food,
energy, and water. However, all four communities demonstrate how changes in
social practice in response to adopting alternative material systems involve changing
the daily corporeal experience of residential dwellers.
In all of these communities, the private automobile and the bodily experience
of driving a car are much less central than they are for most Americans; two of
the four communities do not allow personal vehicles or vehicle travel within the
community at all (with exceptions made for practical reasons involving construction,
maintenance, and deliveries); electric golf carts, many charged with solar power, are
a common way to commute among neighbors’ homes in the third; and the fourth
community comprises off-grid homes; thus, homeowners do not need to commute
for work nearly as much, some choosing to work very little or not at all, because
they do not have monthly bills associated with electricity, water, or waste. In all
four communities, people also use cars for commuting to work far less often than
most Americans do; one of these communities is a labor-sharing community where
everyone works for the community within the community’s boundaries, while two
others work to develop and maintain internal economies and work opportunities
without the mandate of labor or income sharing. This means that the bodily habit
of driving a personal vehicle is corporeally altered in these communities, and people
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living in these communities recognize that they, to varying degrees, let go of a
constellation of learned bodily behaviors by choosing to drive less. To relate, think
of the last time you avoided driving for a week, or a month, or a year, and how
unfamiliar it may have felt the next time you got behind the wheel. By changing
patterns of driving practice, they change their corporeal experience, and minimize
the environmental impacts associated with that practice.
In one of these communities, the lack of access to a personal automobile is described
as a luxury rather than a sacrifice, because as one member put it, “there’s someone
to do the shopping for you.” People can avoid driving personal automobiles;
thus, they have more time to engage in other kinds of activities they enjoy more.
In another community, members are described as “car less” rather than “carless”
because members all drive less often but all do have access to vehicles if they choose,
again changing the way people use their bodies, spend their time, and think about
personal freedom (as the freedom to avoid driving rather than the personal freedom
associated with a personal vehicle).
These communities involve myriad other forms of alternative environmental
practice, with associated changes in corporeality. All four communities engage
in food production, at varying scales and levels, but with more regularity than
most Americans. In one of these residential communities, food is grown inside the
house via internal plant beds that also serve as a water filtration system. Growing
vegetables, keeping poultry and livestock, and maintaining perennial fruit and nut
bearing plants all involve bodily engagement with the natural world that is simply
not part of daily practice for the majority of Americans. Two of these communities
are organized, in varying degrees, around the regular production of community-scale
meals, so that the preparation and consumption of food also involves a different
corporeal experience, as people are always in the company of other community
members for meals. This changes not only the bodily experience of eating, but
also the meaning of meals. In one of these communities, members live in shared
living group housing, so they do not have the corporeal experiences associated with
a single family home.
All four communities also use, to varying degrees, some combination of alternative
technological systems, including solar electricity and solar hot water, rainwater
collection and wastewater treatment, and composting of human organic waste.
These all involve changes in routinized, bodily practice and the associated corporeal
relearning of habits and norms related to energy and water awareness, physical
engagement with system maintenance, and the time spent in various bodily activities.
Perhaps the use of composting toilets is most interesting for illustrating the argument
here. In one of these communities, each residential structure has flush toilets but
there are also outhouses with composting toilet systems throughout the community.
During my time in the community, I was told by members and observed firsthand
that many members of the community use these outhouses exclusively, never
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flushing a toilet full of potable water to discard their waste. Although it was not
materially required of them, these members chose to change a very bodily activity,
demonstrating how alternative material systems are associated with new corporeality.
In another community, composting human waste is a community commitment.
In this community, the use of an alternative material system is associated with a new
set of bodily activities (including both men and women urinating outside, and the
need to physically haul human waste to a centralized composting facility) and a new
set of social practices that incorporate new social norms (a diminished social taboo
around human waste, and the raising of children who think waterless composting
of human waste is normal while flush toilets are unusual and strange).
The purpose of these examples is to highlight the conceptual argument.
Environmentally responsible behaviors often require changes in engagement with
the material world. Further, theories of social practice can help scholars explore and
understand both the maintenance of practices and the ways that changed practices
involve constellations of material, bodily, and normative elements. However,
theories of social practice can be further developed through an explicit focus on
corporeality, recognizing that environmentally responsible behaviors involve new
forms of bodily engagement with the material and physical world and corresponding
emotional experiences that result from new technological arrangements and bodily
practices. Interrogating the role and significance of an alternative corporeality
becomes, then, a central task for scholars interested in understanding environmental
behaviors. Further, the prioritization of corporeal experience as central to changing
environmental behaviors suggests that opportunities to engage in new bodily habits
and competencies through experiential learning, small-scale gardening, or courses or
fieldtrips associated with environmentally responsible behaviors, have the potential
to shift meanings through the very process of shifting bodily practice.

Implications for empirical work
Studying social life is fundamentally about studying social relationships (Emirbayer,
1997), and studying human–environment interactions can also relationally defined
as “the application of our sociological imaginations to the connections among people,
institutions, technologies and ecosystems that make society possible” (Lockie, 2015,
p. 140), then the strength of theories of social practices is in their attention to
the relationship between structures (material, physical, or institutional systems),
norms, and behaviors. Theories of social practices highlight how routine behaviors
with significant environmental consequences become stabilized and inscribed in the
built environment, the policy world, and the mental categorizations of individuals
within a social world. This paper argues that theories of practice can offer deeper
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insight when combined with an explicit focus on the corporeality of environmental
behavior and attentiveness to how environmentally responsible behavior involves
altered corporeal experiences.
One implication of this move for empirical research on environmentally responsible
behavior and/or sustainable consumption is a rethinking of agency and choice
(Emirbayer & Mische, 1998; see Røpke, 2009). It is possible for corporeal
subjectivities to be altered through changes of practice without conscious intention
or reflection on that change. In other words, research projects that ask participants
about their motivations or intentions might not be as revealing (for both researchers
and participants) as studies that ask about people’s actions. For residential PV
adopters, changing their everyday practices so that they could physically monitor
their energy usage through either a meter or a website was not a conscious choice to
change their corporeal experience to be more engaged with energy usage; the altered
bodily practices were a largely unreflective response to being able to see energy usage
in new ways. From a perspective guided by theories of social practices, intention is
less significant than action; from a framework that also emphasizes corporeality, it is
the physicality of that action and the unthinking ways environmental behaviors may
create new patterns of bodily engagement that deserves empirical attention.
This focus may suggest a need for research based on qualitative studies, which can
dig deep to focus on understanding constellations of social practices as bodily,
corporeal experiences (Schelly, 2016a). However, survey research can also be used to
ask about bodily engagement with environmental practice. Instead of focusing on
demographic or attitudinal variables alone, research into environmental motivations
and behaviors may benefit from attention to ways of capturing bodily process and
corporeal experiences that may not be entirely conscious or the rational consequence
of calculated consideration. This kind of research may benefit from an explicit focus
on the importance of, and the need to accurately measure, corporeal experiences and
patterns in the bodily elements of social practices.
Another implication for empirical work is the need, as highlighted above, to
provide opportunities for new bodily experiences and to further examine how
changed bodily practice can, and sometimes does, lead to new understandings and
meanings. Maintaining environmentally responsible behaviors is often a challenge
for those seeking to study and create behavioral change, but understanding the role
of changing physical bodily experiences as an initial step in the process to change
meanings and acceptance of new materialities may allow us to further understand
the opportunities for sustained change that starts with changed corporeal experience.
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Implications for environmental policy
Scholars working in the intellectual domain of theories of social practices have
already pointed out how other conceptualizations of human behavior dominate
policy-making to the detriment of actual policy impact (Schelly, 2016b; Kennedy
et al., 2016; Shove, 2010). By focusing on a contextualization of behavior that
prioritizes the individual, environmental policies may attempt to educate the public
or shift individual values to encourage environmentally responsible behaviors; these
policy frameworks render invisible the social contexts in which practices are shaped
and solidified. Theories of social practices can help improve both policy creation and
policy evaluation by considering how policies shape both the possibilities and the
limitations for individuals to change shared everyday routines in ways that mitigate
environmental harms.
This perspective can draw explicit attention to how the specifics of policy design
and implementation work to shape what people do with their physical bodies as
they engage with the material world through everyday practice (Schelly, 2014d).
Some environmental policies may have unintended consequences when it comes
to shifting actual physical behaviors. Thus, policy analysis must consider corporeal
outcomes when seeking to understand policy effectiveness.
Further, while scholars examine the impact of particular environmental policies on
bodily practice, policy-makers may begin by seeking to further understand how
people use their bodies to engage in everyday routines that affect the environment,
and how including the body in environmental policy-making may improve policy
impact. Policy frameworks that begin with the body, recognizing the corporeal
aspects of everyday life and how environmental harms are created by the bodily
ways that people go about interacting with the world, may offer fresh insight into
creating change through environmental policy.
One specific example of this to come out of the research described above involves
the idea that, given the expense of renewable energy technologies, individuals
and communities should prioritize opportunities to increase energy efficiency
before investing in renewable energy systems. As described above, research with
residential PV adopters suggests that energy efficiency becomes more corporeally
engaging only after installing a renewable energy system. This demonstrates how
bodily engagement with new social practices may itself create opportunities for
further changes in practices that are associated with environmental responsibility,
challenging the arguably dominant discourse in energy transition policy frameworks
regarding the temporal ordering of efficiency before renewable energy technologies.
Thus, attentiveness to social practices as corporeally significant, bringing the body
into research on environmental behaviors, can help inform, improve, and evaluate
future policies meant to address environmentally significant patterns of human
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engagement. From very localized policies regarding the use of clotheslines or front
yard gardens to national policies regarding support for renewable energy technology,
a corporeal approach suggests that policies can be conceptualized and evaluated
not only in terms of efficiency or trade-offs measured by empirical metrics, but
also in terms of the extent to which they allow, encourage, or facilitate changes
in the embodied experiences through which humans relate to the natural world.
As corporeal beings, humans engage in social practices imbued with physical, bodily,
and emotional elements. It is arguably only by attentiveness to these elements that
we can seek to change environmental policies to best address how patterns of bodily
human engagement contribute to the environmental harms caused by the practices
of everyday life.

Conclusion
This paper is not meant to suggest that theories of social practices ought to be
the perspective adopted by scholars across the environmental social sciences.
Environmental social sciences have offered many significant conceptual ideas; many
of the classical theoretical foundations of the field are still useful today. Ecological
modernization theory (Spaargaren & Mol, 1992), for example, has generated
vigorous dialogue and debate, and is still utilized in contemporary empirical work
(Scanu, 2015). The concepts of the treadmill of production (Schnaiberg, 1980;
Schnaiberg & Gould, 1994) and the treadmill of accumulation (Foster, 2005) also
continue to offer fresh insight for empirical research (Griffin et al., 2015). Recent
scholarship continues to contribute to the conceptual development and intellectual
growth of the field (Gunderson, 2015, 2016).
Rather, focused specifically on the domain of environmentally responsible behavior
and sustainable consumption, theories of social practices offer one important line of
thinking to contribute new and valuable insight for understanding human behavior.
Further, this paper suggests that theories of social practices are most conceptually
useful and empirically explanatory when explicitly attentive to the corporeal elements
of social practices. This paper argues that theories of practice are aptly suited for such
a domain of study precisely because they have the potential to focus our attention
on what may matter most for changing environmental behaviors: understanding
the socially organized ways that groups of individuals corporeally interact with the
material world in ways that have significant environmental consequences.
There are patterns of physical, bodily engagement with the material world, and the
dominant patterns of social practices contribute significantly to the degradation
of the natural world. From the ways human beings use energy in the processes
of flipping light switches, flushing toilets, and innumerable other habitual tasks,
to the patterns of practices in our shopping and driving and disposal of waste,
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human beings are—through their corporeal subjectivities—causing harm to the
natural environment. Understanding the bodily dimension of social practices offers
an important opportunity for scholars and policy-makers interested in examining
forms of behavior that minimize the environmental harm caused by the enactment
of social practices in everyday life.
Emphasizing the corporeal elements of social practice as a key element in creating
sustained environmentally responsible behaviors, by recognizing that changed bodily
experiences can themselves reshape understandings and meanings, also suggests
the importance of providing opportunities for alternative corporealities to create
change. Whether it be by allowing clotheslines or front yard gardens or providing
experiential learning opportunities associated with changes in use of energy, water,
transportation, food, and waste, new corporeal experiences can create new social
meanings and contribute to sustained behavioral change (Schelly, 2017). This
perspective suggests that all environmentally responsible behaviors and forms of
sustainable consumption, from recycling to renewable technology adoption, share
a common element of corporeality; they all involve changing bodily behaviors in
ways that may consequently change subjectivities and shifting shared possibilities
for future change.
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Abstract
Despite the anecdotal evidence of experiences that shift the self–nature relationship,
which we identify as Environmental Epiphanies, little is known about the
characteristics and patterns of such experiences. In this study, we build on previous
theoretical and conceptual frameworks of the Environmental Epiphany concept and
report descriptive and typological findings based on in-depth interviews with 50
participants who had experienced Environmental Epiphanies. We present common
characteristics of these experiences as well as descriptive information across five types
of Environmental Epiphanies: Aesthetic, Intellectual, Realization, Awakening, and
Connectedness. Based on our findings, we offer many areas for further exploration
of this phenomenon as a psychological function as well as some recommendations
for land managers, educators, and other environmental practitioners. Expanding our
knowledge of how human–nature relationships function has implications regarding
environmental decision-making, the role of emotions in self–nature relationships,
and environmentally responsible behavior.
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Introduction
A very strong feeling came over me that … and this I did not expect at all … the only
way I could describe it was that I was … I had left my human family and entered
a larger family. So, I was like no longer just the daughter of my human parents; I was
the daughter of the universe. [excerpt from participant interview]

As the human response to environmental problems grows increasingly urgent,
understanding how humans conceptualize and relate to “nature” is of vital
importance (Vining et al., 2008). Part of this examination is the exploration and
understanding of the exceptional experiences (Palmer & Hastings, 2013) in nature.
While this category of experiences is arguably part of the universal human experience
(Merrick, 2008), it has received little empirical consideration. This may be a result
of the ineffable quality of such experiences. However, the potential for significant
environmental behavioral change motivates researchers to explore methodological
frameworks that help us to understand these sometimes life-changing experiences
more fully.
In this piece, we draw on the theoretical and conceptual frameworks outlined
in our previous work (Vining & Merrick, 2012) and report in more detail the
findings from a study spanning several years that focused on the phenomenon of
Environmental Epiphanies. Specifically, our purpose with this ongoing study is
to understand the phenomenon of Environmental Epiphanies by identifying any
common aspects or qualities of the experience. We also wish to explore contributing
factors, place characteristics, and consequences of Environmental Epiphanies from
the perspective of those who have experienced them. Our goal is to offer descriptive
evidence of the common themes and patterns we found in our ongoing exploration
of this multifaceted phenomenon.

Defining environmental epiphanies
We developed the concept of Environmental Epiphanies from analysis of existing
data that dealt with human–nature interactions, mostly from assessments of
public reactions to forest management scenarios (e.g., prescribed burns) and
through open‑ended questions in survey and interview data. Within these data sets
(Vining & Merrick, 2008; Merrick & Vining, 2006), we consistently identified
passages in which people described environmental experiences accompanied by
intense emotions such as awe and wonder, magical experiences, and self-described
life-changing moments. We also collected anecdotal evidence of our students’ nature
experiences through the reading of their environmental autobiographies, as well as
our own magical experiences in nature. These participants and students seemed to
have experienced a shift in the way in which they perceived themselves in relation
to nature or natural environments and, in many cases, it changed their lives in
meaningful ways.
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The human–nature interaction literature shows that these general types of
experiences were referred to in different ways (e.g., peak, flow, epiphanies, sudden
insights, aesthetics, awe, fascination, transformative, transcendent, and exceptional),
but each shared several similar characteristics. Scholars have formally discussed
(many times anecdotally) this phenomenon for over 100 years (see James, 1902)
and probably much longer in terms of religious and spiritual experiences in nature
(e.g., Cristancho & Vining, 2004; Keltner & Haidt, 2003). We coupled this general
group of transformative experiences that have been discussed in terms of religious
conversion, spiritual enlightenment, and quantum change (Miller & C’de Baca,
2001), with our empirical observations regarding human–nature experiences to
devise the concept of Environmental Epiphanies.
The working definition of Environmental Epiphanies follows. It is purposely general,
to allow for further refinement by study participants and subsequent research.
Environmental Epiphany: An experience in which one’s perception of the essential
meaning of their relationship to nature shifts in a meaningful manner.
This working definition purposefully does not include the words environment or
epiphany. For an in-depth discussion of our formulation of this concept, see Vining
and Merrick (2012, p. 497).

Review of the literature
The general topic of positive human experiences in nature has received increasing
attention in popular scientific literature. For example, National Geographic articles
such as “This is your brain on nature” (Williams, 2016) and “We are wired to be
outside” (Worrall, 2017), and books such as The nature fix (Williams, 2017) and
Vitamin N (Louv, 2016) have enjoyed recent widespread readership. This pattern
reflects that researchers have continued to explore the benefits of spending time and
connecting with nature in terms of improving elements of human health (Ulrich,
1984; Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kuo, 2015) and happiness (Kidner, 2007).
The empirical literature and theoretical foundations that support the exploration of
similar experiences originate in a variety of disciplines (for a full review, see Vining
& Merrick, 2012, p. 497), including psychology, leisure studies, and environmental
education. Keltner and Haidt (2003) outlined the contributions related to the
concept of awe from disciplines such as religious studies, sociology, philosophy,
and psychology. We have mainly approached the exploration of Environmental
Epiphanies from a conservation psychology perspective since the concept of
Environmental Epiphanies appears to emphasize “the reciprocal relationships
between humans and the rest of nature” (Saunders, 2003, p. 138). Specifically, some
of what we know about the theory underlying epiphany-like experiences comes
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from the work of seminal figures in psychology, such as James (1902) and Maslow
(1964). In addition, scholars such as Kelly et al. (2007) have built off the work of
F. W. H. Myers and his contribution to the field of psychical research. In addition,
contemporary scholars have contributed work regarding similar phenomena from
various psychological perspectives (e.g., Kaplan & Talbot, 1983; Keltner & Haidt,
2003; Miller & C’de Baca, 2001; Williams & Harvey, 2001, Csikszentmihalyi,
1990; Marshall, 2015).

Characteristics and typologies of epiphany-like
experiences
The obvious gap in the empirical investigation of ineffable and exceptional experiences
such as Environmental Epiphanies, is notable upon an interdisciplinary review of
the literature. Kelly and Grosso (2007) argue that while the psychological study
of mystical experiences is essential in our understanding of the human experience
it is rife with empirical, disciplinary, and intellectual conundrums. Nevertheless,
we have attempted to weave together insights from various aspects of studies related
to “epiphany-like” experiences.
Although to our knowledge other scholars have not specifically explored the
concept of Environmental Epiphanies, we found literature that outlines some of the
characteristics of epiphany-like experiences. James (1902) outlines four characteristics
of mystical experiences (not necessarily involving religion): ineffability, noetic
quality, transiency, and passivity. Other characteristics of epiphany-like experiences
include unity, transcendence, awe, positivity, and distinctiveness (mystical experience
as described by Pahnke, 1963); universal unity, lack of ego, and gratitude (peak
experiences as described by Maslow, 1964); and vividness, surprise, benevolence,
and endurance (quantum change as described by Miller & C’de Baca (2001).
In their extensive review of multi-disciplinary literature surrounding the aesthetic
experiences in the landscape, Chenoweth and Gobster (1990) found four themes:
the experiential view of the experience, the ecology (i.e., temporal and spatial
aspects) of the experience, the object of the experience, and the subjective value
(i.e., psychology) of the experience. Schroeder (2002) identifies psychological
characteristics of special places including naturalness, remoteness, and gratitude.
In terms of restorative and wilderness environments, Kaplan and Talbot (1983) offer
the characteristics of being away, fascination, coherence, and compatibility, while
stating the enduring aspect of wilderness experiences suggest “some basic changes in
their [participants’] long-term view of the world and their relationship to it” (p. 185).
Williams and Harvey (2001) add that fascination, novelty, and compatibility are
dimensions of transcendent experiences in forested environments.
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In addition to characteristics of epiphany-like experiences, scholars posit several
levels or types of experiences. James (1902) explores the gradations of mystical
experiences and suggests that there may be levels of experiential intensity.
He discusses in detail the “varieties” of religious experiences that range in levels of
intensity and mentions a “pronounced step forward on the mystical ladder” when
describing the most intense types of mystical experiences (James, 1902, p. 331).
In work closely tied to our concept of Environmental Epiphanies, Miller and C’de
Baca (2001) distinguish two levels of quantum change: insights and epiphanies.
Insights reveal new perspectives, realizations, and understanding and occur within
the scope of everyday experience, while epiphanies are extraordinary, mystical,
and overwhelming. In their study of forested environments, Williams and Harvey
(2001) further refine forms of non-transcendent (i.e., aesthetic and restorative) and
transcendent (i.e., diminutive and deep flow) experiences in natural settings. Most
diminutive experiences involve a part of the natural environment, while deep flow
experiences involve absorbing, relaxing, and effortless experiences in mostly open
and familiar natural settings.

Emotional qualities of epiphany-like experiences
The need to understand and explore the role of emotion in Environmental Epiphanies
is essential given the role of emotions in decision-making practices (Isen, 2000;
Vining, 1987) and as a motivational factor in environmental perceptions and actions
(Vining & Schroeder, 1989; Vining & Tyler, 1999). As we expected, the emotionally
intense aspect of epiphany-like experiences is a common theme in the literature.
Both James (1902) and Maslow (1964) highlight the intense emotions that tend to
be present during such experiences. James’ typology of mystical experiences suggests
higher and higher emotional levels of intensity, while Maslow (1964) mentions his
peak experience participants reported emotions such as “wonder, awe, reverence,
humility, surrender, and even worship before the greatness of the experience”
(p. 65). Maslow goes on to argue that peak experiences are the result of the union of
emotional intensity, experience, and the development of values, specifically “being”
values, such as truth, beauty, wholeness, and aliveness.
Chenoweth and Gobster (1990) include emotion in their content analysis of
aesthetic experiences in nature and observe that “emotional responses associated with
aesthetic experience were frequently included in prose descriptions” (p. 6). In his
exploration of sacred and special places, Schroeder (2002) highlights the emotions
of awe, a sense of wonder, and magic. Kaplan and Talbot (1983) also identify the
emotional experiences of awe, wonder, and spirituality in their longitudinal study
of wilderness experiences. In addition to these emotions, Kaplan and Talbot found
their participants tended to have improved self-esteem, a higher interest in natural
processes, and a greater likelihood of self-realization and awareness.
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Ulrich et al. (1991) demonstrate the emotional difference in the way in which
participants react to natural settings as opposed to urban settings. Experiencing
a quantum change was also found to be profoundly emotional. Miller and C’de
Baca (2001) describe these experiences as “often deeply moving,” tending to
release “chronic negative emotions” (p. 14), and were often incredibly positive
(i.e., benevolent).

Place and epiphany-like experiences
Natural outdoor environments play an essential, although not required, role in
epiphanic experiences. As we are exploring Environmental Epiphanies, we expect the
setting or the object to have more significance than other experiences of epiphanies.
This expectation is theoretically and empirically based in the literature we reviewed.
Similarly, Williams and Harvey (2001) observe that most researchers “have observed
that natural environments have a close association with transcendent experience”
(p. 249). Finally, Schroeder (1991) states that “natural environments seem to be the
primary setting for spiritual experiences” (p. 4).
There are many insights related to epiphany-like experiences in place attachment
literature (see Bott et al., 2003; Mazumdar & Mazumdar, 1993; Mitchell et al.,
1993; Schroeder, 2002). These investigators suggest that past experience, memory,
landscape attributes, symbolic representations, and other psychological factors all
influence the ways in which place is negotiated by participants. Therefore, it is
essential that any exploration of shifts in the self–nature relationship should address
the place in which these experiences occur, in addition to exploring the psychological
components of those who are affected.
The purpose of our study was to explore research participants’ descriptions of
Environmental Epiphany experiences. We aimed to describe patterns found across
Environmental Epiphany types. In addition to contributing to understanding basic
psychological processes associated with Environmental Epiphanies, we wish to
aid land managers, planners, environmental educators, and those working in the
conservation psychology field to more fully understand human–nature relationships.

Method
Participants
The participants for this study were 50 adults from three main geographic locations
(i.e., six from a small semi-urban community in the southeastern United States (US),
12 from a midsized Midwestern US college town, and the remainder [64%] from
a large metropolitan US urban area). All participants were recruited and interviewed
over a period of 10 years (i.e., 2007–2017).
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The mean age of the participants at the time of their interview was 41 with a range of
19 to 72. Of our sample, 64% self-identified as females, 34% as males, and 2% (one
participant) self-identified as intergender. The majority of our participants (92%)
reported Caucasian/European descent, 4% identified as Asian, and 4% as Hispanic.
All participants had at least some college education. One-fifth of our participants
had finished some college education, 36% had completed undergraduate degrees,
10% had some graduate school education, and 34% had advanced (i.e., graduate)
degrees. A discussion of these patterns follows in the subsequent section.

Procedures
We recruited participants by posting flyers in public locations such as libraries, coffee
shops, restaurants, retail outlets, grocery stores, and schools. Some participants were
also recruited through announcements in email list serves. To recruit participants,
we used the operational definition of Environmental Epiphanies: An experience in
which one’s perception of the essential meaning of their relationship to nature shifts
in a meaningful manner. Each person was screened beforehand to ensure they were
aged 18 years or over and had an experience that the participant defined as changing
their relationship to nature.
The first author conducted all interviews using a semi-structured protocol, partly
informed by Miller and C’de Baca’s (2001) study of insights and epiphanies (used
with permission). We added interview items about the place where the epiphany
occurred, as well as information about subsequent environmentally responsible
attitudes, values, and behavior. The protocol items fell within the following
categories:
•
•
•
•
•

an in-depth description of the epiphany, and elements leading up to the epiphany
basic experiential information (e.g., time, place, duration and sensations)
the ending and after-effects of the epiphany
a discussion of other Environmental Epiphanies experienced (if any)
general reflections.

For a complete copy of the protocol, please contact the corresponding author.
Interviews took place in semi-private settings, most of which were conference
rooms at academic or public facilities. We audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim
all the interviews. After the recording ended, we asked each participant general
demographic information including age, gender, education, ethnicity, and type
of employment. We compensated all participants with $20.00 or with a $20.00
bookstore gift certificate. Interviews lasted from 30 minutes to two hours, with most
lasting between 45 minutes to one hour.
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After transcribing each of the 50 interviews, we initially reviewed each conversation
as a unit of analysis. We recorded the categorical variables such as time, duration,
and onset using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences software. We used QSR
NVivo (qualitative analysis software) to document our thematic analyses. Both
authors reviewed the transcripts separately, using grounded theory to guide our
content analyses. Next, we reviewed our analyses, negotiated differences, and agreed
upon thematic categories and the organization of the coding scheme. We used an
external coder for a portion of the transcriptions to verify that our coding categories
accurately reflected the data. Throughout this process, we tried to honor the lived
experience of our participants, as well as maintain as much of their original language
and meaning as possible.

Results
Although several of our interview items garnered strictly qualitative data, we had
many items that were more quantitative in nature (noted under descriptive results
below) that we categorized. Therefore, we had a robust qualitative data set that
included responses to items such as the epiphany description, as well as several
categorical items such as whether the onset was sudden or gradual. We first report
the descriptive (categorical) knowledge we gained in studying Environmental
Epiphanies. Then, we discuss in detail the typology of epiphanies that emerged
from our participants’ epiphany descriptions. Within this typology, we present
some analysis of observed patterns between the categorical data and the types of
epiphanies to be explored in future studies of this phenomenon. Thematic analysis
of participants’ epiphany descriptions is beyond the scope of this paper; however, we
explore this aspect of the project separately.

Descriptive results
Age: the mean age of participants at the time of their Environmental Epiphany was
31.6 years with a range of 3.67 years. The nearly 10-year difference between the
mean age at the time of the interview (41.5) and the mean age of the epiphany (31.6)
suggests that these are enduring experiences. The majority (46%) of participants
reported having epiphanies in their teens and 20s, 34% in their 30s and 40s, 14%
after the age of 50, and 6% before they were 10 years old.
Time of day and season: 20% of participants reported morning epiphanies,
24% during the afternoon, and 12% stated “daytime.” Although over half of the
reported epiphanies happened during daylight hours, six participants’ epiphanies
occurred in the evening or at night. Almost one-quarter of our participants reported
that the epiphany experience was continuous (lasted) throughout different parts of
the day, and four of our participants were unsure or could not remember what time
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of day their epiphany occurred. Almost half (48%) of epiphanies occurred during
the summer months, with the fall season being the next most frequent (20%).
Notably, 16% of participants were unsure about the season in which their epiphany
occurred.
Duration: it was typical for participants to have difficulty articulating the duration
of their epiphany experiences. The most common response (32%) was that the
epiphany lasted for as long as the participant was in the Environmental Epiphany
place or performing the activity, while 18% of participants reported that their
experiences lasted mere seconds or were fleeting. There was a wide range of responses
to this question, from fleeting to four hours. As shown in Figure 1, there was no
clear pattern of duration for the whole dataset. However, duration patterns emerged
by epiphany type (see discussion below).
50
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Percentage of partcipants

40
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fleeting

1–5
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6–10
minutes

11–30
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31–60
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than 1
hour

As long as Not sure
in EE place
/ activity

Reported duration of epiphany

Figure 1: Participant-reported duration of Environmental Epiphany
Context: the majority (70%) of participants reported being in an unusual location
and/or engaging in an out-of-the-ordinary activity when their epiphanies occurred.
The remainder were doing their regular daily routines. A similar number of
participants (72%) said that they were not attempting to have this type of experience.
However, almost one-quarter reported attempting to have an experience of this
type, even if they did not think of it beforehand as an Environmental Epiphany.
These participants described themselves as being open to the possibility of a new and
unique experience. Despite this, 74% of participants reported that the experience
surprised them when it was happening. Almost two-thirds (62%) of our participants
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reported their experience as having a sudden rather than a gradual onset. However,
the participants described the ending as being mostly gradual (62%) rather than
sudden (38%). When participants were asked if other people played a significant
role or if their experiences were solitary events, over half (56%) of epiphanies were
reported to be solitary, while others reported one other person (14%) or a group
of people (14%) who had an influential role. Some (16%) reported that their
experiences included components that were experienced both individually and as
a group or with one other person.
Place: the places in which the Environmental Epiphanies occurred were as numerous
as the number of participants. However, a few categories emerged from our analyses
of participants’ responses of their epiphany places. As expected, since we recruited
all the participants from locations within the US, the majority of epiphanies took
place in the US, with 58% occurring in designated natural areas (e.g., wilderness
areas, national parks, national forests, and forest preserves), and 12% occurring
in other US locations, mostly on private property in an outdoor location. Some
(14%) participants experienced epiphanies in international locations outside the
US. Others experienced epiphanies inside their home (10%), or outside their home
in a yard (6%). Overall, 90% of participants’ epiphanies occurred outdoors. For
three-quarters of our participants, the significance of the place changed after their
epiphany experience.
Objects of interest: in addition to place, we assessed whether participants’ experiences
involved an object or focus of interest. In 68% of cases, participants included some
type of object of interest that played a central role in their Environmental Epiphany.
Although too numerous and varied to list, objects of interest included non-human
living things (i.e., butterfly, cicada, snake, dog, bluebird, and forests), other natural
phenomena (i.e., prairie, glacier, ravine, sun, volcano, mountains, and northern
lights), environments with water features (i.e., ocean, waterfall, and river), built
structures (i.e., the Acropolis), and media (i.e., Silent Spring, newspaper article,
and documentary).
Changes and persistence of change: one of our most substantial findings was that
80% of our participants reported changes in their environmental attitudes, values,
or behavior. In response to this item, participants discussed being more aware and
curious about the environment after experiencing the Environmental Epiphanies
that they reported. Some expressed feeling more connected to various aspects of
the environment. Many discussed specific changes they made, such as becoming
vegetarian or eliminating hazardous household chemicals. We also asked participants
about other changes (i.e., relationships, careers, and spiritual) that occurred due to
their epiphanies. Strikingly, when we asked how persistent the changes were that
participants made, 90% said that the changes they made after their Environmental
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Epiphanies either completely or mostly lasted until the date of their interview. Only
10% of participants noted that the changes had somewhat lasted and none of the
participants reported the changes not lasting at all.
Other Environmental Epiphanies: some participants who approached us about
the study had more than one experience that met the criteria of the study. In these
cases, we asked participants to describe the epiphany that was the most memorable
and stood out the most. Near the end of each interview, we asked participants about
any other Environmental Epiphanies that had occurred before or after the reported
one and, in some cases, they gave short descriptions of their other Environmental
Epiphanies. Most (70%) noted that the reported epiphany occurred first, but
once participants had experienced an epiphany, many (58%) were more likely to
experience subsequent ones.
Verifying mutual understanding of the Environmental Epiphany concept:
we wanted to determine if the term “Environmental Epiphany” made sense to
participants in the way in which we were using it. The majority (78%) of our
sample indicated that they agreed this phrase characterized their experience, 16%
preferred calling their experience something else (i.e., a spiritual epiphany, an “aha”
or “lightbulb” moment), and three people were unsure about what to call their
experiences or felt there were no words to describe what they had experienced. The
latter is often a characteristic of attempts to describe transcendent experiences or
strong emotions and is what James (1902) described as noetic but ineffable (p. 329).

Epiphany types
We developed a typology of Environmental Epiphanies in a 2007–2008 sample
of 34 participants (Merrick, 2008). Next, we performed grounded analyses on the
additional data from 16 participants, in part to test the validity of the typology.
While there is a risk of confirmation bias in doing this, we did not have access to an
independent reviewer. As we note later in this paper, we welcome data or analyses
that support, or dispute, this categorization. It is important to acknowledge that our
analyses may not have produced an exhaustive typology, or even the only possible
one, but they provide an idea of the roles and meanings that these experiences had
from the perspective of these participants. It also establishes a basis for exploring and
analyzing some of these findings in future research.
The types of Environmental Epiphanies emerged from our thematic content
analysis of the first interview item in which participants described, in as much
detail as they could recall, their epiphany experiences. From these descriptions, we
developed a hierarchical thematic coding scheme as described in the method section
above. We then coded all the epiphany descriptions and examined patterns across
the themes. Through this process, the different types of epiphanies emerged due
to the higher-level analysis of our qualitative themes. For a full discussion of how
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the typology was developed, please see the section “Epiphany types” in Vining and
Merrick (2012). Within this analysis, we also discovered that the types of epiphanies
varied in terms of the emotional and physical intensity by which participants
described them. The following coding categories informed our exploration of the
potential intensity of our typologies: types and frequency of positive and negative
emotions, speaking about an emotional context such as an outpouring or release of
emotions within which the experience occurred, physical sensations such as tingling
or merging, the mention of metaphysical phenomena, and the discussion of spiritual
or heightened experience. While we uncovered trends related to the intensity of these
experiences, more exploration of this phenomenon is needed to determine whether
these Environmental Epiphany types are qualitatively and universally different in
terms of emotional intensity.
We then examined frequencies of descriptive variables within each Environmental
Epiphany type. Although we conducted statistical analyses of descriptive findings
between the types, there were few statistically different differences. Moreover,
quantitative analyses of small occurrences are of dubious value. Thus, we opted to
evaluate the descriptive data within each type in a more conceptual sense and as of
interest to and heuristic of future research.
Our thematic analyses revealed five main types of epiphanies: Aesthetic, Intellectual,
Realization, Awakening, and Connectedness. Many of our participants discussed
themes that encompassed more than one type of epiphany; however, after prolonged
study of the transcripts it became clear which type of epiphany captured each
experience accurately. We report in Table 1 the frequencies of the primary types
of Environmental Epiphany or those that played a significant role in participants’
experiences. In some cases, we identified an additional epiphany type that served
as more of a backdrop or as a less important component of participants’ stories.
While we list the Environmental Epiphany types in order of frequency in Table 1,
we discuss them in an order that qualitatively reflects our developing understanding
of this phenomenon.
Table 1. Frequency of Environmental Epiphany Type
Environmental Epiphany Type

Primary Frequency

Secondary Frequency

3

11

Intellectual

4

3

Connectedness

10

3

Awakening

15

13

Realization

18

6

Total

50

36

Aesthetic
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Aesthetic Environmental Epiphanies: only 6% of participants experienced what
we categorized Aesthetic Epiphanies (i.e., visually appealing, awe-struck moments
in which participants were overwhelmed by the beauty or existence of something).
While just 3 out of 50 participants reported this as their primary experience, 11 more
described aspects of Aesthetic Epiphanies as underlying themes of their epiphany
stories and we include their data in this description. In these cases, the beauty of
a place often led to more profound epiphany experiences. Below are quotations
from two Environmental Epiphany reports that we categorized as Aesthetic:
They took us to this ravine and it was just stunning. It was just so beautiful right
then and there … so that really started my concentrated love for the environment.
[excerpt from participant interview]
Just to find a place like that where it was so peaceful and so expansive … And
just to be in that space that I never knew existed for like three hours. It was just
really relaxing and it inspired me to go to more places around where I live and just
investigate and walk around whenever I need a calming hour or two. [excerpt from
participant interview]

Our findings showed that Aesthetic Epiphanies occurred throughout participants’
lifespans in areas that are preserved and/or natural areas. They tended to have
an object of interest and occurred during daytime hours in the warmer months.
Aesthetic participants reported being in an unusual setting or performing a novel
activity. Only one participant was attempting to have this type of experience and
two reported being surprised. The onsets of Aesthetic Epiphanies tended towards
gradual while all Aesthetic participants reported the endings to be sudden, upon
leaving the Environmental Epiphany place. The three Aesthetic Epiphanies
occurred while other people were present. The duration of all Aesthetic Epiphanies
was more than 10 minutes. Further, the significance of the place changed for all
these participants. All Aesthetic participants reported changes in environmental
attitudes, values, or behavior. There were no discernable trends in the experience
of previous or subsequent Environmental Epiphanies. Some reported having
epiphanies before, and a couple communicated experiences occurring after their
reported Environmental Epiphany.
Our findings regarding the Aesthetic category must be interpreted cautiously due
to the frequency count. It is possible that potential Aesthetic Epiphany participants
might not have responded to our recruitment protocol that emphasizes a significant
shift in one’s relationship to nature. We report these findings because we find them
interesting in relation to the epiphany phenomenon, and because we see value in
their use to inform future research.
Intellectual Environmental Epiphanies: seven participants described experiences
in which they were exposed to new information that contributed to the shift in
their nature–self relationship, in these cases through the reading of text or watching
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a documentary. This was the primary type of epiphany present in four of our epiphany
stories. Intellectual insights played a secondary role in three other epiphany stories.
These experiences were the only ones in our dataset that were not place-based, but
they tended to result in profound and significant changes among the participants
who experienced them. In the following example, a participant discusses reading
a newspaper article about how chickens are raised and processed for consumer
consumption. In the excerpt below, she describes her next trip to the grocery store:
So, the next Sunday I went to do my grocery shopping and I walked around the
grocery store and I got some chicken breast and I put it in my basket. And at first,
I didn’t even get what was going on there. And I bought some other things and I’m
looking at the chicken. And I thought, okay, I can’t do this. And I put the chicken
back in the freezer thing. And it wasn’t like when I first picked up the chicken I had
any idea that something was different here, but I just remember looking at the
chicken and thinking about it. And I’ve never had meat since then. When I went
to buy it, it was just like, okay, I can’t do this. [excerpt from participant interview]

Examining the quantitative data with this Environmental Epiphany type contributed
to ideas for future research. In our sample, Intellectual Epiphanies occurred
throughout the lifespan in mostly home or other routine environments. The object
of interest was not a natural or outdoor object, but the text that the participants
read. Most participants could not recall what time of day or year it was, which
makes sense given that these experiences were not place-based. Following from this,
the epiphany place did not change in significance. For three out of four participants,
the Environmental Epiphany came as a surprise because they were generally
participating in daily routines during which they were not attempting to have an
epiphany experience. All Intellectual participants reported a sudden onset and three
out of four reported a gradual ending. Intellectual Epiphanies were exclusively
solitary experiences ranging from fleeting to 40 minutes in duration. All Intellectual
participants reported a significant and persistent change in environmental attitudes,
values, or behavior. Only one participant reported experiencing a subsequent
Environmental Epiphany.
Again, we must emphasize that this category of Environmental Epiphanies remained
relatively small in terms of frequency count. However, we wish to maintain the
qualitatively distinct characteristics of it as described above to leave open the
potential to explore similar experiences in the future.
Realization Environmental Epiphanies: Realization Epiphanies were the
most frequently occurring type of epiphany in our dataset, with 18 out of our
50 participants describing this as their primary type of epiphany and 6 out of 50
describing it as a secondary type of epiphany. Participants described these experiences
as moments in which they realized something, similar to an “aha” or a “lightbulb”
moment. This experience was described as an intense feeling of realizing something
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the participant may have previously known to be true, a new awareness, a shift in
awareness of options, a change in perspective, and overcoming challenges in nature.
Two participants described their Realization Epiphanies as follows:
And a couple of days before they [cicadas] started … before we really started to see
them everywhere, we had dandelions in the lawn and they came and sprayed. And
this was what was so disturbing to me because we started to notice a few days after
that that the ones [cicadas] that were emerging were deformed. And it made me
realize that there must have been something horrible in this lawn spray that this is
what it was doing to the cicadas. [excerpt from participant interview]
I feel like it’s stayed with me. In a way, I feel like it was sort of like it was there to
begin with and it this just sort of grounded it. It’s like the difference between, like
you can read about something and kind of hear stories that people have and then
when you have an experience, then it’s just a different kind of realization. [excerpt
from participant interview]

Realization Epiphanies occurred at every age category except ages 61–70, and in
every place category. About 60% of participants reported an object of interest that
accompanied Realization Epiphanies. Although Realization Epiphanies occurred all
times of the day and evening, more so than any other type of epiphany, participants
reported that the epiphanic feeling lasted for as long as they were engaging in the
Environmental Epiphany activity or place. Realization Epiphanies occurred during
all times of the year, with most (72%) occurring during the summer months.
Over 80% of Realization participants were performing an unusual activity or in
a novel place with nearly all (77%) not attempting to have an epiphany experience.
Consequently, Realization Epiphanies surprised 55% of participants. Half of
Realization participants reported a sudden onset and half reported a gradual onset.
Participants reported Realization endings as almost evenly split between sudden
endings (44%) and more gradual endings (55%). Two-thirds of the Realization
participants reported that at least one other person was present and part of the
experience. The majority (72%) of Realization participants reported a change
in their environmental attitudes, values, or behavior due to their experiences.
The participants also thought of the Environmental Epiphany place as more
significant than before the Environmental Epiphany occurred. Within this category
of participants, other Environmental Epiphanies were more present, with 28%
having had one before and 61% since the one they reported in this study.
Awakening Environmental Epiphanies: the second most frequently reported
primary Environmental Epiphany was Awakening Epiphanies. We viewed this
type as qualitatively different from Realization Epiphanies in that participants
described a new clarity or an eye-opening experience. Some Awakening
participants described being restored or healed by nature. They described these
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experiences as an awareness of the way things should be, a shift in consciousness,
or a new vividness. Participants described Awakening Epiphanies as life-changing,
life-affirming, transformative turning points:
And I was just so overcome, you know, I was crying. And I just thought, you know,
this is how it should be every day. And that our air and our mountains and our views
and everything just should be there for us always. And that struck my heart so hard
that I … this wasn’t a radical change in my plans, but it made me decide with a very
profound commitment to pursue a career in environment science. [excerpt from
participant interview]
And then I just … as he was talking, I just kind of looked up into the trees and the
sun was … had just gone behind the very top of the canopy. So I could see it kind
of coming through … the rays coming through. And the breeze was blowing and
I still remember this vividly … this image in particular. And at that moment, it just
happened very quickly. I just felt all anxiety, all worry, any tension just disappear.
And I … I never have ever felt that before. And it was just … it was an incredible
feeling. [excerpt from participant interview]
And at some point, I just got incredibly choked up with emotion. And it just hit me.
It was like a burst of awareness of … this is it. You know, like this is the meaning that
I’ve been looking for throughout my life. Like this is the feeling that I want to have.
And I became really emotional and just started … I was happy, but then I started
feeling like I was going to start crying. And then I just let myself cry. So, I was
like basically riding my bike and sobbing [chuckles] and just thinking about how
beautiful it was and how powerful it was. [excerpt from participant interview]

Awakening participants (including primary and secondary categories) outnumbered
all the other participant types with 15 participants reporting Awakening as their
primary Environmental Epiphany type and 13 having secondary Awakening
elements in their Environmental Epiphany descriptions. Awakening Epiphanies
occurred mostly before participants were 40 years of age. None of the Awakening
Epiphanies happened in the home environment and in most instances (60%)
participants were focusing on an object of interest at the time. Awakening Epiphanies
occurred evenly throughout times of day and year, excluding the winter months.
Like Realizations, Awakenings primarily occurred when participants (73%) were in
novel places or engaged in non-routine activities. While 20% of participants in this
category were attempting to have an Environmental Epiphany, all were surprised by
their experiences.
Two-thirds (66%) of Awakening participants reported sudden rather than gradual
onsets, and 73% of participants reported gradual endings. Only one-third of
participants reported other people having a role in their Environmental Epiphany.
Awakening experiences were fleeting in duration, although five lasted for as long
as the participants were in the Environmental Epiphany place or performing the
activity. All but one Awakening participant reported that the significance of the
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Environmental Epiphany place changed and most participants (73%) reported
changes in environmental attitudes, values, or behavior. Of the 15 participants,
eight reported experiencing previous Environmental Epiphanies and six experienced
subsequent Environmental Epiphanies.
Connectedness Environmental Epiphanies: Connectedness participants
reported moments of strong connectedness, feeling a part of a larger, universal
connectedness, or experiencing the interconnectedness of all. These participants
(10 primary and three secondary) described a change in perception related to their
feelings of connectedness with a higher power, nature, and the universe. We found
these experiences exhibited high levels of positive emotions and they were often
described as life-changing experiences. They sometimes had physiological effects
such as tingling, which was distinct from the other Environmental Epiphany types:
Just felt very free and very … once again, my experience was a union with everything
that is, not just the water, not just the surroundings, but everything that is. [excerpt
from participant interview]
And as I was leaving and going back to the house, a very strong feeling came over me
that … and this I did not expect at all … the only way I could describe it was that
I was … I had left my human family and entered a larger family. So I was like no
longer just the daughter of my human parents; I was the daughter of the universe.
[excerpt from participant interview]
I felt surrounded and I thought god is in nature and that on many levels, all my
senses were very acute. It was palpable. I felt like I could reach out and touch god.
I felt like I was enveloped or surrounded by god. And that’s the first time I’ve ever felt
that way. And it was such a profound feeling to me that it kind of altered my view
of religion. It was kind of strange in that I had never felt anything like that before.
[excerpt from participant interview]

Connectedness experiences occurred mostly in participants aged between 20 and
50 years old and in all the place categories. The majority (80%) of participants
included an object of interest that precipitated the epiphany. All but one participant,
who could not remember the time of their Environmental Epiphany, reported
Connectedness Epiphanies occurring during daytime hours. Participants also
reported that Connectedness Epiphanies occurred during all times of year except
spring months. Interestingly, half of Connectedness Epiphanies occurred during
routine situations, while the other half occurred when participants were engaged in
unusual activities or visiting novel places. More so than any other type of epiphany,
Connectedness participants (40%) were attempting to have an Environmental
Epiphany. Despite this, 70% reported being surprised by the experience.
For 7 out of 10 participants, their Connectedness Epiphanies were sudden with
a gradual ending. The majority (80%) of Connectedness Epiphanies were solitary
and most were quite brief. When we asked about the duration of these experiences,
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half of these participants reported having only fleeting or seconds-long epiphanies.
Although the Connectedness Epiphanies were brief and did not last for as long as
the participant was in the Environmental Epiphany place, 80% of Connectedness
participants reported that the place grew more significant with time. Nearly all
(90%) of participants reported changes in their environmental attitudes, values,
or behavior. Most of the participants had not experienced previous Environmental
Epiphanies; however, experiencing this type of epiphany led to subsequent
Environmental Epiphanies for 90% of the participants.

Discussion
We now have some basic information regarding the experience of Environmental
Epiphanies. We know that these experiences can happen at any time of life, even
as early as toddlerhood, and that they are often very memorable experiences that
persist for years. Although our participants reported Environmental Epiphanies
occurring at almost all times of day and seasons of the year, most happened during
daylight hours and in seasons that support higher levels of outdoor activities.
It is possible for an Environmental Epiphany to last anywhere from a fleeting
moment to several hours, and this is largely tied to the amount of time spent in
the Environmental Epiphany setting. The novelty of the Environmental Epiphany
place and activity were significant to our respondents, as was the element of
surprise. Most Environmental Epiphanies had a sudden onset and gradual ending
rather than the opposite. Environmental Epiphanies can happen with others
present and involved or be an entirely solitary experience. Most were place-based,
occurring in protected or natural areas, and attachment to these places increased
because of the experience. Environmental Epiphanies were stimulated by various
objects of interest. The experience of Environmental Epiphanies resulted in
persistent environmental and other significant life changes. We also know that
experiencing an Environmental Epiphany was associated with the experience
of subsequent Environmental Epiphanies. While only 30% of our participants
reported Environmental Epiphanies before the one that was most memorable, 58%
reported having subsequent Environmental Epiphanies. Finally, for the most part,
participants approved of our use of the term “Environmental Epiphany” to represent
what they experienced.
Our grounded analyses revealed five distinct types of Environmental Epiphanies.
Aesthetic Epiphanies involve the recognition of beauty and the existential and
aesthetic value of nature. Intellectual Epiphanies are less place-based and are more
cerebral insights about human–nature interactions. Realizations are more common
and involve a new awareness, awareness of a different option, a change in perspective,
or overcoming a challenge in nature. Awakening Epiphanies are defined by clarity,
vividness, a shift of consciousness, and insights about the ways human–nature
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relationships should be. Finally, Connectedness Epiphanies are characterized by
a sense of oneness, unification, or a connection with a larger whole. We encourage
future research to explore, challenge, and build upon this proposed typology.
Our proposed typology of Environmental Epiphanies is similar to other conceptions
of epiphany-like experiences. For example, James (1902) wrote about six gradations
of mystical experiences including a simple realization, which resembles our
Realization category. Miller and C’de Baca (2001) also found a realization type
in their studies of insights and epiphanies. Maslow (1964) described experiences
of becoming one with the universe that resemble our Connectedness Epiphanies.
Williams and Harvey (2001) found themes of unification with a higher entity in
their study of transcendent experiences that is also analogous to our Connectedness
category. Our results mirror Chenoweth and Gobster’s (1990) aesthetic component
of the ecology of the experience. Their findings are also related to our analyses
of the onset, duration, and significance of the epiphany place. Finally, Kals et al.
(1999) and others (e.g., Schultz et al., 2004) have included feelings of oneness scales
(Connectedness) to study the relationship of this construct to other variables.
We used a slightly altered version of Miller and C’de Baca’s (2001) interview protocol,
as they also examined insights and epiphanies. We were able to corroborate four
of their characteristics of personal transformation. Our Environmental Epiphany
participants reported memorable and vivid accounts of their strongly emotional
experiences. Many were not attempting to have an Environmental Epiphany and
were surprised by them. Their Environmental Epiphanies were mostly benevolent
experiences characterized by positive emotions. These experiences and their
consequences were also very enduring. Our results also revealed themes like those
described as restorative benefits of nature (Kaplan, 1995) such as being away and
fascination.
One of the most striking findings is that the Environmental Epiphany phenomenon
appears to have common elements across participants, as well as major significance
within the lives of the participants. It was not difficult to recruit participants for this
study and we often had more volunteers than resources to collect their data. Many of
our participants reported not having communicated their experiences to anyone until
they participated in this study, which led to expressions of strong and vivid emotions
during the interviews. This demonstrated to us that although these experiences are
very special and significant they are not a part of our common vernacular. Perhaps
if experiences such as Environmental Epiphanies were more a part of collective
understanding, people would better reflect on and more readily comprehend the
insights they gained through their experiences. Our study of this phenomenon has
cemented our hunch that Environmental Epiphanies are an important phenomenon
to study that has exciting implications. Although our participants’ accounts of their
experiences overlap with elements of previous epiphany-like studies, we are more
certain now than ever that epiphanies associated with nature are worthy phenomena
to study on their own.
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We found it striking how similar our participants’ epiphany stories were to each other.
With a dataset this large, our thematic and typological account of Environmental
Epiphanies uncovered more similarities than differences. Regardless of typology
category, most participants described being in novel places or performing new
activities, traveling or journeying, experiencing positive emotions, recreational and
physical activities, and connection to other people.
We believe that the places where our participants’ Environmental Epiphanies
occurred hold great significance in this study and in existing literature on placebased emotion. This is another area that we hope to study further to determine if
there are aspects of the place that elicit these types of experiences. In particular, novel
places or activities played a significant role in most of our participants’ descriptions
of Environmental Epiphanies. However, there was also a type of Environmental
Epiphany that was not place-based (Intellectual), defined by a cognitive change but
still resulting in a shift of the perception of the self–nature relationship. If place plays
a significant role, these types of experiences have land management implications like
those in other studies of special places (e.g., Schroeder, 2002).
Objects of interest also played crucial roles in our participants’ experiences of
Environmental Epiphanies. However, an object of interest was not a required
element of the Environmental Epiphany experience. The common characteristics
of these objects of interest deserve empirical attention, as well as the role they play
in the different Environmental Epiphanies.

Limitations, future directions, and conclusions
Although we benefited greatly from the thick descriptions (Geertz, 1973) of our
participants, our ability to determine statistical significance for our comparisons
of quantitative responses between typology categories was limited. This was partly
because the number of participants classified into each Environmental Epiphany
type was small and because we made an explicit trade-off for qualitative exploration
with a lower, but still important, emphasis on quantitative data. A stronger focus
on the more descriptive aspects of Environmental Epiphanies would be helpful
in characterizing the phenomenon in a more quantitative way. Similarly, the
demographics of our convenience sample are more homogenous than the general
population. This homogeneity prevented testing of demographic differences
among the typologies. In this study, we relied on interviews, self-reports, and selfselection, each of which require decisions regarding methodological advantages
and disadvantages. These are all important considerations in designing research on
a phenomenon that is not necessarily experienced by a wider population.
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We used the convenience sampling method to explore this phenomenon in as
many participants as resources would allow. We attempted to recruit from multiple
sites and include a diverse population within the confines of our time, locations,
and resources. In addition, the number of participants does not reflect a point of
saturation in all categories of the results (e.g., epiphany types), as might be expected
in a qualitative exploration. We plan for the study of Environmental Epiphanies to
be an ongoing one that can build on the exploratory knowledge we gained from
this study.
These limitations may be addressed in future research as we and others continue
explorations of the phenomenon of Environmental Epiphanies using various
methodological tools. One of the most pronounced questions that has emerged thus
far in our work is the number of people who have experienced an Environmental
Epiphany. It is important to ask whether this type of experience is a factor of
privilege or access to places that seem to elicit Environmental Epiphanies. Exploring
these types of experiences in more diverse populations seems essential in our
understanding of them.
Through our grounded analyses, we have proposed a typology of Environmental
Epiphanies. We see this typology as a model to build upon, but other investigators
may find other kinds of typologies, or identify nuances related to the experience of
these epiphanies within our typology.
Research such as this not only helps to build the foundation for basic research that
will enable a better understanding of the psychological nature of Environmental
Epiphanies, it can also guide environmental managers and officials. One key
factor could be the positive change in conservation attitudes and behavior that
were mentioned by many of our participants—something that requires additional
research. Moreover, Vining (1992) has demonstrated that land managers and officials
have strong emotions regarding the environment. Anecdotal evidence gathered
during conversations with such individuals supports the idea that Environmental
Epiphanies are likely experienced by these individuals and likely guide their
management philosophies and actions, as well as being important factors in their
career choices.
The following is a list of general suggestions to public land managers and environmental
educators and interpreters based on what we know about Environmental Epiphanies:
• provide opportunities for Environmental Epiphanies by ensuring that the public
continues to have access to natural areas with room for solitary contemplation
• cater to a large variety of visitors
• create more activities that promote initial exposure to natural areas
• offer group and guided activities outside the everyday
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• incorporate place attachment into land management strategies
• help to preserve natural areas as special places with input from the public
• incorporate the role of emotions in public policy and interactions with the public
(i.e., volunteer management and decision-making)
• provide opportunities such as storytelling events for the public to share epiphanylike experiences to provide a supportive network that encourages the endurance
of any environmental attitude or behavioral change.
We have discussed the main descriptive elements of a unique type of human–
nature experience, Environmental Epiphanies. Using a grounded theory approach,
we identified five distinct types of Environmental Epiphanies and characterized the
nature of the descriptive data for each type of epiphany. Based on our work, we
believe that Environmental Epiphanies may be important psychological phenomena
and that they also have environmental planning and management implications. It is
our hope that our work will provide a foundation to explore these meaningful life
experiences in more detail.
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Climate Change and Society:
Sociological Perspectives
Edited by Riley E. Dunlap and Robert J. Brulle
New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 480 pp., 2015
ISBN: 978-0-19935-611-9

Reviewed by Thomas J. Burns1 and Leslie Riggle Miller2

This book is the final report of the Task Force on Sociology and Global Climate
Change, which was commissioned by the American Sociological Association.
This is an edited volume of 13 chapters, cowritten by a team of 39 sociologists.
In the opening essay, Brulle and Dunlap situate the volume by pointing out the
alarming and precipitous anthropogenic climate change that we face at the dawn of
the Third Millennium (e.g., American Association for the Advancement of Science
Climate Science Panel, 2014). While the discipline of sociology is over a century
old, and environmental sociology has been in existence for the last four decades, the
relationship of humankind with the natural environment has yet to be embraced as
a core part of the discipline. In fact, much of the theorization and modeling of social
systems tends to go on as if the external environment were barely worth considering.
This volume has the potential to make progress on two fronts. First and foremost,
it represents a long-overdue accounting of some of the myriad contributions that
sociological research necessarily makes to discussions about climate change—
discussions that tend to be long on natural and physical science, but are typically
lacking in the social sciences, particularly sociology. Second and more modestly,
though still importantly, the volume may help to raise the consciousness of
sociologists regarding the folly of continuing to treat humankind’s relationship with
the environment as if it were less than central to the human condition.
Each of the chapters makes a contribution in its own right; in aggregate, the volume
stands as a work that covers a considerable array of the aspects of climate change.
The editors bookend nine substantive chapters with an opening and closing chapter
of their own. Brulle and Dunlap (p. 8) point out that much of the social science
that is incorporated in social science discourse and policy discussions tends to
be individual-level analysis of the sort favored by psychologists and free market
economists. This volume goes considerably beyond that.
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In the first part of the volume, the chapters focus on the central driving forces
of climate change. Rosa, Rudel, York, Jorgenson, and Dietz build on the IPAT
model (in which environmental Impact is a function of Population, Affluence and
Technology, typically working more interactively than in a simple additive way).
They consider the role of culture and look at how environmental international
nongovernmental organizations can, under certain circumstances, serve to mitigate
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions on the macro level. They point out that, with the
increasing economic integration of most nations around the world, it has become
easier for developed and powerful nations to externalize major portions of their
environmental impacts, such as pollution-heavy production and toxic dumping, to
less-powerful and poorer nations. In effect, this globalizes the commons problem as
never before, redounding disproportionally in the environment and public health.
In addressing these issues, Rosa, Rudel, York, Jorgenson, and Dietz argue that it
is crucial to move “beyond technical fixes and consider the social, political, and
economic structures that condition human behavior and resource exploitation”
(p. 52).
In their chapter on “Market Organizations and Environments,” Perrow and Pulver
point out that while “human choices are at the root of everything, [they are]
given effect by larger organizational structures” (p. 61). They focus their analysis
on the organizational drivers of GHG pollution and mitigation. They see these
organizations both as independent actors and as part of a larger organizational
field that is characterized by “institutional isomorphism” and follows a “collective
rationality.” They find that a “range of organizational characteristics shape firms’
environmental pollution profiles” (p. 66); the larger the organization, the greater its
releases per quantity of chemical used. An insidious stratagem that companies use to
protect themselves from liability, taxes, and public scrutiny is multiple subsidiaries.
Owing to recent legal changes in response to well-funded lobbying efforts, this has
become more viable for companies and harder for regulators and researchers to
track. The authors note that research on the organizational determinants of GHG
emissions has been hamstrung by the paucity of available data (p. 67). That said,
the technology currently exists to reduce carbon emission by 90% or more (p. 85).
What is needed is an organizational structure, embedded in a larger cultural ethos,
that can sustain such a reduction.
Ehrhardt-Martinez and Schor, with Abrahamse, Alkon, Axsen, Brown, Shwom,
Southerton, and Wilhite, draw on the IPAT model in their chapter on “Consumption
and Climate Change.” In looking at household level consumption, they adduce
a number of provocative findings that challenge some of the generally accepted
theories. They draw on the combined effects of status, class and culture to try to
make sense of the widely studied, but poorly understood, gap between people’s
environmental attitudes and their actual behavior (pp. 100–102). They point out
that individuals may profess pro-environmental attitudes but lead high-impact
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lives; this is because of the type of conspicuous consumption, articulated by Veblen
over a century ago, that holds sway over their social positions and, perhaps, their
identities. Yet, this can change; for example, individuals will often conform to
a “neighborhood effect,” becoming more green in their own consumption patterns
as a result of strengthening environmental norms in their local area. The authors
argue that the greatest barrier to using green products is not attitudes, but cost
(p. 114). For example, when mass marketers, such as Walmart, have made organic
foods available, the competition has driven down prices among other providers,
such as whole foods markets. In this case, the lower cost and availability of organic
produce was met with an increase in consumption. The authors also highlight
the well-documented attribution biases in the attitudes that justify consumption
patterns that manage (or fail to address) climate change, noting that these have
unequal consequences. They point out a substantial body of evidence that shows
that people of color, indigenous people, and poor and immigrant communities are
typically subject to higher levels of exposure to pollution and other hazards than more
privileged communities. The most adversely affected tend to have limited access to
the decision-making power structures that lend such practices legitimacy, which
means that the process tends to perpetuate. For example, individuals who benefit
from fossil fuel industries are more likely to turn a “blind eye” to problems with
activities such as fracking or attempts to minimize carbon emissions (pp. 114–115).
The second section of the volume considers the impacts of climate change and their
complex connections with social processes. The chapter by Harlan, Pellow, and
Roberts, with Bell, Holt, and Nagel, focuses on “Climate Justice and Inequality.”
The authors offer three reasons why climate change is a justice issue: 1) social
inequalities cause unsustainable levels of GHG emissions; 2) the rich and the poor
experience the impacts of climate change in a variety of different ways; and 3)
policies, which are to manage climate change, not only produce differing effects,
but also disproportionately exclude “the poor and the powerless” (p. 127). They
draw on theoretical perspectives to understand issues in climate justice, such as
C. W. Mills who described the “power elite”—a group of people with top-ranking
positions in the military, politics, and economy who control institutions in ways
that threaten equal opportunity (p. 131). At the same time, the authors posit that
even the most defenseless groups can “have agency and … organize to resist climate
injustice” (p. 131). They point out that wealthier nations consume “more than
three times their share” (p. 127) of CO2 emissions and that poorer nations are less
responsible for creating today’s environmental issues. Marginalized nations are at
a greater risk of “suffering worst and first,” (p. 128) leaving wealthier nations in
a “climate debt” (p. 134). Climate debt refers to groups who bear most of the
responsibility of climate change and are responsible for repaying their “debt” to
less developed nations who are suffering the most. The authors make the case that
understanding climate change problems equates to understanding disparities in
“wealth, power, and privilege” (p. 128) between the affluent and more vulnerable.
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However, wealthier nations are hesitant to address this disparity because addressing
reasons for climate change means addressing their own patterns of overconsumption
(p. 127). It is important to understand that overconsumption is largely driven by
peoples’ desire for status within society and, further, that cutting back on fossil fuels
is linked in many peoples’ minds to reducing or eliminating economic growth. The
authors posit the following four principles to define climate justice: 1) there should
be “equity in distributing the burdens and sharing the benefits” of climate change
(p. 136); 2) marginalized groups should be able to participate in the “governance
and management of climate change” (p. 136); 3) individuals must have the freedom
and capability to make choices that affect their lives; and 4) climate justice entails
rebuilding relations that were broken historically, “correcting past wrongs against
humanity, and restoring the Earth” (p. 136). The authors ask: “who has the right to
control the Earth’s common space?” (pp. 143–144). They argue that marginalized
groups should have the ability to participate in discussions, not only wealthy parties
(p. 145), and contend that any attempt to mitigate the effects of climate change
must address the underlying issues of global capitalism (p. 149). They conclude
that while sociology, as a discipline, has been essential in addressing inequalities and
injustices, there is a need for interdisciplinary cooperation (p. 153) that will assist in
moving a climate change agenda forward.
In their chapter on “Adaptation to Climate Change,” Carmin, Tierney, Chu,
Hunter, Roberts, and Shi point out that “social and institutional dynamics are
critical to understanding and advancing climate change adaptation” (p. 168).
By definition, adaptation is the process by which communities adjust to current
or expected climate effects, with the intention of lessening destruction and
vulnerability or using opportunities that will benefit human systems. Like Harlan
et al., the authors of this chapter maintain that the powerless and the poor are
more sensitive to climate change impacts and extreme weather events. Given the
disparities induced by political and economic decisions, they liken adaptation to
climate change to a social challenge (p. 165). They posit three key pathways for
decreasing exposure and increasing adaptive capacity: 1) structural, 2) institutional,
and 3) societal adaptation (pp. 166–168, Table 6.1). Structural measures include
“redirecting rivers,” “environmental monitoring systems,” and “reestablishing
wetlands” (p. 168). Institutional measures include “zoning and land use regulations,”
“slum upgrading programs,” and “development aid” (p. 168). Societal adaptation
measures include “technical assistance and training programs; public education,”
“water quality monitoring; epidemiological monitoring,” “retreat and migration,”
and “food banks; livelihood replacement” (p. 168). The authors conclude with
a call for interdisciplinary approaches to tackling the challenges of climate change
adaptation techniques (p. 185). Their research shows that having interdisciplinary
contributions to this vital and persistent issue of climate change facilitates
deeper understandings of the mechanisms that encourage adaptation techniques
to ameliorate social vulnerabilities, as well as the circumstances that continue to
perpetuate those vulnerabilities (p. 185).
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Ehrhardt-Martinez, Rudel, Norgaard, and Broadbent discuss mitigation efforts for
reducing GHGs emissions in their chapter “Mitigating Climate Change.” They draw
on sociological approaches to understanding mitigation efforts, such as international
regime theory (p. 217), ecological modernization theory (p. 217), world society
theory (p. 218), and the theory of global environmental systems (p. 220). They
argue that the effects of climate change on society and ecosystems may be minimized
through two pathways: mitigation and adaptation (p. 199). Mitigation includes
reducing GHGs, whereas adaptation refers to our capacity to live with the changes
that occur from climate change (p. 199). Current mitigation efforts are subpar and
have a long way to go before becoming sufficient. The authors make a case for
using a hybrid policy approach for evaluating mitigation; such an approach would
include recognizing global inequalities, understanding historical influences, and
challenging assumptions (p. 223). Further, they argue that significant mitigation
efforts will require fundamental changes within the nested nature of economic and
social structures (pp. 199, 203) at the micro, meso, and macro levels.
In “Civil Society, Social Movements, and Climate Change,” Caniglia, Brulle, and
Szasz discuss climate change mobilization within society and within “international,
national, and cross-national levels” (p. 235). They explain that social movements
within civil society are “central actors in fostering social change” (p. 236) and that
changing the collective foundation entails social movements “framing grievances”
(p. 236) in relatable ways. However, the authors argue that framing alone is futile
for broad-scale mobilization (p. 237). They pose an important question: “how does
the movement try to make its case, build its influence, and become effective enough
to change what it seeks to change?” (pp. 237, 248, Table 8.3). According to the
authors, the dominant viewpoint in framing climate change efforts is ecological
modernization, which focuses on “technological development, economic expansion,
and the growth of environmental governance” (p. 245) in producing and lessening
ecological issues. Central to this theory is the idea that all levels of society (i.e., social,
economic, and governmental) can deal with the ecological problems; therefore, it is
unnecessary to have “radical structural changes in industrial society” (p. 245). The
authors conclude that, while there are several voices in the movement for climate
change, critical pieces of information get overlooked (p. 260). They call for further
research in the areas of organizational structure (p. 261), strategy and tactics,
resource mobilization (p. 262), framing climate change, and the impacts of political
opportunity structure.
In “Public Opinion on Climate Change,” Shwom, McCright, and Brechin, with
Dunlap, Marquart-Pyatt, and Hamilton, discuss how broader social factors shape
public opinion on climate change. Drawing from research on social psychology
theories, they find that socially constructed individual-level characteristics impact
differences in opinion on climate change (p. 282). They posit that variation
in public opinion over time may be due to changes in things like “economic
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conditions, media discourse, new scientific findings, or even climate change itself ”
(p. 282). They raise an important point regarding how scholars study climate change
trends. Temperature change indicators have been studied in a wide range of ways
with “no standard for comparison” (p. 285). Less than a handful of studies have
used multilevel modeling in their analyses. Multilevel modeling is important in
determining whether respondents are non-independent (clustered), which may
account for a significant portion of the variation in the outcome (Hox, 2010). They
conclude by suggesting four avenues for future research: 1) “how individuals’ climate
change views translate into household actions to mitigate climate change” (p. 287);
2) “the influence that climate change views have on individuals’ participation in
political activities or collective action to address climate change” (p. 287); 3) the
“extent to which climate change public opinion influences public policy through
our democratic processes” (p. 287); and 4) the “extent to which climate change
public opinion can influence corporate actions on climate change directly” (p. 289).
In their chapter, “Challenging Climate Change: The Denial Countermovement,”
Dunlap and McCright interrogate the denial campaigns of anthropogenic climate
change. They outline the conditions, both historically and culturally, that help to
explain why there is such opposition to working on a solution for climate change
(p. 301). At the heart of such opposition are conservative think tanks that “spawn
an enormous amount of denial information” (p. 312). Denial campaigns are
further perpetuated by conservative politicians, conservative media outlets, and the
recent emergence of “the denial blogosphere” (p. 317) that reaches wide audiences
through social media (p. 318). The authors contend that more attention needs to be
devoted to examining “the international coordination of denial activities” (p. 319)
to understand the complexity and variation of the denial movement. They argue
that the “time is ripe for … sociologists” in the denial countermovement (p. 321)
and suggest two key research priorities: 1) the use of theory to help explain the
“emergence, structure, and impacts of organized climate change denial” (p. 320);
and 2) the use of longitudinal studies to “fully capture the evolution of the structure,
dynamics, and tactics of the denial countermovement” (p. 321).
Antonio and Clark discuss social theories that “criticize or formulate alternatives to
the normative directions of research” (p. 334) in their chapter “The Climate Change
Divide in Social Theory.” The social theories they discuss address meaningful
concerns and incorporate a diverse set of methodologies (p. 334). The authors
contend that theories about climate change and capitalism, taken together, “offer
an extensive analysis of the workings and development of the modern economic
system” (p. 352). They describe the opposing nature of the constructionist versus
realist viewpoints and maintain that what is needed, in terms of acknowledging the
issues and limitations of science, is “critical reflexivity” (p. 356). The argue that an
essential topic for policy discussion and theoretical debate is the “question of whether
global economic growth is the fundamental driver of climate change” (p. 359).
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In their chapter, “Methodological Approaches for Sociological Research on Climate
Change,” Marquart-Pyatt, Jorgenson, and Hamilton examine various challenges
and approaches in climate change research. They argue that integrative scholarship,
which is the incorporation of environmentally relevant variables to “delve further
into the ‘nature, causes, and extent’” (p. 370) of connections between society and
the environment, is fundamental to climate change research. They point out that
integrated research should focus on how weather affects views on the climate,
such as “time scales … functional forms … weather indicators … and physical/
social environments” (p. 373). This chapter includes examples of how space and
time are relevant factors in the “integration of environmental and climate data
for sociological research” (p. 369). The authors observe that SEM and multilevel
modeling techniques are most appropriate for tackling “challenging issues related
to the society-environment interface in general and climate change in particular”
(p. 398). Further, they maintain that sociologists are well suited to face this challenge
given the breadth of analytical methods that are part of their training (p. 403).
In the closing essay, Dunlap and Brulle complete the wide-ranging volume
with thoughts on the future. They provide questions for future research and
recommendations that will assist with the integration of sociological research on
climate change. The authors contend that initiatives such as the United States Global
Change Research Program and the International Social Science Council ignore the
unique set of skills that social scientists bring to this important research (p. 419),
and maintain that “what is needed is more sociological attention to climate change”
(p. 425). They observe that social science’s role is not merely to provide advice or
input to governmental organizations, but “to contribute to society’s reflexive capacity
for addressing climate change” (p. 426). Their conclusion is noteworthy: that “one
of the most pressing contributions our field can make is to legitimate big questions,
especially the ability of the current global economic system to take the steps needed
to avoid catastrophic climate change” (p. 429).
This is a landmark work in a number of ways. The work itself is first-rate and deserves
a serious reading. Scholars and policy-makers would do well to take the time to
work through the entire volume. Short of that, individual chapters have stand-alone
value and can be of use in graduate seminars.
As brilliant as the founders and early thinkers in the discipline of sociology were,
they failed to see humankind’s relationship with the environment as central
(for outstanding attempts to reread classical sociological authors in environmentally
conscious ways see Foster, 1999; Moore, 2015; O’Connor, 1998). The discipline
has been hobbled ever since. With the advent of environmental sociology over
four decades ago (Dunlap was, and remains, one of the central figures; see Catton
& Dunlap, 1978; Dunlap & Catton, 1979; Dunlap, 2008), sociology has been
increasingly facing up to the challenge of acknowledging the centrality of the
environment. Environmental sociologists have worked in earnest since the 1970s
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and have made considerable progress (for a review see Burns & Caniglia, 2017),
yet many of the main journals in the discipline only publish environmental articles
sporadically. It is high time for sociology to acknowledge the human–environmental
interface as the master social problem of the Anthropocene Age. If humankind fails
to address it, the others become moot by default. This volume has the potential to be
a landmark work; in years to come, the discipline may look back on it as a watershed
moment in the rise of environmental consciousness.
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Sea: “Working the Ground” in Scotland
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Reviewed by Timothy P. Clark1

Howard’s (2017) Environment, Labour and Capitalism at Sea examines changes
in marine and aquatic food systems, labour relations, and technology through
the perspective of a Scottish fishing community. Howard utilises a well-grounded
critical materialist perspective to frame their ethnographic study, which helps them
to analyse how structural changes in political economy affect the daily lives of
Scottish fishers. Environment, Labour and Capitalism at Sea unpacks the broader
social forces that mediate interactions between human beings and their marine
environment while simultaneously drawing out the individual stories and life
histories of Scottish fishers.
Howard’s (2017) theoretical framing and methodological approach allows them to
detail what they call ‘histories of the present’ (pp. 18). In doing so, they successfully
account for the effects of capitalist commodification on the sea and the people who
rely upon it. Thus, Howard’s work provides ethnographic context that pairs well
with similar studies such as Longo et al.’s (2015) historical analysis of fisheries,
commodification, and the socioecological tragedies that accompany abrupt shifts
to meet the demands of a capitalist market. Howard does not portray the fishers
as victims or dupes but as individuals who cope with, and actively struggle against,
larger social forces.
Howard’s focus on human labour; what Marx (1976, pp. 284) called our ‘life-activity’
by which we realise our purpose, enables them to lucidly draw out these complexities.
Howard’s emphasis on work and labour relations also guides an explication of vast
and rapid changes in human environmental relations in Scotland’s fisheries. For
example, the socioeconomic dependence on prawns stemmed from the fact that
‘everything else ran out’ (Howard, 2017, pp. 81) after the rise of commercial fishing.
As a result of socio-structural forces, the once ecologically diverse marine system
became a prawn monoculture. Locals could no longer catch and share popular and
formerly abundant fish such as herring. Instead, they were forced to purchase these
fish at a high cost from corporate-owned supermarkets. In this example, the reader
1
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is shown how fishers must adapt and struggle against ecological pressures that stem
from, and contribute to, broader rifts in the global marine ecosystem (Clausen &
Clark, 2005).
Howard (2017) argues that the capitalist political economy structures an ideological
understanding of the sea. They posit that the inherent characteristics of labour
at sea, such as the danger and hostility of the environment, conceal the sociostructural forces that make work at sea riskier. They present the pain and suffering
of fishers who have lost friends and suffered trauma while undertaking sea-work,
and augment these stories with an economic and social history of declining boat
ownership and rising market competition in the fishery. Howard (2017) argues
that it is these forces that drive perilous behaviour at sea, such as longer voyages
and more risky trawl manoeuvres. Howard (2017) details how capitalist market
pressures compelled skippers to forego boat maintenance and equipment upgrades.
With this analysis, the reader is familiarised with the age and history of the boats
and their technologies, the evolution of labour tactics at sea, and the processes by
which people in the community know and understand the sea and their work as
fishers. Howard’s (2017) work critiques the structural imperatives of capital through
the lens of what of Zizek (2008), Bourdieu (2000), and other social theorists term
systemic, or symbolic, violence as perceived and experienced in the life histories
of Scottish fishers.
Howard’s utilisation of an embedded ethnography in which they ingratiate themselves
as an active member of the fishing community is effective for the purposes of this
book. They befriend, interview, and work with community members of different
ages and experiences. This allows them to provide a rich description of the effects of
agro-ecological change on the community. Howard enriches their qualitative work
with reviews of the economic, ecological, and social history of the fishery and its
changes in catches, profits, and corporate ownership.
At times, the book can feel disjointed. In an attempt to avoid a reductive perspective,
some chapters seem forced. While interesting, the chapters about naming places at
sea and rethinking navigation are a departure from the theme: how structural forces
of capital induce violence, suffering, and alienation between human beings and the
sea. However, this is a minor criticism. Howard’s work succeeds in the overall aim.
It is well written and emotive. The honest portrayal of the suffering of conflicted
fishers who struggle against forces beyond their control aids in our understanding
of the root causes of environmental change and the metabolic relationship between
humankind and nature. Readers who study environmental sociology, food, and
agricultural systems would do well to read Howard’s work.
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Environment in Belo Horizonte, Brazil,
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Reviewed by Nicholas A. Jackson1

Because food is such a fundamental aspect of existence, the discussion of food tends
to mirror whatever advantages and shortcomings exist in public discourse as a whole
and also those associated with historical and geographic power relations (Giroux,
2014). The risks of questioning the current dominance of corporate agri-business
are clearly stated by the University of Florida’s chair of Horticultural Sciences,
Kevin Folta. In response to a letter that Chappell (and I) signed criticizing the
“pro‑science vs. anti-science” GMO advocacy film Food Evolution, he suggested
that the signatories “hold deep beliefs against technology.” He went on to state
that “as a university administrator, I really have to question the judgment of these
folks. Would you sign your name to a public document that says climate change is
a hoax?” (Folta, 2017; Montenegro et al., 2017).
Chappell has extensive training and experience in ecology, food and engineering,
and he does not directly confront academic–corporate disciplinary techniques (such
as Folta’s above) in his book Beginning to End Hunger. However, the nature of his
argument makes clear that he is well aware of this landscape. Chappell’s study of
Belo Horizonte is supported by eight key postulates. First, there is currently more
than enough food for everybody in the world. Second, there is more than enough
food within most countries. Third, if diet and waste are addressed, we currently have
enough food for 9–10 billion people. Fourth, current population estimates ‘bake in’
existing oppression of women. Fifth, during a typical famine or drought, there is
usually enough food relatively nearby to prevent widespread hunger and starvation.
Sixth, problems of diet and waste have led to a reality where some eat unhealthy
amounts of certain foods while others do not have adequate access to food. “More
confusing yet, sometimes these people are one and the same” (p. 26). Seventh,
farmers and rural laborers make up most of the world’s hungry, but more food is not
necessarily the answer. Eighth, most of the recent decrease in hunger has not been
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due to increased food production, but rather to clean water and sanitation as well
as gender equity. Fundamentally, Belo Horizonte has demonstrated the importance
of accountable and responsive democratic institutions.
Chappell prefaces his case study by addressing the general academic–corporate
landscape (though not specifically the disciplining) and cautions that “we must
recognize that the stories we tell ourselves [including about food] often circulate
not because they are true, but because they are useful in maintaining some political
systems that many of us would otherwise question” (p. 6). Chappell suggests that
these stories fall into three tendencies. The technocratic neo-productivist tendency
derives from Mathusian ‘population pressure’ arguments, where scarcity of food is
the problem. He uses the appellation we-bono to categorize this tendency to blame
others as the first principle and presents evidence that the facts do not support
this. The second tendency covers Sen’s work about entitlements and the Food and
Agriculture Organization’s approach to food security (FAO, 2003; Sen, 2013).
While the entitlement and food security approaches go beyond productivity to
distribution, they do so primarily through individualist and ahistorical orientations.
By prominently featuring Rocha’s Five A’s framework (2007)—availability,
accessibility, acceptability, appropriateness, and agency—Chappell argues that these
approaches lack agency. The third tendency focuses squarely on “power, justice
and distribution as key questions to be dealt with from the very start” (p. 59).
Food justice (and especially food sovereignty) movements view access to food as
intertwined with all aspects of political systems, particularly self-determination and
democracy. In short, food justice and sovereignty combine a “progressive–radical
conjuncture” of social and political pressure with a strong emphasis on agroecology,
“the science, practice and movement of a sustainable and just agricultural system”
(p. 82).
Thus armed, Chappell then makes a remarkable and even unique contribution
to ethnographic research around hunger and power, using Belo Horizonte as an
exemplary case. In the early 1990s, the rise of the Workers Party (PT) in Brazil
opened a forum where “technocrats’ limited conception of ‘rational governance’”
could be replaced by debates about “fundamental approaches to hunger” (p. 115).
SMASAN (Municipal Under-Secretariat of Food and Nutritional Security) built
a program that focused on food consumption and nutrition, distribution, and
production (p. 102). Fundamentally and according to a staff member, SMASAN’s
program “created a general ‘culture of food security’” (p. 115). In Belo Horizonte,
this led to some of the greatest trends in food-related health improvement, including
decreased diabetes and infant mortality as well as a 25% increase in fruit and vegetable
consumption. Further, the farms of Belo Horizonte represent rarely researched
evidence that biodiversity in vegetable crops (like the more commonly researched
biodiversity in coffee and cacao) has a significant positive effect on the sustainability
of nearby wilderness ecosystems: “the possibility that the food security programs
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of SMASAN may be indirectly supporting biodiversity conservation … is a novel
and potentially important contribution to our understanding of the food security–
biodiversity nexus” (p. 200, 220; Perfecto et al., 2009; Winqvist et al., 2012).
“In short, [Belo Horizonte]’s programs have redefined national and international
standards for institutions governing the right to food” (p. 88). However, Belo
Horizonte and SMASAN have also been limited by a lack of resources, leadership
turnover, and related institutional blockages or reluctance of administrators (though
often not their own membership) to work with the most marginalized farmers.
“[W]ho will support the rights of the ‘disenfranchised’ to be emancipated (in Ribot’s
terms) and how?” (p. 124; Ribot, 2014).
These questions appear to point towards the possible need for increased movement
democracy, whereby polyarchic (Dahl, 2007) and bureaucratic mechanisms of
representation and governance are insufficient to gain and sustain pressure on
Brazilian state leaders and, perhaps more importantly, on the global corporate
entities that constrain state administrators (e.g., the International Monetary Fund,
World Trade Organization, and Monsanto). This, I would suggest, marks the
main weakness of the book. After demonstrating the necessity of incorporating
power and history into stories about food, Chappell overlays a complex, dynamic,
and potentially transformative narrative with the kinds of analytical frames that
characterize the neo-institutional “governance” literature that the World Bank
and other intergovernmental development organizations use to save technocratic
neoliberal structural adjustment. These include the multiple streams approach,
“policy entrepreneurs,” and the “state-society synergy” of Peter Evans (Evans,
1996), though to a lesser extent. Alone, these approaches (especially Evans’s) assist
conceptual organization around the margins. However, when together in the
core, they tend to undermine the distinctive historical and political story of Belo
Horizonte, “cui/we-bono” and “what is to be done?”
In particular, these approaches overwhelm examination of solidaristic interventions
into history such as Kerssen’s Grabbing Power (2013), Holt-Giménez et al.’s Food
Rebellions! (2009) and Benjamin Dangl’s Dancing with Dynamite (2010). Further,
Chappell’s narration of a quote by Freire in a daycare center is a valuable missed
opportunity to dig into Freire’s pedagogies of the oppressed, of hope, and of the role
of critical education in effectively engaging with, confronting, and perhaps even
transforming institutions that seem capable of limited support for food sovereignty
or food justice programs (Freire, 1996, 1997).
Despite what I see as analytical gaps, Chappell’s book is essential reading for
students of food policy, practice, and, especially, transformation. Further, the
book is a critical, thought-provoking resource for those both within and outside
government policy‑making circles who seek an understanding of how to break
through the corporate agri-business monopolies and transform agriculture into
a more sustainable and effective tool to combat hunger and sustain our ecosystems.
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Reviewed by Charles Spurlock1

Fothergill and Peek examine three post-Katrina adaptive recovery trajectories adopted
by children: declining, finding equilibrium, and fluctuating. The authors describe
how they conducted in-depth interviews and observational field studies to identify
these recovery trajectories and bring a child’s perspective to the field of disaster
research. Their innovative approach provides unique insights into children’s ability
to navigate trauma by analyzing two prevailing notions regarding children’s recovery
capacity. Under the “resilience myth,” children possess a unique psychological ability
“shrug off” any personal setbacks. In juxtaposition, “the helpless victim myth” holds
that children lack any skills whatsoever to persevere in the face of calamity. Therefore,
experts must program recovery in a post-disaster period to recreate normalcy for
children. The authors frame their analysis of these two perspectives under the caveat
that children’s experiences differ from each based on their social location. Thus, the
“disasters as equal opportunity event myth” fails to account for pre- and post-matrix
of social, cultural, human, and financial assets and the social contexts under which
children readjust to social dislocation following a disaster.
In considering children’s resilience and dependence, Fothergill and Peek collected
data from more than 650 children aged between 3 and 18. The authors segmented
their sample by the degree of data collection. The tertiary sample included
approximately 575 children who the authors observed but did not interview
formally. The secondary sample comprised 60 children who the authors interviewed
formally and informally and observed at one point in time. Finally, the core sample
embraced 25 children who the authors interviewed and observed at multiple points
over the seven-year study period. From this core group, seven children became the
focal sample. The authors interviewed these children at least five times and spoke
with their siblings, parents, grandparents, extended family members, and teachers.
The authors also spoke with recovery professionals and other school staff members.
Collectively, the information supplied by the children and those closest to them
allowed the authors to adopt Lareau’s (2003) intensive immersion technique.
Consequently, the authors are able to speak in detail about the participants’ pre- and
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post-Katrina lives and circumstances and their social locations. In their observations
and interviews, the authors focused on parental capacity, family structure, and
extended family relations. The authors found that the schools these children
attended pre- and post-Katrina were very important and identified the strengths
and weaknesses of these institutions. Numerous factors (e.g., living conditions,
access to reliable transportation for shopping and work, and food security) led to
differentiations in the children’s experiences, which were also shaped by their race,
class, gender, and the resources available to their parents.
Pre- and post-Katrina, parental resource shares shaped the pathways of each of the
three trajectories (i.e., declining, finding equilibrium and fluctuating). The meaning
of resources is twofold. The first dimension, depth, refers to the quality and quantity
of capital (e.g., as human capital) and can be measured by parental health and
education. The second dimension, capital, refers to parents’ capacity to mobilize
resources on behalf of their children. The model adopted by this study was derived
from Bourdieu’s (1986) work. Specifically, multiple types of capital (i.e., social,
cultural, human, institutional, and financial) were considered to gain insights into
whether, when, why and how the children gained traction following their postKatrina dislocations.
The book describes one family, the Taylors, who experienced a declining trajectory.
In this single-parent family (the father of the family had passed away two years
before the disaster), the head of the household had significant health and mental
health issues and no stable employment or income stream. Before the disaster, the
family had lived in subsidized housing that was poorly integrated into the public
transportation system, a factor that added to their food insecurity issues. These
conditions combined to create a cumulative vulnerability. On the fateful evening
during which the flood waters rose, Daniel, a teenager, fashioned a harness for
his mother to carry his toddler sibling before leading them both to safety. This
family had limited resources and post-Katrina, has not been able to mobilize its
resources to any significant degree. In part, the head-of-household’s choices fail to
promote better relocation and recovery adaption. Both the mother and the younger
sibling continue to experience bouts of homelessness and Daniel lives at a half-way
house. At Baton Rouge, Daniel experienced bullying as a New Orleans outsider.
His complicated trajectory was further compounded by his failure to attend school
for a significant period. The provision of support services by trained adults could
have helped Daniel and many other children manage their experiences. Daniel
finally graduated from high school aged 20. Daniel’s family is truly disadvantaged;
however, the authors note that the experiences of other families, including those
with more resources and a greater capacity to mobilize, are not dissimilar.
The authors found that the experiences of the children who found equilibrium
differed significantly to those who experienced a declining trajectory. The focal
participants interviewed by the authors had the support of advocates and individuals
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from institutions largely because their parents affected successful parenting.
Like Daniel Taylor, Cierra lived in a single-parent household headed by her mother,
Debra, who worked at a local hospital. Similar to the Taylors, Cierra and Debra did
not evacuate New Orleans. On the evening of Katrina, Cierra’s mother reported for
her shift before the levees failed. Cierra had been allowed to accompany her mother
(a valued employee) to work. Both remained stranded amidst the chaos that ensued.
Debra and Cierra experienced deteriorating conditions, including a limited water
supply and spoiled food. The conditions continued to worsen; an elderly patient
suffered from heat stroke and the life-support systems began to falter due to a loss
of electric power.
The authors contend that the depth and mobilization of resources explain how
Cierra gained equilibrium post-disaster. The family lacked sufficient financial
capital; however, education, religious, and employment institutions, housing
organizations, and other programs provided resources to create sufficient conditions
for recovery. These conditions required judicious human skills to produce the best
possible outcomes. For example, Debra and Cierra sought refuge at the Cajundome
on the outskirts of Lafayette, Louisiana, as evacuees. The staff there recognized
the displaced children’s needs for play, routine, and security, and created normal
conditions as best they could.
When hurricane Rita threatened the Gulf States, the authorities transferred the
Katrina evacuees to Shreveport where security guards held guns on these twice
displaced individuals. Debra recognized immediately that the conditions are
untenable and reached out to Mr. Nate, the Director of Cajundome, for his support.
The staff also supported Debra by providing transportation to and from their Federal
Emergency Management Agency trailer, which was located beyond adequate public
transportation. The support of staff members was akin to friendship and ultimately
led to the donation of a car, babysitting, and other mindful contributions that
positively affected the family’s well-being. Thus, Cierra found equilibrium due to
effective parenting, the support of her community and the staff at the Cajundome,
and because of the institutional resources provided to her from governmental and
nongovernmental agencies.
A fluctuating trajectory occurs when a child’s family life, housing, schooling,
extracurricular activities, friendships, and their parent’s employment become
misaligned. Jerron’s experience represents a fluctuating trajectory. Jerron lived within
an extended network of loving kin. His parents were divorced, but they cooperated
with each other and had created a post-modern family in which both paternal and
maternal kin played a key role in Jerron’s life experiences. Jerron’s father paid child
support, creating a stable financial situation for his son. Jerron and his father lived in
different cities but remained connected through visits and telephone calls. To better
understand Jerron’s loss, the authors describe his relationship with his grandmother.
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Upon entering school in New Orleans, Jerron went to the same elementary school at
which his grandmother taught. They walked to school together, and in the evenings
and weekends enjoyed extended family dinners.
Jerron’s misalignment related to his being dislocated from New Orleans and being
away from this loving environment. At Lafayette, Jerron began to get into fights at
school when kids teased him about being displaced. Jerron’s behavioral problems
caused his grades to decline, but he successfully transitioned to middle school.
At middle school, he began to find his stride and improved due to a social climate
that Jerron described as “peaceful.” This environment coupled with the superior
institutions of his new school district led to a positive educational experience.
However, Jerron continued to struggle due to the loss of his family and “deep
compartmentalized friendship[s]” (Alder & Alder, 1998). Jerron’s progress appeared
to be moving towards equilibrium. However, his strong attachment to his family and
childhood friends remained extremely important to him, creating some dissonance
in his post-disaster recovery.
This book has multiple strengths. First, this research remains topical given that the
2017 hurricane season displaced hundreds of thousands of people from Puerto
Rico when hurricane Maria hit. Climate change, coupled with social inequity and
insufficient institutional support will ensure that the children of Katrina are not the
only ones who suffer in the short term. Second, the intensive emersion produced
rich ethnographic details. This information highlighted the problems encountered
by the children and the creative solutions found by the children, parents, kin, and
advocates. It is clear that caring adults and institutional support have had positive
effects in the post-disaster period. For highly distressed parents and social institutions,
insufficient resources and agency incapacity make childhood recovery difficult
and slow. Given the high degree of social inequality in the United States, most
widespread disasters will uproot the most disadvantaged, placing them in a situation
after the disaster that is just as precarious as that which they were in before. Another
strength of the book is that the authors draw from leading social scientists with
proven records in family, youth, poverty, and social inequality research.
There are very few weaknesses in this book. However, in one instance, a claim is made
regarding the educational quality of a New Orleans’ university and no supporting
evidence is provided. It may be that this claim merely reflects the opinion of the
authors. Social capital theory, as explained by Coleman (1990), offers a slightly
better fit for the research presented here. Further, the concept of intergenerational
closure would provide a slightly better analytical framework for exploring children’s
post-disaster trajectories. At the request of the authors, the children drew therapeutic
pictures of the trauma they had suffered at school. It would have assisted readers if
this visual method, known as photo elicitation, had been labeled and its value had
been explained in greater detail.
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